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Introduction 
In the ninth century before Christ .we' find two HebrewMingClonJ.S exist-
ing~vasoillating between desires for peace and conquest •. We. find them 
· .··. struggling at times with ·formidable invaders from foreign; lands~ . at other 
, times struggling between themselves. From the period of the divided 
kingdom to 'the· f~ll of Se:mtiria we observe that these two nations~ Judah. 
and Israel~ lived in constant fear of each other 1 as well as in fear of 
. foreigners. At periods eachkrl..ngiiom, singularly~ appeared strong and 
· powerful, and then, as suddenly as they became powerful, they became weak,· 
easy prey for foreign conquerors •.. 
"A house divided against itself. cannot stand," we have been told. In 
'. . _,. ' ' / 
the case of the two·. kingdoms 1 that statement..'e:Xprem:l" veracity. · The history 
·:.:__ of this century, which is no doubt, one of the greatest 'centuries of . 
.• Hebrew history, illustr'ates the· fact that tsra~l sealed its. own doom when· 
. the 'ten tribes se~,e~ed to form· a s~par~te govermnent. The history of this 
portion of Israel's existence ·from 933 B. c. 'to 785 B. c., is highly color 
ed, appealing strongly to the historical student. During the. ninth cen 
we not only find the history of Israel. fascinating, but also that of 
rounding nations; both small and great. One particularly interesting 
highlight of history at this time is the growth arid expansion o.f .the 
Assyrian Empire. Assyria was at the height of its power in this century • 
. · .. Ruled by able leaders, it became the terror of all the lands of the then 
known world. If we were to follow the history of the Assy:dan Empire , 
' . ' '·, 
another one hundred years, we would find .them weakening, gradually decay-
ing, finally to be swallowed up by the rising Babylonian and Persian.· 
powers. 
During these one hundred and fifty years, which fall within the· 
scope of this thesis, we notice another development .in Israel, that of 
'u. 
I .~ • 
prophecy .• Begun some years before, expanded and elaborated by Samuel, it 
blossomed in this ninth century with Elijah and Elisha as its main ex-
ponents. With them is ushered in a new controlling and effective factor in 
the government and general life of the people. In fact, with Elisha, we 
1. 
find him affecting the government of a foreign power, Syria. Prophecy 
grew rapidly at this time and at the end of the ninth century was carried 
on and made very effective in the government by the great literary pro-
phets of the eighth century, beginning with Amos. 
In the development of this thesis, it is the plan of the writer to 
make a careful analytical study of Israel (the two kingdoms), in the ninth 
century. We will begin with a critical study of our sources, Biblical, 
historical,and'archaeological. Particular stress will be laid on the in-
fluence of foreign governments, in the second section. The third section 
of the thesis ~~11 be concerned with discussion of prophecy, with a short 
history of the rise of prophecy as an introduction to the prophecy of the 
ninth century as developed by Elijah, Elisha, and Micaiah ben Imlah. The 
fourth section will be on the religion of Israel; and a final section, the 
fifth, e. comprehensive summary. It is the purpose of the writer to make 
this study as complete as possible, a connected whole, although not too 
detailed. 
In reading and studying the material for this discussion, the writer 
has found that the history of the ninth century has been well developed by 
authors of Hebrew history, but he also rinds that at points they differ, 
particularly in regard to Biblical sources. Possibly after disclosing the 
ideas of various men, the reader will be enabled to draw his own conclu-
~ · sion concerning the correct answers to the problems that may arise. We 
1. Reference is to Elisha and his anointing of Hazael as king of Damascus. 
(!!Kings 8:1:3). 
2· 
hope that this. will be . a compact and comprehensive elaboration or the Old 
Testament history of the ninth century~ 
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Chapter_ One 
Sources 
Biblical Sources 
. ' 
In considering the Biblical sources of the history of the ninth 
cen~ury,. we willinake two specific studies. The fiz:st, .from the Books of 
Kings (T and IT)'· the framework and compilation; t~e secoild, the historical 
matter, and an additional 'study in ;an attempt to ~~ttle questions regarding 
dates of certain kings •. We are concerned with the Book of Kings from T 
-· 
Kings 11 to IT Kings. 15 •. In t~e history of the period, that will be from 
. . ' 
the time of the divided kingdom in 933 B. C., to the reign of Jeroboam IT 
1. 
in 785 B. C. 
~ Compilation of Kings -Authors 
Practically all authors concerned with this book of Kings explain to 
us that the two books of Kings were fonnerly one book. Positively, Gr~ 
says, "Kings, like Samuel, was originally a single undivided work. ·The 
existing divisions into two books, which is as ancient as the Greek ver-. 
sion, unlike the similar division of Samuel, corresponds to no marked turn ·. 
. ' . . . . ' 
in the history, but d:i. vides the narrative in the middle. of the unimportant . 
2. 
reign of Ahazieh of IsraeL 11 _He does not tell us whether the compiler 
was one person or the book was compiled by several persons. This question 
we shall discuss shortly. MQre definitely Hastings says, 11The division o:f' 
the Hebrew text of Kings into two books is not found in the manuscriptil- or 
in the early printed e~itions. It first occurs in the great Rabbinic Bible 
of David Bamberg, published at Venice 1516-17, where an asterisk between j:· < ' 1 ~ ,:' •• , • I 
I Kings 32:54 and rr Kings 1:1, cans attention to a note .in the margin, 
' ' 
1. The Bible used is that of the American Standard Version, edited by the 
American Revision Committee in 1901. 
2. Gray, Critical Introduction to ~ Old Testament, p. 76 
.. ·-
4 
'Here the Non-Jews (i.e. Christians) begin the fourth Boo,k of Kings". · 
this carries us back further in our research end gives us more enlighten-
ment. Wright also agrees with Hasti~gs, s~ing that the two books formed 
originally one but they were afterwards divided in the LXX (the Sep-
tuagint). The division found in the LXX was adopted in the· printed'Hebr~ 
text from the Bamberg printed editions. 4 • One more authority on' the 
orig~n of the Books of Kings should be mentioned here.· Sellin states~ 
11 As has already been indicated, the Books of Kings were at on~ time· most 
closely united to the Books of Samuel, and, like these, were not· divided 
5 •. 
into two books." Thus, vro can rightly dre:w the conclusion that the 
Books of Kings must have been divided at a later date than their original 
compilation, according to the Bamberg edition particularly. This bring$ 
us to another consideration. 
In tracing back still further these two books we find that some men · 
believe that they never stood out as a whole, separated from the other 
books of the Old Testrunent. Kings belongs to the second of the three 
divisions of the Hebrew Canon--the Prophets (Nebh1 1~m). In this division 
., 
the book forms with Joshua, Judges, Srunuel, the earlier. section, styled. 
Nebh~'~m rish8ntn, the former Prophets as distinct from the latter pr~hets 
. 6. . . 
(the literary Prophets). "The Books of Kings contain much historicell 
material• yet the historical i~ not their primary purpose.· What in'our. ··•· 
English Bibles pass for historical books are in the Hebr~ Canon prophetic 
books, the Books of Joshua, Judges, T Samuel, IT Semuel. T Kings and IT 
. - --,.. - -
Kings, being classed as the'Earlier Prophets'"· These authorities·agree 
3. Hastings 
4. Wright 
5. Sellin 
6. Hastings 
7. Orr 
Dictionary of the Bible,. Viol. IT, p. 856 
An Introduc'tronto the Old Testament, p. 130 
-- 'Introduction to "ffie\JI'd-restament, p. 120 
.... \' 
-- Dictionary o~e~iOie, Vo!. 11, p. 856 
-- lnternat~onaT "S"tandard Bible Encyclopedia, V:ol. -H-r p.1809 
. ;t:--' l 't 
' 5 
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.. · · . . Kings " 
with most others as to the. general relation ofT and IT f(::o the Books· 
preceding them. We might sey here that they also have a rather j/r,Q:efinite 
relation to the :Books of the Chronicles. 
" S1nce- we have found them directly related to the books· foll:owing then 
· this brings up another question. previously referred to,. c·oncerning the . 
compr.i.ler of the :Books of Kings.· According to Skinner·, "Since the 
· De-uter-oncim.ic redaction extends over aU. th~ books Joshua to Kings,. the 
question is natur.ally raised whether they may not or·iginal.lly have been 
. . 
. a continous work, which was afterwards split up into. four volumes.. That 
cannot be proved to have been the case; the differences which ap~e~r· ill., 
the redaction are too considerable to be readily accounted for by the 
. . '' ', ,' .. 
assumption that they were> ell edited by the same hand •. At 'the same time,· 
' . j : ' ?; ~ " 
the· origin~l sources froni which the histoz:y was compiled .. . it is true that 
run on from one book into another, and the division of these sources is 
a. 
somewhat artificial and arbitrary. 11 There is hardly any doubt that more 
than one person compiled these books. It is believed that these .books 
were :written from fragmentary- n.a.n-atives end re~rds, not by one man,. hut 
by scores of men .. For instance. in regard to the narrative parts of 
. . 
that is the storie-s of Elijah and Elisha, Orr· says, "The distinction be-
.. ·. ~
. tween. the great documents: of the Pent" do not appear so closely here •. ·The 
summary, {'epitome') is the w~rk of. a Jewish redactor,. the longer narra.:. 
t:ives (&.g. 17 K.n7~2K8;13:·14-21) 'are written in a bright and chaste 
Hebrew style, though some of them ex:Jllib,it slight paculiarities of die~ 
tion, due lii3\lbtless, (in part),. to their North Israelitish origin' (E). 
The .writers of these narratives are thought to have been prophets,. in 
9 •. 
most c·ases from the Northern Kingdom~ 11 One more critic voices his 
8. Skinner --· The Century Bible, 1 and ll Ki~s, footnote on p. 42 the 
introduction:- ··- -.-. -
9. Orr.. -- International Standard Bible Enclyclopedia, Vol.TIT, p. 1810 
.. ·• 
6 · .. 
,.· 
. ' 
-----~--···----
opinion concerning_ the compiler or compilers of the Books of K~ngs and 
th~se preceding it. Kittel says, "If we accord~ngly recall wha~ we know 
from the Books of Judges and Smnuel as well as regards T Kings 1-11~ the 
. - .._ ' ·, 
~ supposition is forced on us that the revi~ion originated in the circle ~f 
writers belonging to the later period who.were in~~uenced by Deuteronomy. 
. This supposition is made a cert'ainty by the fact that the verdict pas se'd 
. . . 
on the individual kings is based on the standard supplied by the Deuter-
onomic Law. u rhat the author of' this formula~ however~ is not merely a 
wri tar who is working over e_xisting narratives, but is also the actual 
author of' the Book of' Kings, is shown in the most unmistakable way by his 
constant reference to the sources which he uses, or has not used, as the 
. 10. .~ 
case may be. 11 ·Kittel makes it a slight bit clearer situation. by sug-
gesting that several authors ·compiled the books prec~ding Kings~ but that 
' I ",'" 
it is possible, as Skinner also infers·, that one author compiled the two 
portions of the Book of' Kings. 
Sources f'o.!. ~ Compilation 2,! Kings. 
In our next study ot' the Biblical sources of' Kings, we must attempt to 
. . 
discover if possible the material from which the Deuteronomist or author 
obtained his data. 
. . . \ 
Practically all authors agree on three sources 1Tom 
wnicn the compiler Dr compilers drew their materials. They are, "The book 
of' the acts of' Solomon," 11 the book of' the Chronicles of' the kings of' 
. •' 11. 
Israel~" and "the book of' the Chronicles of' the kings of Judeh." In . 
. ' 
addition to these there ~~re fra§mentary sources of ancient records; and 
extracts from official annals~ such as court records, lengthy continuous 
narratives, sometimes full of picturesque detail. and displaying literary· 
12. 
power of' a high order. In· the first part of' the Book of T Kings, · 
10. · Kittel 
11. Gray 
12. Skinner--
History of' the Hebrews, Vol. lT, p: 208 . . 
Critio8l~riti=Oduction. to the 'UTd Testament.; p. 82 
The Century Bible, 1 a'iid '!rlffiigs, p. 26 " 
·7 
.. ' :-., 
. .. .·· 13. 
S'ellin tens us that the biography of Solomon was used. Whether he· 
meant thiswas taken from the 11 Acrl;s of &olcirnon," he does not say .. 
' ,. . . .' 
For a space~ l~t us consider those ."book~ of th~ Ch:tronicr]ea; of the 
• kings," on the. books of the histories of the Kings ,n . as they may be call 
. , ; ' 
11 The Idnd .. of information 'likely t~ .be found in what<the Hebrew called 'a 
book of Chronicles,' or' ~ore literally rendered,. I a book· of the affairs of 
the .. days'. might.be inferred fromTC.hron. 27:24; Neh. 12::23, which. menti~n 
• ' . ' . ! ' - .... , .· • ... • ' -· •.. • 14~ . 
chronicles containing statistical and gene6J.ogical mater~al."· · In 
. simple fashion the various happenings or. events con~idered important by 
th€· chronicl~r were writ.tendown in a record of the ··court of city. "This 
'book of the Histories O'fthe Kings must have contained not merely annals, 
such as wer'e kept at. every Oriental Court:_;. ~ot merely sh~rt notes about 
wars, e:ommerce> alliance-s; md the like -- but also more detailed. narra-
. . . . . .· " . 
tives of important events Vlhich happened at the Court. But I can see at 
• • • J : 
· present no possibility of distinguishing the two kinds of material in the 
. . 
Books of Kings. as they have come down to us-- e.g. marking off T K. 12; 2-
24; 20: 22; IT ·K. 3;9: 1-10; 27 as a separate source,. consisting of pop-
ular narratives-- so long as we do not know how far narratives of that 
kind were admitted to the annals ••••••• ~ •••••• On the other hand,· the 
statements made about. the Kings of. Northern Israel contain no more .than. 
.. . . '. · ..... · . . . 
prophet in Shechem, Gilgal, Bethel, etc., would :t>e in a position to know, 
so that here it is questionable whe.ther we have to think of annals at all. 
. . 
.'.The main: poin~. is that .the source cited by the Deuteronorrdst is ~ot a'mere 
. collection of anria.ls, but more or less like the Solomon biography, an 
15. 
historical work, itself based upon sources."· Sellin thus puts forth 
13. Sellin -- Introduction to the Old Testament. p. 121 
14• Gray -- Cr~tioal lntroauc-ti~o the Old Testament. 
15. Sellin Introduction to ~ Ol~estim\eiit. p. 123 
p. 82' 
8 
/ • I 
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the ar~nt that _the sources the Deuteronomist_ h.as us_ed ;came from a 
compact work. Gray also. seems to believe. that much of ·_the material for 
the compilation of Kings was drawn from a. book called "the book of the . 
16. 
Kings." Strangely enough Kittel questions ,~his fact, and suggests . 
~ ·~·: 
' that there may have been annals, such as temple records which were not 
17. 
compiled in book form and also there may have been a book o£ annals • 
..... ···- ,., . -
Kittel suggests that ,there may have been a recorder entitled 11 historio-
grapher -- royal," at the _time -of Solomon. '.'The office, doubtless, con-
tinued to exist under _the later kings, and the. royal ar.chi ves in 
Jerusalem and Sem•ria _became more and more a valuable collection of data 
.. regarding the acts of the -k.ings •. H_ad our a~thor access to these archives, 
and did he draw directly upon them'l_ So far, .as :the kings ,of Israel are 
concerned. this. question is i.'apriori' to be ·answered in the negative 
rather -than in.the affirmative •.. O,therwise. we_ shoold have to adopt the 
. supposition that when Semaria.~as pillaged,· the. contents .of the Samaritan 
. }'oyal archives found their way t,o Jerusalem~ which is, .. on the face of it, 
. ·not very_probable. It is·,·however, well possible _that he _was able to 
make use of the Judaio Annals of the Kings whio.~ were. preserved in 
18. . . . 
Jerusalem." . ·'. ·. It is a technical point that he. makes ,here . since the 
author of Kings does not refer to the annals of .the kings, but to a 
"~ook of the annal~" ,of 1:;11€1 Kings •.. ·His final concl~sion is that .the 11 Book 
of the ann"als of the~:J9!oo~'-~·~'. _had ,a close relation to .the official annals 
of the kings, although he does not make a definite decision in favor of 
. .. ' ' .. . \ ' . ~ . 
. either • .... In reality we ~ave ?O ·way of discovering the. absolutely correct 
.. attitude. , The material offered. by. Kittel is more convincin~;. There is 
,, : ' ·• •' . •. ' I ' ', 
one possibility, that the author, of .Kings. was. not able to draY/ directly 
. 16. Gray 
17. Kittel 
18. Kittel 
Critical Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 82 
-- Eistory of the Hebrews-;-vol7 "'''; pp. 208-209 ·. 
· -- H1story 01'. the Hebrews, Vol. IT, .p. 208 .. . . 
9 
on offic·ial annals .as opposed to the nbook of. the anna.ls, 11 hence we may 
with all right suppose that the 11 book of the annals of the kings" are so 
closely related to the. official an?S-ls, as distinguished from. the books of 
the Annals of the Kings, that the author of the 11 book11 drew on the official 
19. 
annals for materials. in his book. 
~ of ~ Compilation 'or .. Kings 
11 All data are. so far lacking which might enable us. to assign a date 
for its composition, or. to explain how and whenthe.North-Is:uaelitish 
source }j, .material came to Jerusalem. It is only by guess-work if we. sug-
' . . . 
gest the age of Hezekiah. The Deuteronomist w~s content:to give mere ex-
cerpts from this great historical work; What interests him especially are 
the notices and episode!! which touch the domain of religion. His purpose 
is simply to write a sacred history, and for all beyond that he is content 
to refer the reader to these sources. We cannot sufficiently regret that 
20. 
this dual national history has been lost." We cannot very well accept 
this. suggestion of Sellin's .that Kings· was: compiled in He,zekieJl's .time, 
~iric'e in the latter part of TI King~ cthere. were. ~everal Jdngs following 
Hezekiah before Judah was finally destroyed. We must admit, though, that 
1 .f ' 
a later author might,have made an addition to the latter part of lT Kings. 
Orr says, 11 The work was probably composed before the fall of Jerus (586 B. C ) . 
. ' . 
and was revised during or shortly after the exile, and. also supplemented by 
. 21. 
the addition of the account of the downfall of the Judean Kingdom.". · so' 
many critics agree that the book was. first written about 600 B. C., which 
was 120 years after the reigri of Hezeld.ah. Hastings speaks as. follows, · 
11 As Kings now stands, the earliest 'possible 'terminus a quo' for the com-
. . 
position of the book is the date of the latest event related,) viz.,, 
19. Ibid, p.· 209 
20. Sellin Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 123 
21. Orr -~ International~tanaara-Eihle Encyclopedia, Vol. TIT, p. 1810 
10 
' 
'·' 
ir 
· .. 
. I Jehoiachin's release from prison in the thirty-seventh year of his cap-
tivity, 561 B. c., but it is thought since the Babylonian king granted 
privileges to Jehoiachin, 'all the days of his life' err K. 25:30). it is 
believed the book was not written until later than 561, after the death of 
22. 
Jehoiachin." Apparently Hastings follows the Bible strictly since he 
does not take into account the fact that there might have been additions 
made at this time, and that the original book might have been written 
earlier. Robinson, in The Clarendon Bible opposes this view, "But there 
are indications elsewhere which seem to suggest that the compilation of the 
main portions of the book took place somewhat earlier than the exile. There 
are hints in one or trro places, such as T K. 8:8; 9:21, which imply that 
- . . 23. 
Jud~, at any rate,. was still in Palestine in the writer's time." 
24. 
Kautzsch, suggests that there is a possibility the book was written 
in 560 B. c., but he is more inclined to accept the belief held by .Dr. 
25. 
Leslie in the Abingdon Commentary that the first redaction of the-book 
was in 600, which carried the history through TI Kings 23:30, and the re-
editing of the book carried the history down to !T Kings 25:30. Kittel 
. .. . -
states that the first author. the Deuteronomist, probably constructed the 
book of Kings not later than 588, since evidence shaws he did not write 
26. 
after 588. He_also adds that evidence has been round which supports 
the theory that later redactors, or a redactor, followed Deuteronomy and 
rinished the book by his addition or the death of Jehoiachin, sometime in 
the middle or at the end of the Babylonian exile, but Kittel sets no defi-
27. 
nita date. One more source we might mention, the Encyclopedia Biblica, 
22. Hastings 
23. Robinson 
24. Ka.ntzsch 
25. Leslie 
-- Dictionary of the Bible, Vol.Tr, p. 861 
-- ~he Clarendon lrr"6'le, Vol. 111-;p. 50 ·. 
-- HiStory of the Literature or-the Old Testmnent, p. 73 
-- lbingdon"""lri"6!e Commentary ;p.l'Il-
26. Kittel 
27. Ibid, P• 
-- History or the Hebrews, Vol. 11, p. 223 
224 --- -
11·. 
! . .~ 
! . 
I ,, 
,,I 
which says,. ~'Even the ~edaot:i.on in the spirit of.Deuteronomy seems itself 
to have had more ·than one stage, as Ew~ld e.nd. other critics recognize. 
The. book was no-b cl~sed till far on in the Exile,.· after the death of 
. ' . . 28.·. Neb~chad~ezzar and J~hoia~hin. 11 
·In sununing up this material concerning the date 
we, it 'seems,. can safely say that, first,' almost all authors agree that 
~·· . 
. the Book was first compiled; in ·the early seventh century ~t~' Deuterono~ 
s.nd second, .. that e. l~ter redactor went over the .b.ook again, revised it, 
' ' . ' . . ' 
'and possibly made en addition at the end,. and· mad~ a few changes of his 
., own throughout Kings. · 11Whil~ the Deuteronomist generally allows his 
sour'ces to, ~peak: ~or' the~seives,· and contents h~ms~~f with putt\ng in' 
additions afterward,' which are as a rule' easy td d'istinguish, in e. few 
' . 
' . 
cases he has worked up .the various sources so thoroughly that we can no 
longer decide what is his.~ work and what is .the older kernel.. That 
,29. 
applies, e.g.· to! K. 11: 29-39; 12:26-32; 14; IT K. 18:l7,. e.tc. 11 
~Chronology of~ Successive Kings of Judah and Israel. 
Thenext question whi~h faces us is in regard to the authenticitY of 
the chronology of' the. kings of' Israel and Judah,. as found in their order · 
. .' '' ( ', . ' .. ' : ', ' . 
iJ1 the books of Kings, and .the probable dates for them as found in ancient 
records and other sources. There has. been ~uch ·discussion concerning the 
. dates of some of these kings, and their possible order. .The Cambridge 
Bible .follows the Biblic~ record of' dates# in its, chronological arrange-
. ' . . 
.. ments . of. th~ kings of Israel and Judah, which,. for instance,. places. the . 
reign of Jehu,· in. Samaria,· in 884 B. c. and Athe.liah in Judah also in 
' 30. ' ,. ' ,, ' '' ' ' ' ' 
. 884 B. C. But ercheo1ogice.l records have proved .that these are not 
· .. the acceptable dates. Jehu is· mentioned by Shalnie.neser on his obelisk in 
·' .. ' 
28• Encyclopedia Biblice., Vol. IT, p. ,2665 
. 29. ·Sellin -- Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 124 ; 
·. 30 •. The Cambridge Bible, BooE. of t~xlix-lii. 
I, 
· . .,..,.,, 
829~ and we know that Jehu must have reigned about this time •. We find that 
for all dates we must depend on archeology and the known records of foreign 
nations. 11 The years assigned in the chronological outline for the different. 
~ kings are such as seem on the whole most probable 6 on the basis of Bibli~al 
Chronology adjusted to the dates fixed by the Assyrian records. The con-
elusion, however, ·of Professor Curtis needs to be kept in mind~ viz •. 'that 
only a few dates in Israel's history can be fixed with absolute certainty. 
The time of most events can only be. given definitely .within a space· of two 
31. 
or three years' • 11 Continued efforts of successive .redactors can be .. 
traced in the chronology of the bo.ok. 11 In reality,. however, .the dates for 
Judah and Israel do not agree, (260 years of the kings of Judah, correspond 
to 241 years, 7months, 7 days,. of the kings of Israel), and Wellhausen,. 
following Ewald~ has shown that the synchronisms were not in the sources~ 
32. 
but were calculated from the list of' years of each reign.n This error 
has been under· careful consideration by recent authors· and a. solution to the 
problem will be mentioned· later •. The trouble was caused by overlapping 
reigns among the kings of Israel, according to Biblical Chronology. ·t 
The battle of Karkar, 854 B. c.,. in which,. according to the annals of 
Shalmaneser TIT of Ass;Vria, he defeated a confederacy of which Ahab and· ··' 
the king·of Damascus were members~ is one of the important dates·with 
which to check Biblical Chronology. Most critics. believe that the battle " 
was fought during the three years of' peace, between Syria and Israel, as 
mentioned in T Kings 22:1. Accordingly,. the siege of Samaria (T Kings 20:1 
ff) and the defeat of the Syrians at Aphek the following ye~r (verses 22ff., 
to 33.' 
26ff.) may be assigne_!Lapproximately about 857-850 B. C.o Skinner also 
mentions this and says that the one date fixed by Assyriology,. the battle 
31. Creelman -- An Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 139 
32. Encyclopedialribhca, Vol. 11:; p:-2trn'1' 
33. Creelman -- An Introduction-:co ~ Old Testament, p. 139 
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of Karkar 854-- near the close of Ahab 's reign has been the basis for 
. 34 •. 
mu'oh of the correction of Biblical dates~ Here is where we. find the 
difficulty in Biblical dates; the fact that the reigns of Jehoreilli and 
Ahaziah seem to be confused. · In order to make the number of years balance 
. for. the two kingdoms we must find the loose screw in the machim:ery. ! Kings 
. 22:51 tells us that Ahaaiah "began .to reign in the seventeenth year of 
' . . 35. 
Jehoshaphat king of Judah." · The Abingdon Commentary gives Ahazi.e.h' s 
. . . 
reign as beginning in 854 and lasting one year, and Jehoram succeeding him 
in 853. . Jehoram of Judah supposedly reigned at about .the same time 851..;. 
w. . . 
844. Nmv, "The de~th of Ahab (T Kings 22:29) is usually dated 854 or 
- . . 
853 B. C. From .the Assyrian records it is known that he was a member of a 
. . ' 
coalition of kings of Western Asia which fought against Shalmaneser liT at 
the 'battl~ of Ke.rkar in 854 i~ c~ 
. . 
accession):. a total of eleven years. But according to the Biblical Chron-
ology between these' two eve~ts. fall th~ ;r'~ign~' of Ahaziah, two' ·years md. "' 
' . •' . ' \. . . . ·: ..... ·.· .... • . ' ' : 37. 
. ,Joram 12 <Ikin~·s, 22:5l';IT Kings 3:1); a'total of fourteen years." 
That gives us two or three extra years in .our chronology, . and shows clearly 
that we have mistakes made somewhere •. · 11 In order to meet this difficulty 
different solutions have ·bee~ suggested; e.g. (a) that .the two years assigned 
to Ahazie.h..; fractions of two. consecutive' years; or (b) that Joram, on ace 
of Ahaziah's injury (IT Kings 1:2) became .regent,. and that twelve y-ears e.s-
c~ibed to his reign include his regency,:.i.e. that his reign actually 
. 38. · · · ·.. . .· was · . 
equals ten years. 11 Rost supposes the battle. of Karkar 'fought in the 
. . ' ·. . ., 
SJ>ring of 854, and the battle· of Ramoth-Gilead before the ·autumn bf th~ s~e 
year. Thus, it. is just possible to fit in}he reigns of twelve years of 
34~ Skinner -- The Century Bible, T and IT Kings, p. 46. 
35. Leslie 
-- The. Abingdon Commentary p-.-110 .. 
36. Ibid 
37 •. Creelman -- An 
38. Ibid 
Introduction to ~ Old' Testament, p •. 345 ·• 
'·' 
I ·~ ; ' 
.i 
Ahaziah and Jehorem before 843 --The essential point in the calculation is 
that the death of Ahab and the battle of Karkar must fall within the smne 
39. , Qome 
Hebrew· year." Creelman and Skinner seem to have closer to :the point, as ( ~ 
- shown in the last two quotations. In order for us to solve this problem and 
account for the two extra years accruing in the total, it seems logical to 
accept Creelman's view of. the regency of Jehoram, of two years, also added 
to his reign making· it twelve years in all. Thus. we can subtract these tv1o 
years. 
One other problem has arisen relating to the.Moabite stone·discovered 
at Dibon 1868, which gives Mesha's account of his .struggle with· Israel, It 
states that Moab was oppressed 40 years, .during the days of Omri. and. half 
the d~s of his son. Taking this statement literally it conflicts with 
Biblical Chronology, as the sum of the years assigned to Omri and Ahab 
amounts to only ·34 (:Omri-· 12, and Ahab .22; 'I K. 16:23,29). Among solutions 
offered may be mentioned (a) the assigning of a longer period .to Omri's 
reign, e.g. about 25 years, by taking 10 from Bansha's reign of 24 years 
('I K. ·15:33), dating it about 900-875 B. c. (if Whitehouse H B B; iii.620 f) 
and (b) .the identification of his son (i.e.) Omri' s son), mentioned in the , 
inscription, with Omri 's grandson, Jehorem, passing over Ahab and Ahaziah •... , 
40. 
'l!his would harmonize with rr Kings 1:1 and 3:4ff. So far as is known, 
these are the best explanations possible of the conflict of dates in the 
reigns of the kings of the ninth century. ·In opposing the Biblical dates.~e 
must remember that "The Babylonians end Assyrians ·were more skilled and more 
·carefUl chronologers, and it is. by reference.to their accounts of the same 
or contemporary events that a sure footing is found. Hence the value of 
such monuments as those of·Shalmaneser 1V and Sennaoherib--and here mention 
39. 'Skinner -- The Century Bible, T and IT Kings, p. 46 
40. Creelman-- Ari IntroductJ.On to the Olcr-Testament, p. Appendix c., p. 345 · 
; ' 
\ ,·.> 
;"' 
'.', 
should be made also of the Moabi t'e Stone." 
Another country which has offered us sources for the chro~Iogy. and 
. ' 42. 
nearly correct dates of the kings, is Egypt. ·The invasion. 9f Judah b; 
.'Shishak (Sha~henk or Sheshonk) about' 950 B. C.· or .930, . of which there is an 
inscripti~n on a wall of the temple of .tunon at Kartlak, occured in .the 5th 
year of Rehoboem.'s reign (T Kings 14:25)4::3.According to the chronology ad-' 
opted above the date would be 932 B. C. · The dates given in Breasted 1 ~ · 
. ,44. . ' 
History of E!$Ypt, 360 ff,433,. are .about 945-924 B. c. . But unfortunately 
what me.teri~lcan be obtain~d from Egypt concerning this time of. Israel's 
45. ' . 
history, is not very copious. · .· · . Also, Egyp;t is not particularly helpful 
' ,• . ' 
as far as s~uroe ~aterial goes, for the chronologyofthe kings of.Israel 
and Ju~ah, because ·she ~ade no attempts ' ' . '. ' 45. at oonque st for almost a century. 
'• ·'• 
·Egypt was overshadowed by Assyria. · One disagreement regarding Egyptian ·· · 
' '· ·, ' ' . . 
sources comes from Skirin~~.;.:..''The invasion of Shishak would yield a syn-
ch~onism with Eg;ypti.an history, and the relations of Solomon and Omr:t to the 
contemporary kings of Tyre furnish points of contact with the Assyrian 
annals: but the· chronology of these countries is' too uncertain to be· of 
much. service in checking the framework of Kings •. With regard to ·the latter,. 
however, it may be mentioned that Winckler's investigation (based on 
from official annals pres~rved by Meander of Ephesus) yields results in .per-
' .. • .. 
feet agreement with the Heb~ew chronology. He puts the reign ofHiram I 
of Tyre about 768-935·B.C.;and Ithobaal T (Ethbaal) is exactly oontempor 
' . ' . 46. ' . - ' . ' 
with Omri of Israel· (887-876 )'1 In disagreement with Skinner .we would 
say that most of the Assyrian annals have been found to be correct .and they 
41. Orr -- International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, Vol. TIT, p. 1809 
42. The inscriptions which were used as source~, wi~I be conside~ later in 
the thesis, in the section entitled, "Archei!llogical Sources." 
43. Creelman _.;. Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 135 
44. Ibid, p. 83 ----. 
45. Kittel History of the Hebrews, Vol. IT, P• .231 f. 
46. Skinner The Century"""]!ble I I and rr Kriigs, p. 47 
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can be depended· upon. ,\ .,,: 
· Again· we refer to· Ass~rian _records: for the correctness of our date$ 
of. the chronology of the' kings. "According· to· Assyrian records Jehu paid 
"tribute to· SheJ.meneser 'l"lT in 842 B• c. This is generally believed to have: 
been giva'n at the beginning of his reign, in eonnec:tion with en Assyrian · 
campaign ·against Hazae-1 of Damascus in that year;· hence the date 842 B. C:. 
~; ... ! 47 •. 
for the accession of Athalie.h end Jehu." ·Generally authors· ac:ce.pt 
. I .. "'~ 
· this record as being as near the correct date for Jehu's reign as is pes-
-" ·' 
sible/ For a period· ~f years after this mention of Jehu on the Assyri~ 
. (,. . . ". ; ~ . 
obelisk~ it is believed that Assyria left off its attempted conquests ·of 
. . . 
Israel~ possibly because she paid tribute or possibly because Assyria was 
' l • ~. • .• 
engaged in warfare with another country. Both reasons are probably true. 
".It msy~ be noted in explanation of the varied fortunes of Israel under 
Jehu,· Jehoe.haz.., Joash and Jeroboem·TI (842. B. c.~740 B. c.) th·at after 839 
B. C.• for many years Assyria did not send· any: army against D8mascus (Syria) 
By the campaigns·· of Remmon Adadnirari 1V _of Assyria' in 803 'and 797 B.· C.-
against' Damascus~ the Syrian power. was greatly' cr1ppled~ thus enabling 
Isiael'tci. regain lts lost territory (IT Kings 13:5:, 23,· ·25).· Some refer' 
the II s9.Vio~r11 ' err Kings 13: 5) t"o the; Assyrian King~ • As the Assyrian kings 
for the ne:xt·fifty· 'years with the' e:x~eptfon of 773 B. c. did not meddle 
with D~ascus.,"this :gave ISrael its opportunity of expansion under Joash 
. . . 48. 
'an.Ci 'Jeroboam TI(TI 'Kings 13:23ff; · 14:25ff) •· ' · We 'see that the history of 
the' ninth' oerithry""'·of' Israel alid Judah was indissolubly bound up with that 
of Assyria.: . .Assyria was· no doubt the. ·most influential foreign country of · 
this period, . and .. we. might even go .so far as to call them the masters of the 
world. Hence., it'_ 'is >''·.· '-: ·~s·syri~ records. mainly. t~ which w~ must go for 
{\' 
47. Creelman~~ Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 140 
48. Ibid, p. 140 ff. - -- --· 
I· ... 
. ·, ; 
49 •. 
our· source materials. · .· 11 It is Schrader especially who. has the merit of . 
having turned to account the information supplied by the''cumiform. inscrip-
,. . . . 50. ' . '. . . . . 51 
tions (.particularly of Assyi-ia ) for the elucidation· of Hebrew histor~Z 
The.· in~st ·accepted. chronology of the··. kings of Israel and, Judah is as follows 
Israel 
Jeroboam T 
Nadab 
Baasha 
Elah 
Ziinri 
Omri . 
Ahab 
··Ahaziah 
Jorem 
Jehu 
Jehoahaz 
Judah . 
Jeroboam rr. 
. 933-912 
~12.:.911 
911-888 
888-887 
887- (7 days) 
887-876 
.876-854 
854-853 
. 853-842 
843-816 ·. 
. ·. 816-800 · .. 
800-785 
. 785-745 
Religion, Psalms, and Prophecy in Kings 
· Rehobown. 
· Abijem 
· Asa 
Jehoshaphat . · 
Jorwn 
Judah 
Ahaziah . : 
Athaliah 
Joash . 
Amarlah: .• 
Azariah(Azziah) 
933-917 
917-915 
915-875 
875-851 
851-.844 
844-843 
843-837 
837-798 
798-780 
780-740 
A definite religious .theory on point of view is shown by the writer of 
Kings. His religion .involves several principles, loyalty to Yahvfeh; ·sin-
. . ' 
. . . 
fulness of idolatry in all its varied forms;·. exclusive sanctity of the Tem-
ple in.Jerusalem is one of the most distinctive features; Yahweh should not 
be worshipped .at any. othe;r: shrines (this in opposition to Jeroboam's estab-. 
. . . . 53.. . 
· lishment of the aUars ~t Dan and. Bethel~. The E:ncyclopedia Biblica 
also speaks about .the bookoi' Kings i'rom the religious standpoint;''Another. 
aspect in the redaction may.be called theological. Its charae-teristia is. 
. . .. · Testament . · .. 
the application to the Old History of a standard belonging to later develop-
ments of the Old Testament religion. Thus as we have· already seen; the re-
daction in T K. 3 regards worship in high places sinful; after building the 
.:49. Instead of placing primary source materials in this section, the writer 
will: give them, i.e. inscription .(of Assyria) from the. obelisks, p~illars 
and temple walls, as also in the case of Egypt, in a later section of 
the theses, under· the heading of "Archeological Sourc.es11 • 
. 5o: The writer's insertion 
51 •. Kittel·-- .History of the Hebrews, Vol. TT, p. '233 
52 .• and 53.0::se·e next page.--
ts 
Temple.; though he ·knaws that the best kings before Hezekieh· made no attempt 
to suppress theseshi'ine·s.i S'o·too, .. ~is_unfavorable judgement on the whole 
religion of the northern Kingdom was manifestly not; shared• by 'Elijah end 
. . . 56~ 
El_isha~ _·nor 'by the original narrator of'· the· history of these prophets." 
.·It. appears that _Deuteronomy~ or the compile I-'' of Kings is mainly interested~1 
in his c'ompilation fran' a religious ste.D.dpoint~ Wherever possible he re-
. . 
Iates the history to religion,. the moral si tue.tloms. t<Freligion,. end the· 
general culture. ' He. also dwells on· the Elijah and Elisha narratives,. re;.. 
ligiously·:biased. Hastings 'giws us' a rather definite picture of our·. · .. 
writer"in'his comrreht on the compilation of· Kings from ·a religious stand-. 
point. · He· says, 11 The •leading principles of Deuteronomy upon which the 
writer of Kings desires· to lay stress may ·be: said;, in the main,. to be two: 
l"eWhole-hearted devotion to Jehovah as Isre.el's•only!God:, an obligation 
based on· the· fact that Jehovah has made e.· choice of Israel· from among the 
nations as His special possession. 2~ Sacrificial worship of· Jehovah to ,' · 
be conducted only •at:· one center, viz~ at the Temp:le at Jerusalem, the place 
which Jehovah has chosen to set. his name there. Conformity· to these two 
principl~s is made the test to which the deeds of individual kings are j 
_,J 
brought~ ·and ;::~ in accordance with which' a verdict is pronounced upon her·. 
55. 
characters. 11 :·· • ~ It seems. that ell' critics agree··upon the fact that the 
northehl. kingdom was entirely wrong religiously.~ We do not. believe that 
Jeroboam meant to· set up an idolatrous: system· of worship in the n-orthern 
kingdom,.'but this has been·scoredagainst·.him~': The·introduction of' calf-· 
56. 
worship· is' regarded by Hastings as the ·great blot· on· Israel's histor·y. 
I • ~ 
52. Leslie The Abingdon Bible' Commentary, P'• 110 
53. Skinner -- Y-ne Century Bible, I and 11 Kings, P• 13 
~4. The Encyclopedia Biblice. Vol. lT, p. 21667 
~~: ¥~~~ings -:-: Dictionary of the 'BThle y~1. TT, P• 857 
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.An interesting insertionwe might make at. this point is concerning 
. . ,' . . . ' . . 
the relation of the Psalms to this pe,riod ·of. Hebrew history.· .. Creelman .. 
. ,· which .· · · · 
makes a short sUlriin8.ry of .those Psalm_i:__Psalmist authorities. believe to ,be 
'• . ' ' . 
,. . ' 
definitely c~nnected with the ninth .century. He states that 11 According .to. 
Briggs the following seven Psalms· in their original form date from .the 
early Hebrew monarchy, prior'.to Jehoshe.phat•s reign ·(876ff .B. c.) viz • 
• ' ' ' 0 '. ! 'J 
' Psalms 7; 13; 18; 23; 24:7-10; 60:6.:.loa; 1io. Of th~se Psalms, 18 in. its·. 
·. . ' . . .·· ' . '.· .·'·· ·. ~7· ' . 
original form and possibly 7 e.nd. 60:6-lOe. are Davidic."'; · · . One addition:: ... ··. 
·. : .'~: . -.. \, · ~: _:_ .... · ... : ": ··1,,. L ,.,.i i j • ~~ .'. ••5 • ~> ·_·. ~'~·:.·:;_ -~ ·-' · .. ·· 
. he mak9s to Briggs is' that Psalm .83 .is I as signed .to' Jehoshaphat r s reign by, 
58. ,. . 
Kirkpatrick• The .tone ~f many of the Psalms• is such that we might add 
·'· ', 
them to this period of strif~· and conflict i.n 'Israel's .history. 
In 'I' Kings 17:1, is the first mention of· Elije.h~ ,the prophet, a man who 
·- ' ' ·. ··.·· 
. . 
was to .influence Israel greatly during the course of its history in the 
ninth century. The work of Elijah is ·carried from this'poin.t on. through 
the first book of Kings t~ TI Kings 2:11~12 1 at which point Elisha· s~cceeds 
- ' ' •' 
him as the leading prophet of Israel •. Around these two men have been woven. 
many narratives. Their authenticity is doubted by ... most critic·s~ Kittel 
' ' .. ' 
says, "Chapter 17-19 present us with something which is perfectly new as. 
compared with the narrative hitherto given •.. ¥ere we have no longer to do 
with mere e:lCtr_acts, as is the. case in the last sections, but with' detailed 
' . :, ' ,, ',' ' 
. ,' , . ., ... , . ·' A .. 
and independent descriptions. In addition to this 6 the chiei' role is not 
played by the king, but by the prophet; and the l frl;ter does not merely· ap-. 
p~ar on the scene, e:s in chaps. 11 end 13, with a prophecy' for. the special 
I ' ' 
/ 'occasion, in order again to disappear, but he dominates. the situation. · 
This shows that we are no longer. dealing with elements belonging to the 
Book of the Annals, of the Kings. ,we have to do with an independent.:,. 
: I ;~ ,'f 
' ,, .. ~ . ' ,. •'" ,.·, 
57. Creelman -- Introduction to the Old Testament,' p. 136 
58.· Ibid, p. 138 --. -
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"Prophetical history , 11 rrom which our author transfers large p.ortions of 
'\ ","J. 1 -:'; ·' ,~.-:5~· .. ··~ ':• .. -r. '.':·, ,";.a, :;t'lf/ . • :'• '. :: ·, ;· { ·:j'•'.',';'\;>t': ~ .•. ~:, 'I ,• '): .. ,;•·.~ ···, ~\ 
his book." This theory of Kittel's is also supported by Wellhausen 
'' 1::· ~ ,·;. 'f~~ '. ~·-·~ ;',:(-"'o ·.~·"', ··.~··. t~· •. _.;. (;'·N~_''; '· ,'1,, ,:,,Y"(j,' :;' "':;·~·.·. :,·· > , , ·, •· 
and Kuenen. · There is little doubt that there· were prophetic narratives or 
~ ''''hi'stori~~- eX'i'~ti~g-:to -~hich the author ... ~of'Ki~g'~ ... h~t~cces~''~s well as his' 
hi~toricai ~n~is~" 6~·;· : :·:\·. '' ,.. ·>'·'· r.:,:·': :''·'· :· .,,,; ·l, l·:;:. :;;.,:;; 
In the Elijah a~d Elisha nar;'ativ~s itit wil{b~ found''that' these 
g~oups ove~lap ohr an~th~r ~t ~e~~ral; points~;: ~~d,' the:ir:~t~al'' affinitie~·· 
' ~ ',l • f ) ' !',• . . '.. '.. . ' ,·,\.' \ ' •··. ~· . 
have perhaps' not been quite satisfactor;i:ly made out as yet~ The political 
~- . , ' , . .... . . . • , . r~. :• ~ : . • ' . - . . ·.' , • : . " , l . . ~ . . . : .. ; ,\ . . c ' . 
series is umt.ed by some striking litera.ry~r·esemble.nces; and· hence Well-
--~·-.: ·:· .• :.~'! ,·~;,· ~·' :~.~' ,.··{''-., : . . -:~ ·~"~ ·"'" ·';, ·,•"' ; ,,. 
hausen and others suppose that the passages are e.ll'te.ken from a single 
.. ' 'l' . '• .. '.;_ •' . .•. •.• ; '· .. ' .. ' .. 1. . •. 
historicet work dealing with. the imp.ortant per'iod. from . .Ahe.b to Jehu. The 
;.' •• /: 1 -~ ·.:_ •• -~ :1. ,·r. ~· ·· • .• :. ,.{ •• ,,,"' .'\ -··-"'.·~·.·~·::·~~-·' •.• '" · .•. ·, :.: .. ·,~· 
prominence given to the prophets Mice.iah and Elisha is, of course, not in 
its~l~ an objection to thi~·\ie~; becaU.~e 'thai·~ ·~ctivit~;~a~ iri: ~e'~ity an 
infl~~·n~i~l factor in ~h~~ p~litic~ · ifr~ · ~~·f ~h~ ~titde.~' ·Th~ -~ci latest 
'c·~~nt~tors (Benzinger and Kittel) however, take e. different view. While 
,., ·'· _, •. ,l ,-·- :,;~~ .. ~~~~~~·, ·:lr-·. :· \.,.::· "" ''.'( ,., : ·, , ,...,; " • 
recognizing the essentially political and secular character ofT K. 20,22, 
'\·_" "'·'f' ,-",;.'•'"{ , .. : { '. ;·.:·:· ~ ..,.~ ''":,· ', -~~~-) •.. ."·l ., ... , .• ,. '· J', .:,j~,-f-'1~ \ ·.·... : 
.. they regar'd the 18. ter passages (especially 2K. 3 end 6 i~4ff) as really 
l' ., ·,';•,·•·• > :' /o ' , ; , ,..,,, <"i':l. ~ ';"t~o•.-'·:'1', ·j '; i'''.< ~· ~· 1: .··' !,.';, ., _.,.,,•.._, \'' •·;'' ' ~· •' 
belonging to the life' of· Elisha.···· The occasion!:\1 similarities fn language 
} .. ~ ~· • J·~ , .,1.. ·:""<.o:·~ ,'•';''~ ": '''!"' ·._.·· -·~ r, -· ' ' ' ~ '·' ·~'"' • 
toT Kings' 20, 22~ they explain by' conscious or unconscious· 'imitation of 
. 'one ~~thQ~b~ ·t.he~·~ther; ~~d i.t''is··~~i~ted' o~t·. thrit ·th~~~· e1~~--~ffinities . 
1\ ·' • •. ,, , •• ,. ,• •· •• ' ' .• :..,~,.: ~ .;,, ••• ; .• ,.·--: c j '< ~ , ..•. , ',·,: • ~ 
hardly less striking with the Undoubtedly prophetic narratives of Elijah 
' ']· 61~.' ,_-~ ' ·:: ··~~• :.--, ~- ... r"q~, . ; 'i-'>' .~ , •":' ' ·~ 
and Elisha~" , . . Thus.J we find more authors' agreeing 'on the development 
·. ,·. ', ':. ~. ~ ";•,'~"' :· \·, ·l :· .; • 1' ... :;.~ "'".'.~ ':. '; .'· f' >";,. - -~ ~ '· .•• >-"'J;''' .:· ,..,,- .• ' '" ~_, (·,;,·' • ' ' ·.. . . ' .:. 
of the Elijah--Elisha narratives by the Deuteronoinist. One more ·statement 
' '(', ~~ •.. *'• ' l ~ '_,' · .. ' ""!·-' ,, :,, ··, . ; '.•'.,. ·"' ~- ,, '. ' .~ ~ 
should be made concerning the relation of' these' two as' set before us by 
., • ~ ·: I -~' ·-~ ·:. ' ~ ;· (. t ~:' " '.,. ·· .. ;·_ ,.. I. "' '. ~-·"' . ." ~- >" ; ' ' f' • \ : : ' • ' 
compiler. "In the more biograph~ic'al narraiiive'sc about Elisha1 we may 'dis-
59• Kittel -• ·History.£!."~ Hebrews, Vol. ft, p. 213 
.60. See: section.•of ·this thesis, 'entitled,; 11 The Compilation of Kings --
e.U.thors;' qu6tatio1i referred to by footnote 9. 
61. ·skinner.::..; The .. Century Bible T and· IT Kings; p. 28 
.... ,.-. .-· -·· -· 
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tinguish one circle connected with 
which ~bel-mehalah.belongs. Here Elisha appears 'as .. the head ·o·f· tlie proph~ti 
guhds ~ having his fixed residence at Gil gal. Another . circle I .~hich pre.;. :: \ 
supposes the accession of the .house of cJehu,'. places him at· Dothan or Carmel,. 
. . 
and represents.him as a personage cif almost. superhuman dignity. Here there 
is obvious parallelism with the history of Elijah, especially with his asce 
sian (compare 2K 6:17, with 2:11; 13:.14; with 2:12), and it is to this group 
. 62. 
of narrati vas that the ascension of Elijah forms the· introduction. 11 
In summarizing this portion of the sources of Elijah's and Elisha's re-
lation to the history, we have found that most critics believe-that they 
felt no vvrong in the religion of the_ northern kingdom;: Elisha was powerful 
in the kingdom, not only as a prophet but as a politician. These authors 
also believe that the narratives were taken not only 'from the Annals of the 
Kings, but also from prophetical records, written by the prophets. 
Chronicles · 
Brief mention must be made here of the Biblical Book of Chronicl~s ~ 
and rr Chron. ). II It is written with the intention of relating the history 0 
the Temple of Jerusalem, and accordingly supplies us with information re 
ing the kings of Judah from David and Solomon onward, and their relation.to 
63. 
the worship of God." . The Book of' Chronic-le's. ·seems more like a statisti-
. . ' ' 
cian Is report' concerning the kings' than a hi.story ~ 'It 'is a very factual 
piece of work. This may possibly be because it was composed late in the 
Old Testament period~ "We are able from the contents to determine without 
difficulty the 1 approximate date 1. of the composition of the Book of Chron-
. . . 
' . 
icles. Cyrus is mentioned in 2 Chron. 36:22ff., as.King 'of Persia' I and 
the descendants of David are enumerated in T Chron.3:l9ff to the sixth 
62 • .!!:! Encyclopedia Biblica, Vol IT, P• 2671 · 
63.-Kittel History of-~ Hebrews, Vol IT. P• 224 
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64. 
Greek Period." it is· believed that the latest date we can .give for the 
65. 
compilation of this book is about the middle. of. the third century ·(250 B.C) 
~~ Practically all historical works; referring; to the ·history of Israel and 
Judah,. were used in composing this book •. Kittel. doubts the authenticity of 
6 
nruch of the book and warns us to use it 11 oruy with the glr9atest c-aution." 
"The Books of the Chronicles are styled in Hebrew, the "Acts or Annals 
of the Days'•••••••••••••••LXX divided the work into two books, styling; 
. . 67. 
them,·. 1things passed ovar 1 or 1 omitted 1 • 11 It is a rather copious ac-
count of the proceedings of Judah, but it does not seem to adhere strictly 
to the .. events relating to the Temple. The book is a supplement, in various 
points of that of the Kings and is v"itten even from a more distinctly 
religious and Levitical point of view, than the former work (Kings) •. Hence 
the sinso6'f the northern kingdom, which, by the sin. of Jeroboam had apos-
68. 
tatised from the covenant, is only given as far as it is related to.·Judah. 
If Chronicles contained a specific account of the' kings of Israel, we would 
be able to check the two in many questioned places. 
Most authors believe that the compilers of Chronicles were ~, both 
69. 
historians and prophets .n "According to Jewish: tradition, Ezra was the 
compiler, but the 1t.9nealbgy! is opposed to that view. The text is consider-
ably ·corrupted :tn some parts of the work, especially in the case of proper 
names, and in the numbers mentioned. Jd1: cittdles consider the work in- -· 
ferior in'.historical credibility to the Kings •... But the .compiler, as al-'' 
ready noted, actually presupposes in many cases an acquaintance with the 
64. Ibid, p. · 225 · · · 
65. Ibid, p.. 225 
66. Ibid, p. 226 
67. Wright -- An Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 132 
sa. Ibid, P•. 133 _ · - - - · 
69. Kittel History ~the Hebrews, Vol. 'IT, P• 225 
•t. 
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former book, and the' omissions in his. history are not to be regarded as 
~ '·,.: 
discrepancies.. Ther.e are,: hovrever /many difficultie~ which become app~ent' . 
. . ' 
on a. careful comparison of the two books, and which are not capable of . · 
70. ,· 
satisfactory solution. 11 It is· enough to say that in ~his thesis. we 
will be careful in using the books of Chronic1es,. but we must say that they 
should rightly be considered as ·a.· source of the ninth century history,. but 
only so, if we check them with Kings and other sources. 
Archeological Sources 
'I'. This section· should be. considered one of the most vital am im_: 
portant parts of the sources of the history· of I~rael. During the past few 
ye.~rs (50 years) g~aduallyhave been unearthed ·by archeologists, :ID.a.ny in..:. 
scriptions on obelisks,· pottery, walls, coins, stone. slabs, etc; These 
. , . . . ,. I· 
·inscriptions, bearing dates and names of the men of ancient times, give us 
. . . 
a. more secure f~undation upon. which tQ base our histories. ·Until archeol 
became prominent, his~ories were written about ancient times largely .by 
gu~ss-work, or on the sup~o.sed veracity of .stor.ies hand.ed down by word of 
mouth •. 
. . ' . . 
. . . 
. . ' ' 
'since most of our arc~eological material concerns Assyria; let us ob-
~ ; ser~e what has b~en. brought to light regarding its r~lation to Israel. an~ 
" ' ' ' ' r ' ' 
Judah and other count:des of Palestine •. Barton gives us .very. much of our 
material; uDuring, Schumaohe.r"t.s excavation at Megiddo,. a seal was found .. in 
the palace. 
. Its inscription reads: 'Belonging to Shema, servant of Jeroboam'. But 
we have no means of knowing whethe,r theferoboSJ!l refarred to was Jeroboam T. 
' .... ·, . . ,· 71. 
(T K. 12:12 ff) or Jeroboam 1T (IT K. 14:23ff)." · . Concerning the dates 
-. . '-- '·' .• . 
884-860, Mercer says, 11 Assyria, began under Ashurnazir~l•; 1T to reassert 
10. Wright -- .An Introduction to the Old T~stament, p,ml36 
7l,Barton Archeology ~~Bible, p. 417 
24~': ·. 
itself' ........ o. o •••••• the house of Omri was· now powerful, and other nations 
···paid .tribute to Assyria~, The Assyrian king' set ~p a st~la. in this region,. 
but exactly where is not certain--perhaps on the bankB of the Nehr-el-Kelb 
. 72. 
·f) (Dog River), which flow's through Beirut~ where there are''five such reC-ords. 
Rarton, however~' gives us something more ·definite rega:r:ding Ashurnasir~l, 1 • 
• .~ I ' i 1 ' • ,. ~ 
in describing his expedition to the Mediterranean i~s •. The 'inscription 
concerning that trip reads as follows: 
11 At that time I marched along Mount Lebanon- unto the ·great sea 
of the ·land of the Amorites I went up •••••• o ••• I made sacrifices to 
the gods. . The tribute of the kings by the side. of the sea, from !;he 
land of the Tyrian, the land of the Sidonian, the land of the .Geb&lite 
the land of' the Mahallatite, the land of the :Maisite• the land of the 
Kaisite, the land of the .Amorita and the city of Arvad~ .which is in 
midst of the sea; silver, gold, ·lead, copper, copper vessels •••• o. o ••• 
teeth of the sperm-whole porpoise, a creature of the sea, as their 
tribute I reeei. ved; they embraced my feet. To Mount Amarus I ascended 
beams of cedg;", cypress, ~UDiper., pine, I cut. Sacrifices.tomy gods 
I offered. A pillar recording my warlike deeds .I set up." 
This inscription records' the first approach 'of an Assyrian ki~g to Hebrew 
73. . ' ''• ; ' 
No doubt Ashurnasirp~l.~ · did not attempt a conquest of territory. 
Israel because they ~re too powerful under the leadership' of Omri. 
· · The next ·archeological .. sources we· fi,nd regarding ·.Assyria appear at 
the time or Shalmaneser TIT." Shalmaneser's inScriptions tell the tale of 
many conquestsof small'nations surrounding Israel. On the "Monolith 
74. 
Inscription" of' 854 B~ c., he refers to ".Ahab the Israelite"~ The 
inscription of 884, 850-849,' shaw that Shalmaneser was continually at war 
With Benhadad of Syria. In 846 we find an obelisk inscription which shows 
' • l ' • ·• 
that Sha.lmaneser fought against a coalition. _of' small n8.tions. It reads: 
' "In the fourteenth year of my reign I taxed the land (~d) 
ed the Euphrates. Twelve kings marched against me; with them I 
fought'· (and) accomplished their defeat." .. · 75. ~-· . . . . . -1 
cross-
"72. Mercer - Eitre.--Bl.blice.l Sources for Hebrew and Jewish History, p. 23 
73. Barton.- Areheology e.nd the B1.ble-;--p'. 418 - . 
74. Mercer - Extre.--B1.bliCil~urces for Hebrew e.nd Jewish History, p. 26 
75.· Ibid p. 31--This taken by Mercer 1'r'Oin Layard-;-I'nscriptions J.n the 
Cumif'orm Che.re.cters from Assyrian Monuments pp. 89-90 .-- .. 
l 
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The. Berlin Inscription of 845-842 .B. c., illustrates well for us the 
greatness and power of S~almaneser; end this inscription also confirms the: 
Biblical data. It reads: · 
' 
· "Shalmaneser ,. the ·great king, mighty king, king of all the four 
quarters, the sturdy, the bold, the rival of the princes of the world, 
the great king, son of Ashurnazirapal, king .of the world, king of 
Assyria, son of Tukulti--Ninllb, king of the world, king ·of Assyria 
conqueror of Erzi, Gilton, (and) Khubushkia. Urartu !'smote ('l), their· 
defeat I accomplished. , I came upon them like fire~ 1.khuni,. of the . 
people of Adini, together with hi::: gods, the soldiers of his land,· and 
. the goods of his household I seized for the people pi' my land. At· ·. 
· .. that time Bir 'idri (Benhoded T) of the land of Damascus,. together with 
··tWelve princes, his helpers ,-their defeat I accomplished., I prostrated 
·like. a simoori (?) 29,.000 strong warriors.. I cast into the river 
Orontes the .rest of the soldiers. To, save their. lives they went up. 
Bir 'idri forsook his l;nnd.: Hazael, the son of a nobody seize,d the 
throne. His numerous soldiers he summoned, he same forth to make 
weX and battle against me. With him I fought, (and) accomnlished 
his defeat. The wall of. his camp I took from him. To save his life .. · 
he yrei1t up,• to Da:nlasous his royal city,. I pursued him. 11 76. 
The date of 842. B. C. is of peculiar importance beca"se by means of' 
it we are enabled to settle .definitely the Chronology of the Kingdoms of 
Israel and' Judah. By me'ans of the Babylonians a'nci Assyrian chronological 
: ' ' ' 
lists, 842 is ·definitely settled as the year in which Jehu of Israel paid 
tribu~~· to Shalmarieser, :!!!,. ·"'.n .account of which is found on the black 
. . . 
obelisk of Shalmane ser. Now ws. R:novr from TI Kings 9-10,. that Jehu sl~· 
··-
the kings of ·Israel and Judah. Therefore the year of his acce·ssion in 
77. 
Isl"'ael marks :the beginning of a reign in Judah also .. 11 Concerning thier. 
·"Black Obelisk,." Barton ,speaks 'm?. translates for us, the inscripti~n.· 
It f'ollovrs: 
In the· H'.th year of my reigh (842 B.· c.c),;J: .crossed the river 
Euphrates for the sixteenth time •. Hazael·of Damascus. trusted to the 
'gree.t numbers-~of his forces and mastered his .. ~roops in lar t,e ·numbers ... 
Saniru,. ·a mountain peak at the side of Moun:t;"· Lebanon, he made his 
fqrtress., I fought with him. I accomplished. his defeat •• ··~·,.• •••••• J(e 
f~ed to save·his 'life. I pursued him and in Damascus, his capitol city 
shut him up.·. _I cut down his pa·r.:lcs. I marched to the moulltains of 
76 Ibid·, p., 32 , ... 
77. Mercer -- Extra.:.-Biblical Sources for Hebrewand ~ewish_ Histor~, p.25f. 
~\ 
Hauran. Cities innumerable I destroyed, devastated, I burned with fire 
· their untold spoil I took as plunder. To the mountain of Bilrasi, a 
mountain at the head of the sea I marched. My royal portrait in it I 
set up.. At that time the tribute of the Tyrian, the Sidonian, and of' 
Jehu, son of' Omri, I received.n 78. 
These ,inscriptions just set down were among the outstanding inscrip-
tions of Shalmaneser. TheY," aid us greatly in settling disputes concerning 
Israelitish history. One more king of Assyria, who spoke ?f Israel in hi$ 
in.scriptions, of this period of' Hebrew history, was Adadnirari TV, (810-782) 
It reads: 
Palace of' Ade.dnire.ri, the great king, the mighty, the king of the 
world'/'the king of Assyria,. v.ho conauered from the. Euphrates, the 
Hittite country, the J.mori te land in·Ut.s enti:rrety; Tyre, Sidon, the 
land of Omri, Edan, Palastu, to the coast of the great sea, where the 
sun sets, cast .. themselves at rrrJ f'eet; I imposed tribute and imposts 
upon them. To the land of'. Damascus I marched, Mari, king of' Damas:eus, 
in Damascus his royal city, I besieged. The fear of the luster of' 
. Ashur, rrrJ lord, overwhelmed him and he seiz.ed my feet and became 
subject. 2,3CO talents of silver, 20 talents of gold, 3,000ttalents 
'of copper» 5,ooo.talents of iron., variegated garments, linen ('l), an 
ivory bed, and i vary couch('l) with inle.id border, his i".Oods without 
measure I received in the palace of his royal city Damascus." 79. 
· ·. T~i,s inscripti<m is ·the last of importance of those which made re,.-.. ,,. .. ,.,,., .. 
to Israel;:in the ninth century. These' records aid us greatly in deterlilining 
dates of kings~ n?t only' o~ I~rael and Judah, but· of their neighbors. It 
might·be well. to s~ere;'that the le.ck of reference to Judah is gonspj>cuous. 
Apparently Judah was a willing vassal paying·tribute regularly during the 
period of history~ 
Egypt does not give us a great deal of archeological sour.ce material· 
concerning the .history of this period. The Book of Kings speaks of 
, 
Shishak!s invasion into Judah-{T·k•· 14:25). With the exception of the· 
inscript~on_ o$heshonk there ·is little mention of the kingdoms of Israel and 
Judah at this time. in the _history .of Egypt. There are too many gaps in the 
,,, .. ·_''" ... •.· 
78.Barton-- Archeology and the Bible, p.420 
79. B~rton- Al'cheolog,y ~ the Bible, p. 4:23f. Palastu in this inscri:p-
.t~on refers to Philistia, e.nduthe land of Omri," refers to Israel. 
2rJ. 
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Egyptian history of the,.:n~nth and t_enth centuries. So we must remain 
content with what little the Biblic-al records offur, and the one inscrip-
tion of Sheshonk, which we shall discuss in the historical relation of 
·, ' ,. ( .. ~ 
Egypt to Isre.e.llater in' this thesis~; .. 
·, ·, 
IT. The second portion ~f our study of the archeological sources' 
. . 
for th·~ historyr of the ninth cen~ury, is taken from some recent excavations 
\ so.. . ' ' : ' . . .. ; ' ' 
at Samaria. In these excavations. have .been found relics of the Is:trael~ 
ites, partiC'Ule.rly at the time of Ahab. J. W. Jack', in his book on s·e:mar:La 
in Ahab' s Time says, 11 The ancient city 'of Samaria, •the .head of Ephraim' 
- - . . 
. , . . 
(Isaiah 7::9 )·lies immediately west' of. the modern village of Sebusti~th!., . 
' • • ' J ' 
. . 
which was the new name given to· the place by Herod .the Great whep. he re-
built it {B. C. 27) in honor of Augustus'. From the seventh y&ar of' King 
''·· '. '· . ,· ' . . ,. . ' ' : 
Omri {about SSO B. c.) the kings of Israel had their pe.le.ce there, though 
during the early period of the monarchy they seein to ha.v~ had a resid~nce 
at {Jezreel (T K~ lS:4E; IT K. 8:29) in order probably t~ strengthen · 
their alliance ;vith Phoenicia. •••• ·.~ •••••••••• el'ter Omri had built a palace 
here on the sunimit of the hill~ Ahe.b seems to have enlarged and beautified 
it, and it mey- have bee~ for this purpose that h~ c-'.oveted the neighboring 
81,. 
ground (Naboth 's Vineyard). 11 "Thus, the_ earliest building on the 
ere st of the hill, the primary building site, was of royal size .·and con-
' ' . 
struction,· and inust have been built during the early posses siam of _the 
. . . .. . ,.. .. .. • .· . . ; ," . ·, ·.. . .. . .~ . , r ..• ·:. .. . 
hill by the Israelite kings (Omri or Ahab). So much we.~ plain at. the' end 
of 1909,.but complete proof was furnished in 1910 by: the Osorkon jar, 
. ' . . 
the Israelite ostraka, the pottery, scarabs and other objects found on the 
living floor of the courtyard.rl All these showed beyond question, that thQ) 
so. This r-eference is to 
from Harvard University, 
findings in e. two volume 
volumes. 
recent exeavations made by e. g:troup of archeologist 
Reisner, Fisher, andLyon,. who printed their 
set entitled, .Harvard Excavati~ at s·amarie. 12 
81~ Jack -- Samaria in Ahab' s ~ p. lf~ 
',"' .... 
-.. ; }~·<s~ .... ;:· .. 
' ~:~:. 
,. 
building was occ~pie<!~during. th,E!' ~intll. :~E:!~tU]:"Y• .:. To' "judge· from its plan., 
situation .. · size .. and strength':, r'the; building 'was' almost' 'certainly a· palace; 
rather than atemule.,··and·although absolute proof ofthis'wasnnot forth-
82. 
coming; it. is t~roughout this volume called the· Isra.elite'"pale.ce." 
' History shoWs us that both Omri· and Ahab built pa~aces., and these discoverie 
seem to sanction the historical statements~ 11 The ·Israelite palaces., in gen-
eral, were, not destroyed below the floors• ·:The 'Greek Fort Wall was origin-
ally built'· before the summit. had suffered serious denudation. · The floor· of· 
its day \'Tas· about a me'bre. over the Israelite floor •.... The Greek Fort Wall 
. " 83 
., . 
was meintained down .to i;he destruction of Samaria by John' Hyrcanus." . · 
The ·ruins of these buildings had piled' upon. each ·other .. thus each layer: of 
soil being removed, another ··building· appeared, distinguished from the others 
by the ·materials used i;o build.'it~ and r"elics found ·among the ruins. "The 
identification of the second portion: of~i;he Israelite palace: as' the palace 
of Ahab, was made' in 1909 solely from i;he fact ··thai; it was e. considerable 
structure 'second in point of' time on ;the site. · This ·fact fulfilled the con-
ditions laid down by the Hebrew.narrative in the Book ofKiligs. To this mey 
be added that the character of .the masonry was· that of ari Israelite build-
ing found at Tell-el-Mutesellin."~ •••• ~ ;· •.••• ~•and the Hebrew inscriptions of 
84. 
potsherds give u~ a 'fairly certain· idea of the correctness of the dates." 
: Jack ·states that ·"It vras on the esplanade or open space in front of 
the gate of Samaria·that the famous council of' war :took place 'bet1-1een Ahab 
and Jehoshaphat when they decided to. attack Ramoth-Gilead in spite of 
85. ,, 
Micaieh' s warning.~ ·Another interesting feature we find in Jack's .con-
(I)} 82. Reisner., Fisher:, Lyon--Harvard Excavations . at Samaf_~~; Vol. 1 P• 60 ·. 
'( . 83. Ibid, p. 89 
84. Ibid, ·p. 227 ... . . . ........ . 
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densation of the Harvard Excavation at Samaria,. is that in studying the, 
structure. of the remains of the buildings on the hill it is possible to re-
o • 
construct . a mental picture of the appe.erance of these buildings.. 11 In the 
days before Omri~ ,.when Tirsah was the. capitol of Israel, the royal palace: 
''· 
there also (as at s·emaria) possessed e. protective. tm.,~r or armB:n (! K. 16:18 
and when Omri attabked the tovm Zimri .fled .to this place of defense, set 
• ' ,• I 
fire to it; and perished in the flames. Dussaud may be right in conclud-
ing that this fire was one of the reasons which, at e. time when the Assyrian 
menace was becoming threatening, led Omri to found another c·apitol; and it 
is not improbable that the e.rm~n at Samaria, ascribed by the excavators to 
. . -----
Ahab,: may· date from Ornr-i 1 s. reign, especially so it is only about ten yards 
·. fro~· the latter 1 s palace .·'las. This discovery of a tovter gives us another 
. . . 
interesting side-light t<;> the history of the period.. With. a vivid imagine.-
' 
, i:iion and a fevv, certain facts, a per son can fairly well construct for him-
self the palaces and other buildings at\ Sam-aria in Ahab Is :time. 
peculiar feature of. the inner part ot: .Ahab 1 s palace is a room from. which 
••••.•• a tunnel, leads into a square chambEtr under e. court of Omri 1 s pal:e.ce 
• • •••• .; ••• This undergroun(i, chamber has a: round hole cut in i:;he roof of it 
••••• ~ •••• It lies under the earliest Greek .walls, 'and was at. first thought 
to be an ordinary cistern, but from the carefu.lly .constructed tunnel iii 
seems to l&ve served some other purpose, perhaps a palace treasure chamber,. 
. . . . . '... . 
as Reisner suggests; or probably a prison for def'aul ters in the royal servic 
Was it here. that Micaiah the prophet was imprisoned for-his unwelcome 
. . 87. 
message to Ahab (T K. 22:27)?11 
The Harvard excavations uncovered. all kinds of' utensils, house furnish 
ings, labor imple:r;.ents, etc. s'ome of them .arov'Yialuable from the standpoint 
·. ~· 86. Ibid, p. 21 
87. U1!r;ilQ.,.2p. 21 
~.~ 
': 
f• 
., 
I~ 
of inscriptions. The pottery found probably dated about 900 to 700 B. c. 
88. 
They found all kinds of vessels, from very plain to hibhly decorated ones. 
One discovery has assumed great importance;. that was the OlSorkon jar re-
. ferred too previously. This jar reletes to Orsork~ ~of Egypt (874-856) 
-· .. 
and was found in the floor debris of Ahab's courtyard. On it was an 
inscription that read thus: 
(King of Upper and Lower Egypt) Re-we s-moat chosen. of .Amon; 
(Lord of the Two Lands, Beloved of Amon, son of Bast, Osork) om 
hin 81. "89. 
This discovery was probably the most valuable among the discoveries of 
relics at Samaria. 
These men, Reisner, Fisher end Lyon, have established more firmly 
and added to the finding of previous excavators and e.roheologists. They 
ha'~ confirmed more of the Biblical facts e.nd the historical dates. These 
the · 
sources are i.n.J.ar ge some 'or. the most' important in establishing e. more or 
.. 
less certified and authentic history· of Israel, not only in the ninth 
century, but any century •. Thus, so long as excavations e.re continued wa 
m~ look forward to somed~ being almost sure of all our historical facts. 
88. Reisner, Fisher, Lyon-- Harvard Excavations at SamQria, Vol. -1- p. 2 
89 Ibid, p. 247 The two words~. are as the translator left them.Apparently 
the translator was unable to decipher the meaning. 
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Chapter Two 
L ·, : '> > ~ 
.!!:! History of Isr-ael ~ the Ninth C:entury 
One of the most exciting centuries in the· entire history. of Israel 
begins with the division of the kingdom in 933 B.C. In this century we 
find two nations taking shape, one having a co:rrbinual' uphill struggle for 
sound existence, the' other ~ietly paying tribute to aggressive foreign 
.·powers, arid minding its 'awn business.· We :shall ·see in the course 'of. our 
study of this period of Hebrew history that the northern kingdom, Israel, 
or Samaria, is the center of' attraction on the stage of' Hebrew history, 
while Judah, the ·southern kingdom' remains·practically in the back-ground 
as a foil to its neighbor; some times enemy, and some times friend. : In 
order to best underst'and the development of these two nations from a 
· common root,· it is necessary to go back to that pristine source for our 
back-ground. · Thus, instead of considering only the history of .. the ninth: 
century (i.e •. from 90Q-80o-B.C.) we shall go back thirty-three years be-
fore the beginning of that century• We shall also carry our history 
fifteen years past the century mark (i.e.aoo) to the·date 785 B.c. to the 
reign of' ·Jeroboam IT in Samaria and that of bariah in Judah. 
·~ Division of~ Kingdom,~ B._£. 
Throughout the years of his life as monarch, David had struggled to .. · 
construct a strong and powerful nation, and, in fact, had done so. ·He had 
fought his enemies and invaders with ferocity, in order to protect his·· 
nation. "The outcome of these wars was that .Israel's boundaries reached 
the extreme limits they had in its entire history: they extended from 
Drunascus fn the north to Elath or Ez.ion-Gober, the seaport on the Gulf of' 
Akabeh in. ~he south, to the desert in the east, and the Mediterranean in 
the west. The Philistines were ·satisfied to leave Israel alone. The 
nations in the north-Hemath, Tyre, Geshur-respected and affiliated with 
32 
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i. • 
Isre.e]f Ammon, Moab, and Edom·he.d been made tributary and . .Amalek helpless; 
the remains of the Canaanite within the land had been s~bjected. after a 
· struggle of about 
esion of the land 
t\'V"o centuries; and Israel mow~ had come into real poss-
. ' l •. 
o.f promise~ and David had brought it to.pass·." Little 
more could be asked for by the nation of Israel. We might say they were 
well in control. of the entire situation, respected as well as feared. But 
this good fortune could not last• In David's latter years, the disruption 
in his own family was significant of the disruption brewing in. Israel, but 
when David died,· Israel was still e. compact nation· end powerful. . Solomon 
was as strong a m~ as his father, but not as. religious or close to Jehovah. 
He .was a. shrewd politician and a clever business men, end, having these two 
• qualities, he was abl~ to make Israel much stronger :iln ma.riy- ways •. But 
·,, . 
S~lomon was not a warrior~ and consequently had difficulty with. his depend"':'. 
encies, and other·foreign neighbors. 
During the reign of Solomon Israel lost several of its conquests, but 
as e. nation itself remained fairly powerful. Solomon stressed culture too 
'much for a nomadic race. Edom revolted under Hadad and Solomon lost this 
foreign dependency,. the first of the revolts. Soon a man,. Rezo:n, organized 
e. revolt.in Damascus, and under his leadership they too be6ame independent 
of Israel. Solomon carried on treaties with Phoenicia; end married the 
daughter of the king of Egypt as a. political move,. giving the. Egyptian king, 
as a dowry, the Canaanite city of Gezer. He then strengthened all fortifi-
. 2. 
cations on the outposts of Isnel. ·Next Solomon t~rned his .attention to. 
. ' ' . ' 
what he thought' at the time was a. slight internal trouble. Jerobo~ revel 
under Solomon because of heavy taxes,. but Solomon put down this insurrection 
3. 
and forced Jeroboam to flee to Egypt in order to save his life. These were 
1. Peritz-- Old Testament History, P. 139 
2. Ibid, P. mr. 
3. Ibid, P. 152 
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I 
the highli~ts, ·nati?ml-ly"and internationally of Solomon's reign. We 
'must also mention he~e· that' Solomon wished t~ make Israel a· cultured :peopl 
and spent the major part of his life doing this~· forgetting a great 'deal 
his religion in.the meantime. · .. ··.·.·. 
The death of Solomon really heralded the beginning: of the doom of Isr 
through a long sweep 'or years, and a destruction fllom~hich::it 
covered. . Solomon had been a.n exceedingly tyra.nnd.ca~uler;, imci 
' ' ' 
never re-
secretly. 
the people hated' hint for :it,' but this ~as not the mtiin reason for the 
disruption •. Kittel· states, "The transition fi-om an elective monarchy to 
a rigidly despotic rule had been accompl'ished too quickly.· The tribes 
• of I sr ae 1. had, e~~n it1. David 1 s ca~e, set the crawn upon his he ad after a 
free choi~e, Su'st a~ they li~d do~e formerly. iri' the ease of Saul. Israel 
had. been a pu:r:-9ly el~ct:i.~ monarchy-•. D~vid•s sons, hmveve:r/ played in 
~~cession the role ~f heredit~ry; succe.ssors to the throne ••••••••• · ac-
"~ording to their vi~w (Absalom, Adonijah,' Solomon) •••• : ••••• Israel had 
be"c~e 'an hereditary monarchy." ~.~· Thi~ was too;TlltUCh of a change 'for the 
. Israelite peopl'e,' but they accepted it sokewhat With reluctance, which 
began to make itself evident in Solomon's reign.~< "The northern' tribes 
and Benjamin always ~howed a certain distrust of his rule. Still less . 
was Solemon equal to· the task. His despotic tendencies, ·and especially 
the. oppressive te.X'atioii,· were certainly· not· calculated .. to· make the tribes 
. forget that only a short time before thfs, riot birth,. but: the will of the 
PeOple, was ~~t entitled ~a man to sit on the 'throne. 11 5• When· Solomon 
. died the time. had come for 'a.' rest~ration oi' the type o1' 'government which 
had placed David on the throne. Ten tribes believed in this, but one 
other, led by :R~hoboam,' solomon • s ·son and :hereditary sucoess~:r maintained 
4. Kittel -- History ~f .the Hebrews, .Vol.TI,. P. 241 
5. Ibid~· P. 242 --
. ·~ 
:.;·· 
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' 
its stand in -Eavor of. an hereditary- kingship. . For a few days Rehoboem 
ruled ·over his father.,'s nation, but the Israelites had not come out of. a. 
slavery in Egypt to be, even more tyrannically enslaved .by "!:; king, not. of 
. e their oWri selection •. ·"So Israel rebelled against the hous_e. of David, unto 
this day (1' K. 12:19).11 Led by Jeroboam, who had returned-from self-impos 
~xile in Egypt, ten tribe~ revolted end went -north to the hill country (! K. 
12:25). Attempts were made to reunit-e the two divisions, but they had_ no 
~uccess; both sicf.es were, unyielding. "Solomon had run counter to the prim-
. ' '. ~ ' . . . ' ., 
e ': ·i 
itive instincts for.· freedom. arid democracy which :his people had inherited 
' • ' ,•· ' ' ' ~ I • • ' ' ; , '• ' '• ~ 
from .their desert ancestors, and had made life' bitter through forced iabor 
and oppressive taxes; he had broken the -spirit of the contract that David 
' ,• ' .~ '1 ' . 
had made with their 'fathers when they consented to accept him as their ru 
. ' . ' 
(IT Sam. 5:3 ). ·He had also shocked the strongly religious part of the na;!; 
-- 6. 
tion by his idolatrie~. u A nation could not be expected to su-£-Eer and 
endure long under such_ circumstance~.-KittiH l~ents~ '~_Truly 'a trag~c 
dest.iny this which now overtakes Is~ael! David.' s creation had lasted 
barely two generations, in order noYl to 'fall a sacrifice to the folly of' 
his grandson, joined to the -Eaults o-r his son end the ancient wr~lings of 
the tribes. All the fair beginnings and the promising prospects which the 
- union and strengthening of the nationunder David 
which had been barely recognized and enjoyed, are 
seemed to offer, and 
already lostrg~in beyond-
' ' 
hope- of recovery. , In their_ place there rise before our vision all the 
. countless sufferings and. sorrows which are yet to come upon Judah and 
•' ' 
Israel as the consequence, almost without exception, o_f the unhappy state 
7. 
of rupture. 11 
Two kingdoms now set about· attempting to_ establish. themselves, rivals, · · - . ··· 
6. Bailey and' Kent History of the Hebrew Commonwealth, p. 141 
7. Kittel;..- History of the Hebrew8-;-p. 244. · 
' ---
I 
" 
hostile e.t every point of contact~ . 'Jeroboem: ruled over e. -people who: were 
r:.·.::~e;1ol.::;~::.· ....... , , .. ·., ...... · .. · .. 
religiously founded, e.nd Rehoboam over'e. group politically founded.· 
Jeroboam built. Shechem e.s his capitol. He also established two altars, one 
~ at Dan and ~notl:ier at Bethel,. and made priest's from among the people. Jt.ll 
this was considered sinful, but that ·question we s'hall discuss later. 11 The 
consequences. of the 'schiSm were very' serious.· The Israelites·; divided into 
two rival or hostile groups, carried on henceforth the'precal!ious 'existence.' 
of petty· states wh~ch are no longer masters· of 'their owri fate~ but are com-
pelled to maintain themselves by a '.predatory mode 'of life emong the more 
s. ' 
powerful states by which they are surrounded. n· · ottiey ·say's, "The ·conse-
quences of the disruption affected the ~two kingdoms differently. On the one 
' . 
hand, the burden of prolonged defensive warllie.re against the growing ·pawer of 
Syria was destined to fall ·eimost ·exclusively upon the nqrthern tribes 
(Israel). On 'the other, the comparritive 'tranquillity enjoyed by the south-
ern kingdom (Judah) wa~ conducive to the stability of the monarchy· e.nd to 
the maintenance' of a .type of reiigiou~ life and worship purer 6n'the whole 
. .. 9. 
than that which prevailed in the rival kingdom.11 · ' (Bible holds ail op-
10. 
posing view concerning JudBh's religious tendencies, T K. '14:22-24). ' 
What would be the' end of this separation! Could Israel and Judeh- sur-
vive in the face of strong foreign opposition el:id inva~·ion? We pose this 
question_, and will attempt to answer it 'in the history that follows.· "From 
the first, th~ cur~e of in~tability. rested 'upon ~ throne which had been 
founded in rebellion. The 'history of the northern kingdom was ~arke:d by e. 
series of revolutions,' while" in Judeh the regul~ successfon' of riavidic 
11. ' 
kings was uninterrupted until the ~apti'vity." Jeroboam T must ·build 
practically a new nation; here he wa·s at ·a. disadvantage; 'whe:rreas in Judah. 
8. Lods -- Israel, 374 
9. ottley -- A Short History of the Hebrews, p. 159 
10. Insertion!JY the wrJ.ter. --
11. Ottley-- !. Short History 2£ the Hebrews, p. 161 
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fitlFtTi 
. was the compaet/lious~ of David, with ·a· strong foundation to support it. 
. ··. '· . ., ' 
tet us first turn our a:tkentiori. to the. southern kingdom under Rehoboam, 
Abijeh and Ase.. 
Rehoboem--Inte:r:vention of Egypt. Ab.ijeh~ Ase.• 
. . 
11 If' the spfrit of his fathers h ro lived .on in R~hoboam (937-920), he.·· 
·· Itnist neces~e.rily have succeedded in ge.theri~g together the brave in 'Judah;,, ·., 
·and pe~haps also many in Israel who .still clung. to the h·ouse of. David,· and 
in Vll"esti:ng the crown once more from the usurpe~, as ·David had done from. 
;Abs.alom and Sheba, a~d Solomon from Jeroboam. Instead of doing this, he 
never gets beyond the carrying on of e. feeble. feud with Jeroboam.. The ci vi 
< • ' ·, • • 
war drags on.without any real earnestness ~r result on' either side so long 
12. ' 
as Rehoboam lives. 11 T Kings 14:30 says_ that. there was war between 
Rehoboam and Jeroboam continually, but does not make mention of any defin-
ite engagements. IT Chronicles 12:15 also makes mention. of this, but. wi~h 
no suggesti(ln of battles •. But both countries were weakened by this con-
. tinual strife. · "These interval conflicts brought about a disastrous 
foreign intervention. · Sheshonq1, in Hebrew, Shishak,. e. Libyan mercenary 
who had founded the· twenty-se.co!ld dynasty with his capitol at Bubastis, 
· descended on Jerusalem, e.tl!d seized the treasures of the ·Temple and roj:eJ. . 
•. ' 13. 
'' ·;\,, .. ; 
. . 
e. 
palaces, including the golden shield made by Solomon." This was a sud-
. ' 
den, surprising and very unexpected intervention. Egypt .. for some time had 
. . . 
been peaceful, not very strong, and concerned witl:n its awri internal affairs 
Breasted tells us that, 11 Under the energetic. sheshonk T:, Egypt' s-. foreign 
policy took on a m~re ~aggre~si ve ~hei-~cter< ~·.her :long ~e~ely 'formal ''; .· . r 
. :·: :14. . .,_..: ' '' ,..,.. ' . '·"' 
. claims upon Palestine were practically pressed." . One cause for this' 
invasion of Judeh by. Sheshonk vras that he desired to gain full possession 
12. Kitte1-- History of the Hebrews, Vol. II, p. 246 
13~ Lods Israel, P. 374 
14 Breasted,-- HJ.s:Cory of Egypt, p. 529 •. 
3'7 
of the city of Gez~r, which had been given to the Pharaoh preceding him 
by- Solomon, but nevertheless had remained an Israelite possession. Under 
15. 
Sheshonk it was agi:d.Ir':.desireg:•. :·.· as an Egyp;t;ian possession. 
·At this point in our study, it might be well,. to take a long look at 
Egypt,' since it was, next to Assyria and Syria another of the strong enemie 
of both Judah, and Israel, although in the ninth century it oppressed Israe 
and Judah only once. Egypt had not been very active as an invader for a 
long time owing to difficulties within its awn nation. The c:ity of Thebes 
had caused much trouble and had prevent:ed complete unity of the nation, 
but under Sheshonk I Egypt came into power again as a more or less unified 
nation. "Egyptian troops had not penetrated Asia for over 270 years., and 
She:shonk iet loose his Libyan mercenaries among the towns of the plain of 
I 
Jezreel., which they plundered from Rehob on the north, through;:·Hapharaim.,. 
Megiddo,. Taanachj and Shunem,· to Beth-shean in the Jordan valley on the 
east. In the south they spoiled Yerasa, Bethoron, Ajalon, Gibeon, Soc-.oh, 
Beth .ADath,. Sharuhen and Are.d, the last two places marking t~eir extreme 
southern activity •. According to the Hebrew records, they also entered 
Jerusalem and despoiled it of the wealth gathered there in Solomon's time, 
but it is clear that Sheshonk's campaign 1vas directed impartially against 
16. 
the two kingdoms and did not affect. Judah alone. tt After this campaign 
Sheshonk placed his awn governors over the provinces and cities that he had 
conquered in Palestine. In another volume called., "The Ancient Rec-.ords 'or 
Egypt, Breasted makes another oommmt on this campaign, saying, "The 
c:ampaign of Sheshonk in Palestine in the fifth year of Rehoboem of Judah 
(I K. 14:25).--probably about 926 B.C., lllUst have taken place in the latter 
half of the reign of the founder of the new dynasty. He possessed no mon-
HI I61d 
16. Breasted History of Egypt, P. 530 
17. Breasted- -- Ancient tiecords .£!Egypt, Vol. IV, P. 348 
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in Thebes, upon which. he might record the achievement until his 
twenty-first year (about 924 B.C.)~ whenhe bu'ilt th~ Bubastite.gate in 
: ·: Karnak temole,' and the first court to which it 1eads.; Its wall then .re-
• .&, • ' 
. . 
ceived the victorious relielt of the conventional cha~acter, the inscription 
on which, are made up of stereotyped phFases drawn from earlier inonUJ'Iients · 
of .. the sen{e kind, which are, therefore too vague,. gerieral,.. and indecisive: 
. to. furnish any solid basis for. a study of She.~~nk' s carrpaign. Had we. not 
the brief reference in the Old Testament to his· sack of Jerusalem, we shoul 
hardly have been able to surmise that the relief was the memorial of a 
.· .· . . 17. . 
specific campaign." There are very few inscriptions of this. period of· 
Egyptian history which .are legible. Breasted has given us a translation· 
of the inscription r~ ferred to in the above quotation~ . All of it 
· not be . deciphered, but enough. to give us the reference to Judah. 
is supposedly addressing Amon the Eg;yptian·god. It reads: 
. . ' . . 
could 
.. · h .. 
Shesonk. 
1\ 
·. \' 
, .. ·, 
\ ; ~ '· 
' ... ·:t•. 
''. 
~ ·'.. . 
1: .: '~ • 
"Welcome! my beloved son, Sheshonk--mighty in strength •.. Thou· 
hast smitten the lands and the countries, thou has crushed the Nubian. 
Trot;lodytes, (thy),sword was mighty among the Asiaticsl8.:. they were 
, .... ··made· fragments every moment. Thy victorious frame--all .. lands~: .Thou, 
. vientest forth in victory, and thou hast returned in mi€}1t .......... the: 
.fear of thee i's·as: far as the four pillars (of heaven):,,the .. terror: or 
thy majesty is emong the Nine'Bows: ••••••• ~ ••• Take thou my victorious 
sword, thou whose war;..-ma.ce· has smitten the chiefs of the countries. 11 1 
· ··, .. This illustrates tho type of inscription found in Egypt,. very similar to 
", !', 
....... 
that of Assyria. 
From the ·time. of Sheshonld to the end of the twenty-second dynasty, 
Israel or Palestine is not referred to in Egyptian records. At the end of 
Sheshonk's reign~ the conquesting ceased, since his son who succeeded himll'. 
Osorkon I (920 B.C.) turned his attention to .his own country. At Thebes 
·:and Bubastis mignt be considered separate governments .which· in a way 
17. Breasted-- Ancient Records of Egypt~ Vol. IV, p. 348 
18. This reference no. doubt incluae~dah 
·19 Breasted. -- Ancient Records of Egypt, Vol. IV, P• 356. 
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vie~kened 
.B,,-_,·. ,. '· ' •. ,:· •• ' ' l ' ' ~ \ ' ' . • . , .II '. ' •• " ~. ; ' ~ t ' . , ,- • : ' ' Osorko~ IIJ. son of Take lot I succeeded: one ruler. He con,quered Buba.stis. 
, • ~. ·, ' . .: • ~\ ;. :' r. ' ... , . ; -~ : } . ; ,. , •: 
one nation. · In 860 B.C., Ta.kelot II 
•..• ' .• - . ,;.1 .;. t' 
became king of this united Egypt, 
. . . . 
. ' ' " -. '.- ' .. ' :; . ': .-,, ': ~. ~ <: ; " 1-'. 1: ' : i ! ~ . ' • , •• ~ • 
but this twenty~se_cond dynasty was crumb-
.-f-1~.·:1.,' ".20 •. :,. ~I t• o 0 ·~1 •,' >',,,' wt '~' 00 f> •·:'\ , ,J'•''><>'j ''•.'," \~',"!- I• ling~ . . 'But these , internal , af fa.i~s end tr'~ubie s were good fortune for 
.. , ;"' .. :. ! ' ' ,. .. , ' ~ . . ' '\.' '. . ' .... t ~~ . ·' ' : . ' ;., ~ •.• 
Israel. They· show possibly why there .,is no more mention during 'the ninth 
'~' .. - ' ' I,.' ' , .: .1'"> \ 1 ,'' •' 1 ' < ' , . ',. ,·_, i t· .. : . 
'century of relations, friendly or hostile betvreen Israel and Egypt. "Under 
· '~u,ch' circ~sta.n~es (i. ~. intern~l troubi~'s) th~· ~Ph,a.roeh 1 s ~nfl~~~~e in Pal-
It . ·" · /'·~ · ~ ·~ · ·, · ·~ 
estil:le must have totally vanished: but, 'alarmed at' the gtCwing power of 
' \ . • . ,' ~ ,..· . , ~·· ... I 1 , ,· · ,.. ' • ',' ' , .•• . 
Nineveh fn Assyria., one of the Buba.stites, probable Ta.kelo~ ii~ contributed 
a qU:ot~ of 1,ooo men to the western· coa.litio~ ·~g~inst the A~syriB.ns,' miich. 
. ,. 21. 
w'O.s ·d~fea.t~d.,by,Sha.lma.neser 'III Qa.rqa.r on the Orontes, in S54 B.c. 11 Thu 
• , " • • ., ., - . • 1 \.,, ·! ;l - ' \ ·:-· ·~ ''" \ '· .·r. . : i " 
we find Egypt never did again a.tterrpt a. 'great conquest until Nacho in 605 B. 
·~ ,., ' ~ • < ' ) ' '.I f f' \'' : ') ~·,·. -:'i ·,,':~ ',' )''~':.,/>• 
c. Psamtik I who preceded him had begun a. reorganization of Egypt which 
made ·it 'a. powerful country onee a.€;a.ih~1 · .At Megidd~: .. J·oaieh• ··w~~"defea.ted by 
, . I 
. ·~' ' " ' ' . ~ 
Nacho, and Egypt was" again Judah 1 s conqueror. But from the time of Oso,rkon 
~ I ,·•, .'•1' ~ ,• ', ''> c,> ,' •:·,.,,_ ' '< ~·:;~. ·~ • ' ), ''.- ,.": ,';~ 'I; f 
II, about 853 B.c., until 609 B.c. /,the two kingdoms had little to fear fr 
' ' ·" ,., • r ·: - ~: . • ~l :, . . · ~·' · · -, ·, ~ :. ~ · ·.·_ ~. ' '· I'. ·1 
Egypt. Of course, Israel might have paid tribute during these years whicn 
to the soti.thern kingdom •. J'' 'It :~ ,'\ 
I,,!.: . r. • 1.._, ' ,. ', :""-'"• ;'·~ ·~~, •']-.~ •':··• ( ·.~f.·'·~ ":'' -~--' J·.. ' 
'After the invasion of Shisha.k Rehoboem reigned for tWelve years me.king 
•. •• 1' " ' ' ~ ' ' '' .• •·•• : ' ' t ' ' ~ '• ; • • ' ·•. • , ••• ~. . \• ~· • 
a total of seventeen years for his reign; and h'e reigned in 'th~ s~e in~cti 
., ' ' '· "' '" 
The redactor of 
the bo~k of Kings sha.~~ly blem~s Rehobo~ ·for his ~ositi~n on ~h~ matter of 
of religion and worship. The redactor :believes that he stood for worship 
20~ Eir~a.sted, -~ History of ~gyPi' pp.' 531-533f 
21; ;Brea.st~d -~ History -01 gyp , p. 534 
'''f;r ,, ,' 
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on high- places and'. religious prostitution, but Kittel believes that .this 
. ' 22. 
remark may be aimed at Judah rather than Rehoborun pers?nally. · 
succeeded his father and reigned three years, (920-917 or.916-914 
. . . 
Abijeh 
23.' 
)• 
His re.ign can. be dispatched with saying that his methods were those of his 
' . 24. . . 
father's· nrunely, a· futile resistance to Jorob9am. :·Asa, ison of Abijeh 
or Abijrun~ was the ne:rl ruler of. Judah. "Asa bears the reputation of a 
religious reformer. Baal worship had made imoads into Israel, and, under' 
the protection Of the queen-mothe~ 1 Sacred prostitution had been establish-. 
. . ' . 
ed. · Asa took vigorous measures against these abominations. 
The, invas~on of Baasha· he .warded off by the hired aid of the Syrians, , 
vrho at this time. crone ·upon inVitation, but later when not invited nor want-.·, 
25 
ed, thus introducing into Israel''.s history.the ·aggressive northern power. 11 
Unfortunat~ly Asa was not able to'establish Jehovah worship until his Moth-
er ts death. Breasted says, 11 For fifteen years the .. boy Asa was ruled by his 
·with . . . · · ·. · · . . . · .· 
mother Maachah, was favored/the foreign culture , and was supported by the 
higher nobility and by the conunercia;:L classes. After his victories over 
Osorkon and Baasha• Maachah was deposed, and with the charge in court 
. . . 
factions ensued the first o£ those religious revolutions which played so 
. 26. . 
large a part in Hebrew history.'' Breasted's reference to a war with 
Osorkon here, does not correspond with Biblic~l history on the records of 
Egypt. Where he obtained this information we do not know·. But the import-
ent. thing about this quotation is the reference to a religious revolution •. 
' . 
Asa seemed to be truly a maxi of God, a devout worshipper of Jehovah, and as· 
' . 
soon as his mother was deposed he set about carrying on a vigorous campaign 
against Baal-worship (I K. 15:11-13). Asa differred greatly from his 
22. Kittel 
23, Leslie 
24. Kittel 
25. Peritz 
-- History of the Hebrews 1 Vol •. II, P. 247. 
-- Abingdon Bible Commentary, P •. 110 
--HJ.story of' the Hebrews P. 248. .. '.' · 
26. Olmstead-
Old Tes'tainem HJ.story, P. 166 ,· 
HiStory, of .Palesb.ne and Syria, P. 358 
.... ,1-
. ·~ 
\ •, ;· 
:--. .;:•, 
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~- ' 
father in religious views, and opposing the worship.·of Baal as he did,,he · 
I 
really placed· Judah bn a• more· firm religious .basis· in .the· worship of 
Jehovah then it· had· been·.since David's death. Thi.s and his we.r with 
f) Baasha, in vrhich he. bought the aid· of. the Syrians (IK. 15:18-22) as pro-,. 
'· 
''· 
taction from the northern. kingdom were o~tstanding events in his reign. 
One noticeable ·fact concerning the .history of\ this first portiom of the 
kingdom.·of Judah, is;·.that its e:xistence·seemed: very stereotyped •. ,That is, 
quietly: and practically,uneventfully, the southern kingdom, existed, never 
I • • 
causing any. great· stir on·the horizon. of history •. j ... 
'But now.: let us :return to the revolted tribes.· ? .. 
The Northern Kingdom--Jeroboam, Nadab, Baasha,· Elah, Zimri, and Cmri. 
The history of the northern kingdom is·much· more vivid and for. this. 
reason much more· interesting. It ·seems,. at times, almost: like the taming 
of a band of wild tribes, knowing no·culture. caring·for none.·merely 
interested in obtaining a living,· conquest1 and gaining power.,: Jeroboam I, 
the first king of these ten revolted .tribes had accepted a difficult job. 
During the .. first sixty years of the northern kingdom, king seemed to follow 
king in rapid succession, but each reign was; full .of· pict~r.esque incidents 
and interesting events • 
. : '!Jeroboam ruled .over .the North ,of Palestin~l:.and ,over the . .Ammonites .: 
and Moebites in Transjordania: of all David's conquests. _there remained to 
Judah Edom alone. ·That division of the Hebrew tribes was never healed: 
Hosea. under Jeroboam II,· might still dream of the restoration of the 
; 
shattered unity of .the Hebrew people--of the time when the .children of 
Judah and the children of Israel should be gathered together. and should 
~ appoint themselves one head (Hosea .l:lo-11) .:.-but. it was not :t;o be: .the · 
decision. of. that. fatal~~: 1,9hen .~~hraim de~orted from Judah' (Isaiah 7:17) 
remained irrevocable .'t As . our history later, developed we find that thi 
... ;,., ... \ 
•• ' ; f 
2'7. Baynes -- Israel Aliiongst the Nations, P. 76 
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of' the nation_was the beginning of' the end. Jeroboam now was called 
··.·~· ·': 
upcm, .. to establi_sh _8: new nation. There is little trustworthy iinf'ormation 
~~nce~ning the tvv-~nty-two years .of' Jeroboam's .reign (933-912). '28 • We 
'···.. '· . ,' ' 
)m~ frOm th~ b~ok~f' Kings (IK~ 14:1-21; 15:2~)~ that_ Jeroboam had -to pro-
··-.t~Ct himself' p~actically throughout his reign from Rehoboem. · He also estab-
- ::'li'shed two sanctuaries one at Dan and the other at Bethel. and made priests 
':··. '. -\, '' -;· .·. ' .. •·· ·, . '. .· ' . 
'i ,.'• 
of' a· g~oup_ f'rom the' common .people. This was· considered a crime against 
. -~' 
Yahweh f'or which the house -of' Jeroboam. and the kingdom. of'. Israel must pay • 
·: (IK. 13 :~4) / !Jeroboam had planted the seed of' rebellion wi.thin a nation,· . 
and that seed had .not only ~prouted within the nation, but also within his 
Thi~·:m-u· appear as we continue the history. 
From the· Book of' Kings we gain me.ey narratives or stories concerning 
Jeroboem which we must not omit. 11 The material which is drawn f'rom the 
·- populru: proph~ti'~ st'6ries predicts the destruction of' the altar_ of' Bethel; 
. and illust~ates i~s sacrilege by telling of' the punishni.ent visited up~n 
'/~---';' ;:~~i·, ·,·-~ :.-~</·.'\. ~·· --~-_·:· :, ···. ,. .·-.· ... ': · .. , .... ~ ... --... ', .·~ '·,. '<} ;··· · .. ··::·: ,,;·~' . 
. ;the king1 whose .-hand withers: upon a prophet whom a lion slays; and again· 
, ·, _,1~) ~ ·I ' ~ • ~ 1 ,1 ; ;, I, )'~ '.~ ' ' \ 
upon the king, ,.:who l'oses his son and heir • The I calf'~ was really a y-oung 
. · .. ·,,/, 
.bull or heifer~'.representin'g ~ong the, Canaanites respectively Baal and 
,. ..-: ,., ... ,. .... >t •. '>,_·:.i-~ .. 
Astarte~ ; But. Jeroboam meant them to represent. Jehovah rather than Canaanite 
• divini~ies>(l~~28) •. Even so~ their Cariaanite character tend,ed to make Baal;;. 
,,'.}.; 
i~m ·popular, and :they violated the image less prirroiple of 'Jehovah worship 
;._: 
. embodied in th.~ . second . commandment. ' . ' While our material re£lects the Deu-
te~onomic ~ttitud~· in co~de:rrining Jeroboam's act, the proph~tic bands of' his 
. . 29~ ' 
. ~ ~~ay were al~e-ad/ of'f'ended by it~ 11 · This reference, once again brings 
;.'.·•·j', 
·.to .our attentfoD. '.the f'act that the compiler of' Kings, as we mentioned in 
•; > ,. '.'·' ·: • • ' 
Chapter One, ~a_~-r~ligiously biased. As to the authenticity of' the stories 
,-
28. Kittel --· History of' the Hebrews,. Vol. II, P. 253 
29• Pe~itz- -- Old 1'estame~.· 16$ 
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ne has included here we cannot say • 
. Th~ dynasty set up and started by Jeroboam comas to e.n end early. At 
Jerobo~'~ death, .he is followed by his. s~m Nadab, who reigns two years. 
4\) He is. ~urderad by Baasha ben .Ahijah of Issachar, during the siege of the 
Philistine town of Gibbathon. Baasha usurps the throne and to make himself 
' ' • • ·~ j 30~ 
secure~ he extirpates the whole race of Jeroboam. Thus, begins the 
second:dynas~y of the kingdom of Israel. He, (Baasha) took. some years to 
31. 
e:stablish hims.elf firmly. on the throne. Baasha reigned twenty-fo~r year 
(911-888) •. "The way in which he carries. on operations against Asa. king of 
Judah, sh~s. him an energetic pri,nce of mil:itary skil~. ,That he had to .. 
p~at a retreat without acoontplishing hi.s design was not his fault. So 
when our.informant (the Deuteronomist) attributes to him other brave deeds, 
'. . ' . 32. 
the statement is most likely founded on. facts." . This is in regard to 
the war. car.rie.d on by Baasha against ~enhe.dad of. Syria, whom Asa had paid 
to fight, for .. him. Evrald says. "In the twelf'th year of)1is reign, however, 
he laid a plan for inflicting a severe blo\V on Judah arid its re.igning king, 
Asa •••••••••• Placed by this step in great emb.arrassment, Asa entreated 
Benhadad of Demasaus for aid against the encro.achments of Baasha. He 
respond~d to .this appeal, invaded the .territories of Baasha,with a large 
force;. and sub~ued, the whole. of the northern extremity: of the dominion of 
I 
Israel .on both sides of the sources of the Jordan •. This is the first in-
road· of north-eastern nations into a province of .. the kingdom of j;he ten . 
. 33. 
Tribes, ,which co~ld only with difficulty offer 'e:rry permanent res.istance .• " 
It appears not only from the historical records, but also from the Biblical 
records that during his reign, Baasha was mainly occupied with attempts to 
conquer Judah.. Jehu, son of Hane.ni, a prophet uttered a prophecy against 
B~asha~ predicting for his dynasty the seme end that ceme to the house of 
' . 
Jeroboam~ Under· Baasha the same type of Yahw~h worship, known under 
, Vol. II,.P~ 254 
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Jeroboam was continued, which neither excluded. images, nor other· types. 
34. . 
of idolatry •11 
Elah1 the son· of Baasha, began to reign. in 888B.C., but his reign vras 
short-lived •. Like his father, who had moved the capitol· from Penuel· to. 
Tirzah, he remained in Tirzah. .Elah reigned slightly less than t\vo years . 
"The dynasty of Baasha came to an end in the same way as that of Jeroboam. 
His son Elah, after a reign of.two years; was .assassinated during a feast· 
by an officer of inferior rank named _Zimri~ who proclaimed himself king. 
The army which was· engaged in the siege of Gibbethon, did not notify his. 
'coup d'etat'. The general-in-chief, Omri, besieged· the c-apitol. Zimri 
ShUt himself Up in the palace 1 Set a fire .:tO it, and perished in the flameS 
' ' 35. 
after· a reign of seven days. 11 Zimri during his seven days as. king man.:· 
' ' ""· 
aged to wipe out 'the 'house of Baasha,. extinguishing ·that dynasty (I K. 16: 
12). The. indignation of. many of the people against Zimri for his action 
' ,· ' . 
is clearly. shown in the' reaction of the army at Gibbethon (I K. 16:16 )~ ·~ 
They 
tion 
.·,. ,· 
acted. without hesitation in anointing, Omri king of Israel~ · This ac- ' 
f .'"', . ;•'. } •,. ": 1' .• ... ,. .. / ......• 
at Gibbetho~: (~· .gfty belongidg{ to the. Philistines) ·was too svii.f't for 
. ' ' . . . ' '· ,. -··' . 
the rest of the people, hence these others took another step~ 11 A r'ival 
king was indeed set ~p _in the otheljyise unknoWn Tibni >.son ~i Giti~th; and 
,. J'' 
a civil war commenced which lasted four years, in which Tibni was chiefly 
supported by his brother Joram. At length these two fell in battle together 
. . 36.. . . 
and Omri remai~ed sole king." But Tibni before he was ousted by Omri 
had ·obtained a large follovring in Israel.· From the fact that Tibni r s fath-
er is mentioned, while Omri r s is not, we should judge that Tibni was of 
. . 
~~: ?y~~g, :: fl~~:YQi-Y of Israel, V~l.'Iv P. 34 
32. Kittel-- tf:tstory of the Hebrews, Vol. II p. 
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., 
noble family, whereas Omri owed his position s to his ovm talents and 
i''·: ,, :' 37. . 
ambition. 
11 During the reign of Omri 's predecessors Israel had been losing 
ground. Moab had revolted and extended its boundaries; Damascus was en-
croaching on Israel's territory in the northwest, and the nation had be-
., '• I •' ' 
come weakened by civil war end internal feuds. But with the accession of' 
'. ',, . ' 
Omri Israel experienced a national uplift and his reign was distinguished 
... ,~ ' ' ' 
by- energy and statesmanship. He was the David of the Northern Kingdom. 
,l' ' ·: ··, . '·' 
' As a warrior he held in check the Syrians, and subdued afresh the Moabites, 
as we learn from the· 'Moabi te Stone'. The Assyrians knew Israel of this 
period as •the land of Omri '.• With the Phoenicians he entered into friend-
ly r~_lations by the marriage of his son Ahab with Jezebel, the daughter of 
the king of Tyre. It was he who selected the site of the hill on which 
to build Samaria, which for the purpose of' fortification was not unlike 
the hill of Zion; and it was under him that more friendly relations with 
·, "'· . ' 38. 
Judah ?egan, leading to inter-marriage between the two royal housos.11 
.I • 
This summary of' the high points of Israel's existence under Omri: is re-
: ... ·.• ~' :·. 'J • < 
~eshing and gives us something to anticipate in a more dE;~tailed study of 
Omri 1 s reign. We have seen that the northern kingdom went through a dif'-
: f'~cu~i; struggle during approximately the 
1
firsi; fifty years of its independ-
ent existence, but fortunatelY: a king had been secured which meant great 
things for Israel. With the accession of Omri Israel attained to a power 
. ' '•' 39. 
and prosperity which were only equalled under Jeroboam II. 
Rise ~ Assyria• ~Reign of Omri. 
Omri 1 s accession to the throne begins a new period in the history of 
the -northern kingdom. It is sparkling in its interest; it shovred the 
37. Oesterley and Robinson-- A History of Israel, Vol. I, p.286 
38. Peritz · -- Old Testament Iff story, p.TI>'I 
39. Baynes -- !"S'rael Ariiongst the Rations, p. ·77 
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power to which IsrMl could attain-under a powerful ruler, who had the •·-
interest. of the people at heart.~ . But with the beginning of· the reign of' 
Omri a 'cloud form~ 'on Israel'~ foreign: horizon vrhi~h was not lifted for 
over one hundred years. That cloud :was the. nation ~f:Assyria. "The. in-
tervention of ,Ass~ria marks e. turning point in the history of Western · 
Asia; it created new .problems .for kings and diplomats~ it. changed the oen-
j ••• ' 40~ ,, ,, .. 
ter. of gravity 'in the· political world." . This ;great Assy'rian:machine , 
' ' . - ,' ,. ' . 
. ' 
began to move towards Israel and its ~eighbors e~rly in' the.,~nth ~entury~ 
The centuries :preceding the ninth we~e dark ce.nturies ·for Assyria..;· 
,. I,· 
·.Assyria had suffered .end exulted during these centuries, but. for the.most 
. . . ' } 
part theyr had been weak. oppressed and subdued •. · Wi_th th~ a.cc~ssion of 
Tiglath-Pileser. I, .the fortunes> of Assyria began .an upward trend. .~1 Tig­
. lath-Pileser' s ·raid of 1104 was a portent of earning Assyrian invasions.' 
' ' . . 
It was followed by a trip of Ashurne.bi II (1012~995) to Mount Atalur on 
. ' . , . 
" 
the north Syrian coast. The.n there was. a lull .until 876 whe.n Asur..;nasir-
. apal II (885-860), having reduced allMesopotamia, crossed the Euphrates to 41 . . . ' ' 
Carchemish." •. This, advance of Assyria had begun like e. snowball, .a.t 
first a. small conquest, then as the ball was rolled, more and more powez-
, '··· .. was added to Assyria., finally making· it the ruler of the wo~ld. ' The , 
··:,' 
' monarchs following Tiglath-pileser I, :hmitated him, end. gradually gained 
·· ... ~ 42. . . 
. :,· 
·,.::· 
.. 
• .. 
powe~r for Assyria.· But even after this powerful step forward taken by 
Tiglath-pileser I, Jissyria was forc.ed to go through_ another slight period 
of ·weakriess, extending from .the middle of the eleventh to the middle of the 
.tenth century. A~ the time of the·. disruption of. the kingdom. (933 B.C.) 
wli~n Assyria ~buld ,}1'~ve :made'~ vezoy 'strate'gic;m~v~,·~she did not have 
' . . . . '43.; '. •,. ' ., .·.' ·' ' 
'' ' . . .' ;_· 
p<n'rer enough to' step_ forward.;···., · 
' 40. Ibid, p. 78 
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Ashurdem reigned in Assyria in 933, but we have lit e record of him, 
II 
and these dark years continued. But with Adadnirari II, 911-890, these 
'years of' weakness seemed to end. "The annals of' adadnirari (911-889), 
tell the story of' campaigns which for the first time in two hundred years 
faintly recalled the almost forgotten: exploits of Tukulti-Ninurta I and 
. to 
Tiglath-Pileseri; they serve also to shol~what narrow limits Assyria it-
44. 
aelf' had been restricted. 11 Adadnirari continued a campaign<,o'f conquest 
for several years, and met with overwhelming success; and brought back to 
Assyria what h m once belonged to it under '.liglath-pileser I and his pre-
45. 
decessors. Ada.dnirari was followed by Tukulti-JUnurta II, 889-884 B.C." 
110n the accession of Tukulti-Ninurt:a II, 889-884 B.d., Assyria' restored by 
the activity ·of his immediate predecessors, was powerful enough to send out 
\ 
armies to reconquer its ancient territories. The course of' the almost 
yearly campaigns can be traced f'qr over sixty years, and their importance 
is great, for in them is to be found the proof of' a definite intention to 
·establish permanent rule over the northern marches of' Assyria. and the west-
ern lands as fal3 as the Mediterranean~ and to exercise suzerainty over the 
kingdoms adjacent to the new borders; in other words, the establishment of 
46. 
an Assyrian Empire became the aim of' the royal policy." Not much is 
kn~rn concerning this ruler except the fact that he pushed the campaigns of 
conquest.· "In the last year of his reign {885), TukUlti Urta made a sudden 
'dash into Babylonian. ·His' detailed itinerary is riot without interest to· 
'the casual reader; to the geographer it is a. precious source for the to-
47. 
pography of the middle Euphrates country." The accounts of this mar~ 
42. Olmstead -- Histo~ of Assyria, Pp. 62-75 
43. Kittel -- H1sto~ or the Hebrews, Vol. II, P. 257f' 
44. Cambridge Anc1ent HiB-to~Tlie Assyrian Empire, Vol III, P.7 
45. Oliiistead -- History of Assyrfa, P. '75r. 
46. Cambridge Ancient His-tory, Vol. III, The Assyrian Empire, P. 9. 
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and give us. a , fine . idea 
, , . ~ !. ·, . . . I .~·' ·, ., '· ', ' ' ·, , , ·~ ~ . _.· . . ., \ ·, 
In battle Tukul ti was. strongly opposed; a_nd ·not very. suo_ces.sful·~·' .Unfortu- • 
nately he died be for he was. ai:)ie ·to follow up this entrance· into 
.. ;· ··. . . • . ·... . i· . ·. . I· ... 
".,. 
' ~. ,'• and conquer. those who'. had resisted .hj_m •so "stubbor~ly •. 
· .... " 
Following Tukulti. came Ashurnazfrpa:l·li :iii {885-860,11 who supposedly had 
• I • ' • 
one of the longest. reigns of the Assyrian monarchs. He did not come into 
immedia~~ contact with Is;ae.l, probably be~·aus~ Israel pa~d tribuf to him. 
H~ went even further 'than did his predecessor in ~ampaigns of' conquest. 
One of his main contacts was Syria,. and they .offered a huge stumbling .block 
to him because they were so pmverful. ·· His battles ·against them were the 
first held in many y'ears; he fo~ght them not only ~ith .the idea··-·of conquest,. 
. . 48. 
but also for protection. Cornill says~· 11 Unde~ Asurna~irpal, who ascend-
. . . . 
ed ~he Assyrian throne in 884 B.C., the powe.r of Assur experienced a m:i.ghty 
revival after a 'lone; period of' decrepitu~e; Asurnazirpal is the first of 
great conquerors who lived wholly in war end by war and carried the ter-
of Assyrian arms everywhere.· In the.year 876, he marched as far as the 
' . \ 
Mediterranean and Mount Lebanon, and Omri among others hastened to ley his 
offering at the feet of the mighty monarch; but Asurn~irpal never came a-
49• l gain~" : : ire was a crueiwar;rior, treating his enemies without merc;y:. 
\ ' 
' ' 
Even though a general· and ieader he has been remembered in. history e.s0u:n-· 
warlike end even effeminate.' His idea had been to establish the Assyrian 
w. . . 
·Empire,. but .it was still to. be formed. There is no doubt that he· did 
much .tovrard this ·?nd,. but he was not completely successful. · He set the 
stage for the wor~ of his son,Shalmaneser III, who was .to build the mighty 
~mpire of which Ashurn9\zirapal had dreamed. 
' I 
With Shalmaneser the third we enter a new era in the history, of As 
48. Ibid, Pp. 85-95. 
49. Cornill-- History of the people' of Israel, :P.lOl 
50. Olmstead--History ~~ria, P.~7 
49· 
',.·· 
The dreams of many emperors before him are realized in his 'reign-dreams of 
world supremacy. Throughout 'his campaigns we find him in constant touch 
with Israel. 11 Shalmaneser III (859-824· B.C.) in. following his father's 
~ policy of extension northward and westward,. arid of annexation of lands im-
mediately adjoining Assyria on the trade routes, was fe.C:"ed by a series of 
problems. The first· lay in Bit-Adini.., for Akhuni was still sovereign in 
his own dominions,. though tributary. Assyrian ~omrr.e'rcial progress demanded . 
th.e complete subjugation ahd annexation of Bit;..Adini,. in: order that the' 
whole valley of the Euphrates thence as far as'.Babylonia might be administe 
51. 
ed by the c.entral authority." Before he attacked Akhuni Shalmaneser' 
c·arried on a campaign against the At1nenians,. b~t this campaign was somewhat 
of a failure. Nevertheless, he turned his ettention to Adini,. in 857:. end 
after much fierce fighting c:onquered Adini~· Akhuni,. the leader of the people 
of Adini was a strong lee.der and it took all of the force of Assyria to 
win over him. Through this conquest Assyria added another of the more p 
ful nations to its chain of tributaries·. After this campaign Shalmaneser 
continued his subjugation of many smaller natiop:s in the. Mesop.otamie.ri terri-
52. 
tory. "With the reign of Shalme.neser III,. the history of Babylonia be-
comes inextricably bound up with that of Assyria, and Assyrian records are 
. ' 53. ' ' ' 
henceforth our cl:tief source of information. '1 Babyl~ being too weak to 
oppose Assyria, beceme 3Ubject to it. But a break occured in Babylonia afte 
/ 
a fe;v years. Marouk-:zakir-shum I was Assyrie.nized, but .his younger brother 
Marduk-bel-usate, refUsed to be'and revolted. The younger brother seized 
Akkad and cut off Marduk-zakir:..shum,. drove out Marduk-bel-usate,. and put him 
54. .. 
to death. Again Babylonia was completely subjugated and peace reigned 
in that quarter. 
51. Cambridge Ancient History~ Vol III, The Assyrian Empire, P. 18 
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During Sha.Imene s.er' s conqU:e st of all Asia., one nation continually 
,' ,., ,. 
gave him trouble, Syria •. ·If Syria.; as one nation did not oppose him~ it 
I • ' ' ' ' '~ ' ' ' 
organized., a. coali tio~ of. a.ll the ~at ions to oppose •hiln •.. Syria.· ex~rted a 
.. 
great deal of influence over the smaller n~t:i.ons. surrounding it.· .. Its rela.-. 
tions with Israel were.· sometimes friendly, but much of the time unfriendly~ 
II The 'line o'f Ben Hadad· I was continued by an. unknow'1 son and by a. grandson 
' • · 1
1 
.'' ·; ( "'·~~ 1 ' ' •' ' • ~ ' :, 't .;' , . ' , . '·~ ~:" • ·~, ' ·., ; 
Ben Hada.dii$ wh~ succeeded in bui~d.ii1g upoa.nt1empir
1
e · of so considerable a 
size that thirty-two •kings' were i~.his th:ti~.,'·•To his summo~s, 'The silver 
·and thy gold a.re ~ine; t{!y wives . and thy children are mine', Ahab replied 
• 1 .. ·'' .!; • ' :·· ,··. 
with surprising meekness. 'Be it according to thy· saying~ my lord king, I am . 
~ '· ' 55 •. thin~ an_d a.ll I possess'. 11 . The council of .Aha.b did not approve -of this 
. . - ' . 
measure and advised .resistance (I I\• 20:7-13). Through a. piec.~,>of str.ategy 
they won. · The next ye~r :Be.ndadad again decided to. conquer the Israelites, 
believing that since Jehovah.- was a 'God. of the hills, his peopl'e• could not be 
helped by Him inthe. plain. The Syrians forced .. a battle 'at Aphek and were 
' ·. ' . ' ' 
crushed by the Israelites~ ·Following this Ahab .was forced to protect 'him-
self from the invading Shalma.neser, consequently .he made peace with Damascus 
56 •. 
and once again canbined th;e two kingdoms in a.n .alliance. In 854 Shal-
maneser again attempted an advance but was met by a coalition of kings,· 
. . 
backed by Egypt, it is believed~ since Osorkon' ~ (Osork~n II) name wa.s found 
in Ahab t s palace. Syria., Ha.ma.th,. a.nd Israel, . in. that order, offered Shal-
ma.neser the greatest opposition. The battle :was fought. at Ka.rka.r and Sha.l-
ma.neser won, e.s he. said, ·"damming the .Orontes with bodies.n The written 
records of Sha.lma.neser claim a complete .. victory, but_ the .event~ which., 
followed p.ointed otherwise. 
r '' ~ ! ' •' 
After this gretit battle the c.oalition fell tci. · 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
•, '., 
pieces, since the. various kings believed they· h,ad vie~ened As syria to such 
54~ O]mstea.d _.;: History of. Assyria., P •. 122f. 
55. Ibid, P. 133 --
56. Ibid, P~ 134 
:•·' . 
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an .extent that no new invasion would be attempted for some time,. 
. At. his point; af'ter .. ~iscovering the relation. of Assyria to Israel, 
and. the greatness of this mighty oppressor of Israel, let. us return to Omri 
~ and observe the outstanding events of his superb reig~n. We shall encount-
er, Shalmaneser again in .the history, of t~is period. In Assyrain documents, 
Israel is called,the "land of Omri". "This may be partly due to. the fact.· 
that· the Assyrians first came into contact with the Israelites during the 
period of the .. dynasty 'of Omri~ perhaps in Omri' s own reign, for he may have 
s~ . -
been. the king whet pretents to .Asshurnasirpal II (880-860), when .the latter 
advanced as far as Nehr-el-kelb, near Beirut. In any case. the. Assyrian_ 
inscr:iptions quoted presuppose a' reference. to Omri. On .the o.ther hand one 
tells 
l!lne from the stele of Meshajthat: Omri' 'oppressed Moab' in the time of 
Ki~g Chemoshgad (?)_the father of Mesha, that .is to say, that he compelled 
him_.to pay tribute; the same source tells us that he took from Moab the 
58. 
district of Medeba. 11 This may mean that. Omri was considered too power-
ful to be .attacked by Shalmaneser, or that Omri did: pay tribute to Assyria, 
but .at the same time was exacting tribute from Moab whom he had subjugated 
again after they hrd enjoyed independence from Israel for many years. After 
all,·we ·cannot be absolutely sure that Omri paid tribute to Assyria, from 
the .Assy_rie.n records, .since the reference to the "land of Omri n ,might refer 
to, some other king of Omri' s dynasty. It is more than likely that he did 
pay tribute. But Omri had. other troubles with foreign nations. Syria in 
.particular portrayed tendencies to oppress Israel, and against these ten-
dencies .Omri took measures, but in many cases to no avail. "Omri was less 
successful in his encounters with the Aremea.ns of Damascus; he was, obliged 
Ef 
to cede, se~l11 cities to them, probably on. the east side of Jordan and to 
57• Olmstead -- History of Assyria, P. 137 
58.,Lods -- Israel, P. 3~ 
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.grant to them the privilege of' 
·a bazaar, in Samaria (IK. 20:34). 1~. 
.' ~ ' ' 
is, a special, quarter with 
. Omri had taken a step earlier in 
his reign which probably was orie of ·;the most intelligent moves he made. 
' . . 
Omri noticed whim he began to reign o'!rer Israel as sole ruler that 
the capitol was not conv~niently. located. · it .was ·at Tirzah,. and an easy .• 
. . 
prey to enemies~ Af'ter. living in Tirzah f'or six years, he f'inally decided 
to build a new city. Af'ter caref'ul 'consideration he made his selection;, 
. ' ,' ., :} ·~ \; 
and it remained the capitol until the': f'all :or the. northern kingdom. In 
.fact Israel began to be called Samaria as well as Israel •. "According to 
' : . ' . / ~ .·· ''\ •.. 
the tradition h~ ·bought the. site. :t:r9JYl a certain Shemer,: ?"om whom t~~ city · 
'l',, ·.". ( ., •• , .J, 
received its name of Shomron. In reality, perhaps;··. the name meant, 'watch-
post'. In any case Omri 1 s ·object was to pl~ce the royal r~sidence in a 
aity which was not, like Shechem, attached to .a'n.y part:j.cular tribe, and. 
', ' • , I ' 
was. not at the mercy ·of a sudden attack~ as Tirzah .. se.ems .to have been,! 
since. Omri had taken it in less than a week~ The choice of.the site of 
Samaria does credit. both to the political '\tisdom and to the military 
60. 
judgment of' Omri~.n This is the· one additional f'act of note, to be add-
ed to those. already ·mentioned concerning the reign of'. Omri. We can say 
that at last,· after a long. period of years,; Israel had been· ruled f'or 
.·twelve years by a real king, clever, shrewd, f'arsighted and devoted to 
.. his nation. Thus, we leave Om.ri.· 
Reign 2£ Ahab. · Appearance of Elijah. 
It has been claimed by rna~ authors of Old Testament history that 
Ahab wa~ probably the greatest king of the northern kingdom.·. It seems, 
though, that he may. appear .such because. of ,the. other great personalities 
~·. ·/ . 
associated with him~ ·. Also, if we think oaref'ullyl. we must realize that 
59 .• / Lods . Israel, P. ·377 
60. Ibid, P. 378 
.... . :.·.--· 
~ ' . 
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,. 
he was a great king it was probably because of the excellent, constructive, 
reign of Omri'his father. Then,- too, Ahab was guided in some actions by 
a very clever woman. Ahab began to .reign in 875 B.C. end reigned for twen-
() ty-two years. Cornill says, "Omri was succeeded by his son Abab. We know 
relatively the most of him, because the great prophet Elijah was his con-
61. 
temporary, and his career throws, also, important light upon the king." 
.But in this history·we shall not condemn Ahab, nor call him a poor ruler, 
rather we will attempt to justify him, but from a different angle than 
other authors have. 
Ahab'was faced with two major problems throughout his reign, which 
he left unsolved when he died, the first, Israel's dealings with foreign 
nations, and second, the wor~hip of Baal displacing the worship of Jehovah. 
Ahab had two campaigns against the Syrian kingdom of Damascus and was suc-
cessful in both; but instead of foll~ng up his victory over Berihadad, he 
f, • • 
. a~lied himself, under protest of the prophetic party, with Benhadad, pro-
bably in order ~e better to meet the agressions of the Assyrians. During 
'·- ·.' ' 
Ahab's reign occurl!e.d the great battle of Karkar and he was present, as a 
part of thecoalition opposing Shalmaneser, with lo,ooo'men and 2,000 
62. 
chariots. Ahab joined this coalition because he had seen in the hia~n~'"" 
~receding his day what had happened in some cases to those who opposed 
which 63. 
Assyria, as in the case of Phoenicia~·/·' ;opposed Ashurnazirpal. Ahab, 
was married to Jezebel, the daughter of the king of Tyre which secured 
peace on that boundary. He wished to establish his nation firmly and have 
peaceful relations with all neighbors of his. "In pursuance of the same 
. . 
policy (that of relations with Tyre), Ahab took steps to free his kingdom 
(} from anxiety concerning its southern frontier, and, with this end in view, 
61. Cornill-- History of the People of Israel, P. 101. 
62. Peritz -- Old Testament H~story,-,r. 168 
63. Kittel -- H~st or the Hebrews, Vol. II, P. 262 
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endeavored to put, an end.· to the . disastrous and barren 
· alliance~,~ whose'· conditions we are ighorant of~ w~s :concluded. betwee,n Ahab 
. ' ' •' .... , 
and Jehoshaphat.,. Th~ sequel shows, tha:i:; Judah was responsible',, in the event 
of. any warlike enterprises I; to assfst' Israel ;vith all' its avaiiable forces, 
' ' . . 
hence the southern kingdom, being'the weaker, was the vassal o'f. the .. 
,·:; 
kingdom. In thi.s case :th~ alliance , was still further a~ cured by a marriage: 
• ·• .. • ' : ' • ''· • • :·. ~- ( .• ,, 'l- . _; .~ :· -~ . f '64. ~ 
,·Jehoram, son of Jehoshaphat,.married Athaliah, the.· daughter _of Ahab." · '· ·· 
·' ... ·. , 
. Thus 'we ~ee that, except :for a .few small ciutbur.sts between Isr~el and Syria, 
Ahab had made peaceful relatioris with all of 'his closest neighbor~. This 
. . . 
,shews that Ahab ~as a f~irly good diplomat, politician, ~d .ruler. 
: ' . . . ' . 
Unfortunately near the close of Ahab 1 s reign the old enmity· between 
''.I. ,' ' ', I ',' ' ' 
There were several minor battles which Israel and Damascus was renewed. 
,·, 
Ahab lost, and Benhadad was succe~sful in marching aginst Sa.m~ia. ·At flrst .. 
Ahab is willing .to pay tribute and give up hi~ capitol~ but Benhadad de-
mands the unconditional surrender of the city, which Ahab refuses in the 
form of a battle 1 iri which he. drives out. the Syrians from Israel (I Kings , 
20-21). Once again the next year, Benhadad goes out against the Israelites. 
with, ; · , 
The two armies met a;t Aphek, 'Syria in the. KiShon valley ami/Israel opposite 
on the SP!l~S of .the ~ountai~s· o.f Ephraim. 'After .a long hes~"tiation in 
which Syria seemed in no. hurry 1 Ahab sallies forth· against them .. and destroys 
. . . 65. ': 
· them, taking Bei:iliadad prisoner, but releasing him almost' immediately • 
. As· a result of ·this 1 • Ahab•s merchants were to have a 9uarter for themselves 
in .Damascus just as Omri was forced to grant):t quarter_ to Benhadad 1.s mer- · 
chants. in. Samaria sorra years previous to this.·. · l\hab, . as we shali ·discover, 
. . '. : '""' ., ' ,,. ·.· . '., 
had good reasons for doing .this.: As~;ri~;· .,thaf allltlOSt: perennial.invader, 
A , .. ·. ~: , 
was agl? mn the warpath, and Ahab :was .never· sure when he might need the. help 
64. Lads Israel, P. 379 f. ·~· · 
65,; Kittel-- H:Lstory of~ Hebrews 1 P. 271 
' ,: 
.. , ', 
of Syria. As has been mentioned before~ Ahab as a member of a coalition 
of kings, helped to h6~~ Shal~~neser in check at the battle of Karkar~ 
which prevented Shalmaneser from seizing Israel or Syria. No sooner had 
th~y (that is~ Ahab and Benh~dad) fought side by side against the Assyri~ 
monarch thari the hostiliti~s between them break out again •. This time 
Samaria and Syria fou~t over possession of Ram~ in Gilead. · At this time 
Jehoshaphat comes to Ahab 1 s aid arid against th~ prophetic warning of Micaiah 
ben Imlah~ battled with Syria. Ahab disguised himself in order to save 
his life, but through an unfortunate hostile arr~r, directed at no one in 
' ' '• ' ' 66. 
particular, he was killed. ·Thus, Ahab dies in battle, a hero. VJhen 
he dies the first problem we mentioned previously~ r~main's unsolved, that 
' ' !• • ' ' • 
of Samaria1 s.dealings with foreign nations, particularly Syria. With the 
' '< ' • 'I • ·• 
exception of Syria. Ahab had solved this problem to a large degree. 
The next problem to be faced is that of Baal-worship, and all associat-
ed with it, prophecy and the prophets. The compiler of the book of Kings is 
very prejudi~ed against llhab and paints a very dark picture of him through-
out (IK. 18). Ahab is supposed 'to have instituted Baalism iri the kingdom 
of Samaria~ but it was really brought in by Jezebel, his wife, from her 
native land, Tyre. Jezebel probably had him build this altar for Baal wor-
' ' 
shippers, since we ~ow that his main interest in religion was in Jehovah~ 
and Jehovah-worship. 11 Ahab himself, although he tolerated Baal alongside of 
Yahveism, did not renounce the latter so far as he himself personally, and 
his family, were concerned. He names his children, Ahaziah, Joram, and· 
Atha:liah, after Yahve~ not after Baal,. ~nd has prophets in conside'rable 
67. 
number about him. We have thus here a kind of mixed religion." Since 
e) Baal was the. chief god of the Queen of the kine;dom, that god must be recog-
66. Kittel-- History of the. Hebrews, Vol. II P •. 265 
67. Ibid·, P., 264 --
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· nized, at least until Ahab might be. able to change her religious view-
point, if at all. Nevertheless, Baal worship .was ·severely criticised.· The 
Unfortunate fact is that Baal worship was not as strict or severe as that 
ofJeh'ovah, and naturally attraot~dmany to it.· B~alism did grow in Israel 
and became very influential~·· 11 We cannot, in fact,· be s~re what might have 
·become· of-. Israel ·had the PhoeniciarJt Baal-worship maintained .. itself. and if. 
• \ , I, • ·~ • , .~ , : ~ 0 :·: ,' I • ; • ,' • ' I • ,' .' i' • ''o '., ~· ,' I ' \ 0 : • 
begun to counteract .the growth of:Baal-wor•shi:p. ·. 
. ! ' . . • 
During the reign of Ahab there appeared in Hebrew History a great 
original personality whose' ,creative impr~ss may be. notedin .isr~e1 •s sue- . 
69. ' 
cession of prophets' through ,centuries following." This was Elijah 
. ' . :' 70. 
the Tishbite (IK. 1'7il) •. The book of Kings is filled with narratives 
concerning Elijah, but we shall not accept them all ._as .true, rather merely· 
written to illustrate the great character of the man. In Elijah we find 
:. ; •· the first great' prophet of Israel. There had beEm others, but of a differ-
"·. 
····' 
' ····. 
·: 
... 
•,, 
' 
\ '· ~ .: ' ,: < 
·· ·, •· i \ I ,,. :, ,r 
ent kind.. Elijah was truly a "man of God", ·la.nCJ.H,t.'8.~1<a ~(dflilieadeir.to11icthe 
bands of prophet~·· The religious condition of. Israel hadcome to the poi~t 
where something had to be_ done for the Jehovah party. "With a clear con-
.sciousness of the real point at issue, he takes the field for YEihue against 
,' ' : '. 
·Baal, does battle' for the moral rights and freedom of the human spirit' as' 
against the. tendency to abandon them· in the. religion of Nature, which was .. 
71. 
demoralising and debasing to man." The situation called for action, 
~nd. lUijahwas ~n hand at the right time. Ottley says,• ."Thereupon the ste;n 
·'ascetic Elijah suddenly emerged from the solitudes of Gile~d: as 'tlie ·'person-
conscience' of the nation. After publicly predicting that Jehovah 
Kittel -- History of. the Hebrews, Vol. II p'. 265 
Sanders and Fowler =:: -m:r-E'hnes of Biblical· History P• 85 
Since prophecy is of gree.t l.mponance· 1.n Hebrew h1.story, the entire next 
chapter will be devoted to it, rather than a c ehensive discussion 
7l.See next page 
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would chastise the. apostasy of Israel by a prolonged drought, he vanished 
72. 
as. suddenly as he had appeared." Because of many of his prophecies, 
his life was often in danger. Jezebel being the main exponent of Baalism 
~ wages continual war against Elijah, but with little success. Elijah 
never weakened. He fought for Jehovah and fought valiantly. From his time 
'on the prophets vrere to play a large part in the history of Israel and 
Judah. 
Ahab had respect for Elijah, and feared him~ since he. (Ahab) still. 
worshipped Jehovah rather than Baal. There was one other prophet of Ahab's 
reign we must mention~ Micaiah ben Imleh. He seems to be in a position of 
prominence, once, during Ahab's reign~ at .the time when he u~ters his 
prophetic warning against Ahab, foretelling his death (I K. 22:13-24). 
After this we lose sight of him and our main prophetical interests are 
woven about the characters of Elijah and Elisha. Renee, we come to the 
end of Ahab's reign. Ahab was a good king, but had some bad ideas, no 
do~bt given him by his V'life Jezebel. Olmstead pays a fine tribute to J.hab 
after telling of Ahab's death in battle. He says, ~'Thus died miserably 
Israel '.s greatest king, and prophetic prestige was restored. He had saved 
his people: in their greatest crisis, but patriotism e.nd religion had claSh-
. . d 
.ed and Ahab had tho misfortune to opp"se the party which ultimately trium-
phed. The future was· indeed with the prophets, who alone make Hebrew 
His.tory more significant than that wof the other second-rate Syrian states. 
Bitterly as the prophets, hated Ahab~ unkind as they were to his memory, 
" ,, . . . 
we must nevertheless remember that it was his foresightedness alone which 
won for them the breathing spell needed for full development of religious 
73. 
be lie fs of such potent for the future." We must give Ahe.b credit for 
at this point. 
71. Kittel -- History of the Hebrews, Vol II, P. 266 
72. Ottley -- Short Hi~ory-of' the Hebrews, P. 167 
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. help~ng. Israel, but w,e. find in each reigl7 something;wpi~h ultimately. con- . 
' 'f. 
tributed to the downfall of Samaria. In this reign, the eXpansion and in-
' ~ . ,, . 
fluence of Baal worship caused disruption within the kingdom, .. Also in the 
e reign we. fi:rid Elijah to . be· something of an· influence on the goverMtent, . 
,., .. 
: ~· 
' 
·"As Moses .was the first, so' Elijah was the second great champion of social 
74• .· 
justice and democracy, n 
.Ahaziah, · Jehorem. 
There were tvio more kings in the dynasty of OmriJJ Ahaziah and Jehorem. 
75. 
Ahaziah ruled from 854-853, and Jehoram or .Joram, 853-842. Ahazieh, · 
due to an accident .only reigned a little ·le.ss than two years (IIK.· 1:1). 
11 Ahaziah's -brief reign was marked by one immense humiliation,:· David, who 
extended the dominion of the Hebrews in alldirections,_had smitten the 
., • 1 •• ' • '• • 
Moabites, ••••• ; ••• ,the Moabite·s had continued to be tributaries •••••••••• ; 
. - . ' ' .- .. ' ' 
But nmv that Ahab was dead, and Israel had been ·crushed •by the aatastrophe 
at Ramoth-Gilead, :Mesha, the energetic viceroy of _Moab, seized this: 
nity to revolt and to break fromthe neck o~ his people. the odious yoke. 
.. ; ' . •' 
The ·revolt was entirely .succes'tj1ful •. ·· The sacred historian gives us no de-
tails 1 but one of the most priceless of modern archeological discoverie-s 
· has confirmed the scriptural· r~ference by securing and translating. a frag-
• ' '. , I • f ' • , ,; ' ' 
Moabite Stone '." Israel made a desperate attempt to regain Moab, but 
lost, just a~ a. time' wh·en the posi bi li ty of· sub~uing Moab again seemed . 
\ ,... ' 
good. Ahaziah had called to his. aid Jehoshaphat of Judah and his· vassal' 
77. 
prince 1 king of Edom, but even these forces were not .. strong' enough. 
·It seems that Moab had, under Aha.b, revolted and gained its independence, 
7.4. Bailey 
·75, Leslie 
76 •. Farror 
77. Kent 
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and Kent -- History. oftthe ~ebrew. Commonwealth, P. 162 
-- The Abingdon B1b1e-commentary, P. Ilo 
--'TEe Second Book of.Kings, The EXpo'sitor's Bible. P., 5f. 
Alristory o1't'h'e"""lre'6rew People, P. 42 
- --- ' 
as-
c~rtaitied, ln:i~·w~·:·do·fn~'that Moab carried'on''ariotlier war with Israel, 
. -'.1 ~ ., 
e':i.the~ in th~'1at·t'~r,part:'c)f }Jlaziell's''shor£<re'igri on the'~first part' of'·.:. 
J-'or'a:rl' s~' ~8·~ ...... ll,( ' t, .. ~.... ~-.· ·~,,.:::~ ;j .. ;.< 'i.' ' 
There ha& been much discussion regarding the reign of Jormn. Author-
·r,:~;· ·~~: , ! . : .. I f ;,'' }\ ··; ···. :··"·,·, .. :·' .; :·~~,. ; ,·: ·' 1 : :;:)'~- :·: .. ~ •. , ·, ,-
ites differ. on the length of his reign. Some. say, that ~ t was ten, twelve 
,_., .. , ... · . .,_ .·~~: ;.··t:·:· ~: ) ·.· ~.- -:: ·':· ·:,_.-·,·, ;:· ;L.:,t-. .:'-
Kittel believes that if' we knew 
... 
· definitely whether the reference to the king od Israel who fought at Karkar 
•·••·•· ' ;· • :. '" :. :. k :. " ' : ' :. : ' .•. · . : ·: ':· 79.- . : . ·, . ' '' 
was Ahab, we could de-termine the correct date, but since we cannot as-
•• ",' ' • :: ,. ' '\ ( • - ~ ·~ \ ·:. ,' '. ' ,' " ' ' J· -~ • . . . ' : ' • ;' !' ~- . . t 
certain .. this, let us call his reign ten years. According to Biblical re-
.,_,r·. ·-~ ,•\:·.··· .. _. ~-·~.·, . .';'··t·\~;,1 ,.':><:·· ',"'::;,-. '/ ,. ; r "',·,: ~-', 
~or~13.,Elijah died .in the reign of Jehoram and Elisha succeeded him a.s pro-
• .( ; -10 
phet •.. These reigns. of' .Ahaziah and Joram in Israel are very confusing ) ., . . . ' ' ; • ' ' • . .: < ' ·~ ' ~ ~ ' • ~J ' ' ' ; ·' "• '.. • ' ' 
portions <?f history.:~ Hng;s_ ~t ~:h.is l?,i~t._ ~s·:·~·o. full of. ~rrat~res <?~n~. 
earning Elisha, that not much history is to be gleaned from it. liKings 6: 
: ' •·'•• ·_. ~-_.,<'··}:··' :. . f . ··:~·:·.:.·, t. ·.• ,',,; ,.· ·>, • ·, :, '· ... ~ 
· 24. speaks .of.Syria besieging.Samaria, but then goes on to weave a story 
' ,I ' ~ I ' ~ '~· •, • • ' ' • ' ' .'. '!. ~. ' <·.: L .,_ ' ~ ·~ ' ~ ; :· ' ' (. I , 
abou-t; thi.s fact whic~,cover~ 1:'-P th~;~ ,eyen~~ _that might have happened, but 
r • • , • • ~ >' ' ! 0 , < 0 0 < ' : ~ J•,' • 0 ', ;, ')'"': .. :·~ ,O t ; , 
where _some authorities pose a question, is concerning the fact that the 
' ' ' 1 , ' : ' ' .;,l • • ~ ~- ', I , ' , ' "' ' , ' ,, ' 
7 
~ f ', : • ', l ' 
king of Israel is not named (IIK. 6:26), but merely mentioned as the "king 
I' .. ~ l< "' ,; t• I "' "" , ':. • • ' \ •' ';' ' i . ' : , f < , " A' ' 
of Israel". Kittel says 11 Still Kuenen has shown it to be· very probable 
;:···.-.:, !'f, ,_,l''~. ,.·_·: ',•,:'<·:·~,,,',",' '~':'' ·~ '',f:··· ,• ~-··;' ··-, r-.:·::L' • ''',, •\ •\ 1 
~~at the unnamed king of .Israel is not Jehoram ben Ahab, but Jehoahaz ben 
·. ~ ' ' ' - : ' . '. \ ' : . . ' . ') 
Jehu.. Besides, for other ~easons.than those s~ccessfully urged by Kuenen, 
it suits. better ~ .• :.!", Jehoahaz than Jehorem.. It is, indeed, not very pro-
.. , r_, 
bable that the Syrians had the time and strength just then to engage. with 
' '. - • • • ~ 4 ' '· • • : ' \ ·' ir . . ' ' ' . , ' '. . ' ' ' ' ~' '' 
Israe:,, !3-lli~d-.a~ i.t.w~~.';~th.~u~flh'• in. Sl,lO~. apro~rac~ed war a.s it is here 
take~ for granted .to _hav~ .been~ . If, short~y after the battle of' Karkar, 
'' ., '··r, · ,· \ ,. •· t;' ., , ' ,· '<. '. .' • ' v , • · ;_ , , ,, 
they had to endure three successive inroads of' Shalmaneseriii, 850~849, 
and 8~6, i;:hay could hardly have _ha~ Sl;lf'fioient time to be ~n .. a .?~sition 
'·!' ,, \'·I 
78. Kittel 
79. Kittel 
'· <·:· ..... ,. ·,· 
.:. •' t. 
• • > 
History of the Hebrews, p. 274 
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the .. dates would be 846-842 
. 81. 
,'. 
, ... ,· 
· .. 
as 'they are . generally s.uppo~ed. to 
. . . 
This particular question• seems .to have no particular s.olution~ 
Olmstead tells u~ that Shalmaneser ~id atta~k thes~ countries in 8491 but 
.. ' 
In his campaign lrhuleni of Hame.th vras the first to be con-
But again in 846 the alliance or co ali ton of kings :fought with 
. . . . . ' 82. . 
; .Shalmaneser and checked him. II Kings 9:14 tells \~s that Jo~em "was · 
.··\. '' '•. ,, . ' . 
:·keeping Ramoth Gilead, he and all Israel because· of.Hazael, king of Syria. 11 
.. 
,, If· vre accept the. Biblical history then 'J'e must. draw. the, c.onclusion that . · 
' .. '\ ·. ',• ~~·.. . '. ,1,: 
~-during Jehor.am's reign~ through war with Syria~ he he.d regained Ramoth~· • .; . 
.. 
At this point in the history of Israel, Elisha comes.· into prominence, 
'• ,· 
·_Ewald believes the.t Elisha ~fas .conscious of. trouble brewing within Israel." 
•·. '~i • ' ' . . ' . 
'•' 
) It was probably one of the foremost consequences of .this disun:ion that· 
. . 
·:Elisha voluntarily withdrew for 'some time to Damascus. Inwhat higb.hre-
.·. spect he was there held·,- .and how his seer r s power was proved on th~ most 
important occasions, was. related in after days as follows (II K. 8:7-15:7) 
'l, •• ' • • .· ' '. 
,: •••• •. ~ •••• King Benhadad:, on whom the kings of Israel had inflicted so 
disgrace:f'u.l defeats, and whose reputation had thus fallens.o'low, 
ill, e.rid despatched his general H6zael with the m~~t costlypresents 
a :friendly greeting to Elisha, and at the same time obtain: .from him 
.. ' 
::an oracle of Jehovah about his recovery •. The prophet of Israel sent word 
he would recover; but added a different. intimation for H~zael 
' ' ' . 
that God had revealed to him that the king .would ~oori. die •••••••• by 
d. .· . 
that Yahweh had revealed to him that Hoze.eLwould be king of the· 
-so. Writer's insertion, based on Leslie in; Abingdon Bible 
·81. Kittel·-- HistorY" of the Hebrev;s, Vol 'I!., P •. 27'7 . 
:'~~82. Olmstead- History Of Ts5:yr~a, P. 138 ' ; . 
. . , 
Commentary, P.llo 
r,.··• 
' .. ,, 
' ,"fl 
• • A:r ame ans ." Probably as soon as.Benhadad died, E&zael seized the 
·' 
throne because of the encouragement of Elisha. At Ramoth-Gilee.d Elisha 
secretly anoints Jehu, king of Israel. Elisha instigated the rebellion 
-) carried out by Jehu, against Joram and Bae.l worship. Kent says "At last 
the religious storm which had long been gathering within Israel broke, in 
the revolution of Jehu, sweeping the family of Omri from the throne, and 
• I> 84·.' 
inaugurating another era in the history of the northern kingdom." 
Jezebel had controlled Baal worship in Israel long enough, and at_ last 
something was being done about it. This marks, indirectly, another step 
toward the downfall of Samaria. "The successors of Ahab, Ahaziah (854-
853) and. Jehoram (853-842), and of Jehoshaphat, Jehoram (849-842), and 
Ahaziah (842), inherited the political problems of their fathers, namely, 
the revolt of their dependencies, Moab and Edom, and the aggressiveness 
of Syria; but they possessed not the energy and force to cope success#Ully 
with them. 'The Moabite Stone' inscription bears witness to the military 
successes of Mesha, king of Moab. Ramoth-Gilead was still in the hands 
of the Syrians when Jehu, secretly anointed king through Elisha, 
made an end of the dynasty of Omri in slaying Jehorrun, and at the same 
time also P.hazie.h, king of Judah, who Vl:as on a visit in Israel with the 
85. 
king of Israel." 
The Dynasty of Jehu. 
The reign of Jehu is one of the bloodiest reigns in the history of 
Israel. He seemed almost obsessed regarding the com.mission Elisha had 
' . 
given him, of destroying Baalism in Israel. One of the first things he 
did was to go to Jezreel and cause Jezebel, the pmver behind Baalis.m, to 
-)J be put to death (IIK. 9:30). "Aided by the Kenite JehonJ!e.b, whose whole 
83. Ewald -- The History of Israel,· Vol, IV , P. 92f. 
84. Kent -- liiStory of tne Hebrew People, P.43 · 
85. Peritz--Old Testamen~istory, P. 168f. 
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, . . ', . '· , . . !, :>~.:~·~~.:\r:~ .. :~_:,;·:,/l, .. · 
wine·. or live in e. hous~, Jehu. e..r~i ved at Samaria,· pretended: to tbe. a :ze'e..l.;:; 
. .. ' . . . : ~;::.·.'- ' \ .. , . -·· ... :~~~.:·:::~·/·-:::.· \ :<·;~-':·.''.·:::{.~:. .. ;·· .. ~ ·;_:::::·::\:·· ... j • 
ous worshipper of Be..e..l Melke..rt, assembled the devotE!es':of,_.the .:f()reigri 
'·.• • ' , '., •. · '.',.. ,· .•; ':-:>:.-1· .-·~)·:·~·}.<::··:.:.·:,<_:'';, ··:·<'·\~<':.~;~·:,~->~~-~\> :., 1• 
god,· and put them :to death. The shrine. was defiled :and:.ye..hWeli::r~igned·· ' 
• • \ ' •• "'< '· ,,); •• , .·• 
supreme, if. not in the hearts of men,, at least in' the palace;:'·6f;\~h.~. kirig~11 
' " ·. . •, ' ·,._ / • ... • .. ··~: ·,,.,. .. ·' ...... ·· ' . •. . : ,','i 
' . ··. ,' ,' .· '~~ ·, 
, . Blood flowed freely and profusely in the first few :days of. Jehu's. reign,, 
', • < ' ' ' , ', I ''·.,:-::,:',''''::• -~ .... ~;<>~ . .-:·"~<:~:.;f;:~,'-~~::,1 ~-" ' ,: 
but he had other affairs ·aJ.sold:ro occupy his attention •. > 'Jehu .had bee'ri 
' ·;:/· ,' 'J',:·.·::·:.-:;~:.:·· t,..,\ :\:> : . 
commissioned to free Israel from the worship of the gods· of Tyre ,. but as · · 
r, L 
0 
t. I ' '':,,.'(:'•l'<',','//-'},_:~·.·,··::·'~·,,,/··>~-•' .. ''\',t.~.''r·.,' so~m·as he became firmly established, by fire and blood~.>on;':the .thr<me,.::: 
. ..:_~,).' ·.<~ ·,; ~!_._.:., -~~\:.·:~:> ' .. :-_::·~-:;· :.:/·1 ,,·._. : ... · 
·.he forme'd a coalition of· friendship with Tyre and Sid6~: 'iii· su~iss1cin..·t~ ·. 
' ' '' '.:' ) ·<· •; ->/ • , ... ~'' I ··:;:~,/<~~:.;: ·~-·~~· .. : .. :·_.;:i ;::, : .. ::;\ ·,~· '.1 •:: -~:·' •• 
Assyria. Indirectly, this d~ed accounts for the·. walls of the} great> house::· 
" • • ' • .. ' 1 ,,.· •• ·:.::':;'.::·.·\.-;·:t··.:·;.<>' 
sh~l· soon,:~,e~ •. : :::.•!'\· >"· '• 
,. . ·. >"'>~,-~·:._'}, .·+·'(/··.\ !' {'':·:~~?·,-:·>··: ::; . ~-·~,:~ ~.·' 
At _this point a vrord or two concerning ,the· nature~ of :j3ae..l .. yforship; 
·. ·, 
of Israel crashing about its ears, as 'we 
I ·,~. 
: i· 
' . · .. ~\'>·:J./-:.· 1' ~ •. : .. /:.~:": .'':·'(~·/:·' I: .... ' I'~-. 
will cle:arly .. illustrate why. Jehu had been so com:rrd.ss:i'oned~ , .This religio~·.; 
: ' . ' "· ', ·. . . ,_:_ :.· .•, '. . ".' ; \ ,'· ' ". : .. · ··~.' 
• • ' ' : • ' '. : ~ p ·: •• • • • ' ' ! \,:: · .• ~·· : ''f'i~. 
first came f'Dom the Canaanites. It was a simple nature religion at ·first 
\. ;~ .. ' 
the religion' of an agricultural people. But as it· expanded, 1ti~ i:_,::f\\~ 
it began to grow and.sep~rat~ int_o different ~mlt's~ :Fi~aiiy,{t:hec~e·/ 
· · · · · • .· ·· . ·. · . · .· ·. were · , ,· .. ,}'t;.' ;•.',} o.: ':.·: 
SUCh that licentiOUSneSS 1 prostitution, and SJ}lfi_l }:~lOOked: ()n'with ap_;; 
• 1 ' ' I e ,·~;· ,•' •,i~·•: f !~•;--": ;;, .~,' .",d< 
proval by Baal-worshippers. · Je zebel; with •missionary z~al·t', ·~o~ght~to .,; . 
' . . :. ' ' . . ' : · .. ' ·,, ,·:·.:':·,. :(::· .. < ::_>. :·-::·:-:·.:.·.~.~/~-/_.;:.- '·, 
bring in this religion in place of the 'Jehovah religion:"of,"the Hebrews 
,. ' . ', '. ' ,····.··,, ... , .. ,' .. ,:)~~~~>/·; ,, . 
·,;·The crisis th~t Israel fa.ced was not 
the ideals of Baalism were debauchery and prostitution;, .or.iihmoderri, 
~ ·~ . •' ,· ' . . . ' . ' ' 
terms .. drunkenness and free love, all the more general ~~~6~u~e ~~a~e :gen-. 
· 87.~: ' · '' · .. : ·< •\r < '; 
eral· and respectable under the sanction of religion. 11 '/ .. Thus.:we;icen: 
.... . . :,..·:: .. r .. : <> 
see that the purpose of Jehu's revolution was righteous, although hG· 
' ! • ' ' ,. • ~ ' 
method ·or carrying it out may not have been th~ .best :or ~inost , , 
86. Olmstead 
.87. Peritz 
History of Assyria, P. ·141. 
Old Testamen:C HH=Eory, p. 170 
' .. ''• 
.: I 
= 
ascus, or Syria. Hazael had gone out to meet him, but was forced to return 
.• , to :Oamascus to fortify himself. Here Shalmaneser stopped, not having the 
"":j! patie~ce to make a siege against him •. Shalmaneser again struck back to the 
coast where he received tribute, according to hi~ stela, from Jehu, on the 
88 0 I 
way. In 839 Shalmane ser tried his hand again at conquering Damascus, but 
again he was unsuccessful. Baynes says about this, "In 839 Shalmaneser once 
., • ••• ! •• 
more attacked Damascus but vnthout success; thereafter Assyria was occupied 
in operations against foes on her northern frontier. Now that the Assyrian 
' ~rmies were detained in the East, there was no one to check the animosity of 
Hazael, and he turned in fury against Israel. Under JehU, Hazael smote too 
• i t ~·· ·~ ' 
Hebrevrs 'in all the coasts of Israel'. His earliest blows were directed 
" ~ ' . 
'from Jordan east\vard' (II K. 10:32-33) upon the territiory of Gilead and 
•" I • 
Bashan. 'They have threshed Gilead with iron threshing sledges' was the ac-
cusation of Amos (1.3). It was the signal for a general attack upon~he He 
rows by the neighboring peoples: there was an invasion by the Philistines, 
' 
handed over their captives to Edom: Edom1cast off all pity, md did tear per-
.. ;· 
petually': even Tyre 'remembered not the brotherly convenent' which had for 
'" ' '' 
so many years bound it to Israel (Amosl) ~ The humiliation of Israel was 
plate. Under Jehoahaz, the son of Jehu, the Hebrews were made 'like the d )< 
in threshing'. Nor was the southern kingdom spared: Hazael would seem to ha 
'· ·' 
.' . • j 
conquered all Philistia as far as Aphek in Sharon; Gath was captured, and 
thence Haxael's army marched against Jerusalem. Joash was defeated (II Ch 
''• -~ ', ·. '·.t ? f ' , , • 
24:23-24) and a heavy tribute exacted from the treasurmes of the Temple and 
.'· ' . 89. 
the palace {IIK. 12:18)." Never had Israel fallen so low! Never had she b 
so humiliated! It is almost remarkable that she even existed as a nation. 
Elisha's prophecy had been fulfilled (IIK. 8:12-13)! Samaria had been reduc 
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. :,• 
": ~ry,',',~i~ited:)i:i1li~~rY Ail;; ~tAisi'~e.~ · 
. : . ,; c .. :(,.' ... '· .. ·: . ·.":. ... ''·· /\ '1~·;;,. 1 ;·)·'·:'.'::{ .. ! .. 
Jehu's quick im!)ulse to'kill off''all, Baalites •.. Fortunately 'Assyria~did 
' '· . ·l,.' ' <.~ ' :. ·;:·.· ... \'' ,.'.>·· · ... ·": ; ., ·'., ,\(~ '.' ,:'·\·, ' .>·-~·'./~:.'.,1 .. :.~." 
not. take advantage of. Is~ael r s v1ea~ned condition' ·alid·.;~ake wa~·~··~·~· them' a-'1>;:. 
. . .. but· sh~ ~ad :~~as~~, .• for :~he nimumt•j<~ .. to' continu~·':he~. e:i~r~:~i V:e .;, <;,./.•·.\ 
.sl·e. ,· : ·· · · · ··:· .. ::>·:~<><·,·' ·.; ·.. ·<~·~:-~~,".~·;·.).~.·. -~-
:policy~.:' .... ·.'':· ·, .·,· ... ···• ··• ··. . . ·. :::;:: .. ,·~.···;/:.'i,);.;~:·;:•:· .. \}.:.··,/~.;:~';;:;, 
App~r,ently :the .. reign 'of:J~hU.(842,_:Bl5) was· one<or.)·c'orlsist'ent ~arf~~~·:'·. '·' 
:: •·· .··.- '.;··:· ·. · .. "<< '·.;\'·::' :--,, .. :< :.'>.'_·:,-. .:·. ,.,, :> :>·. ;·.\' .::>~:-,_..·. · .. ·~~···.·,'',{_.··~~:;::.:;~.~:~:(.~:,"<?;<-(~.~\·.':.\ .. ,.:<·:.'{/,.:<".",:>·~. ', \:·~·;:·;. 
·struggle, ~with• very .bad·results~;· ",Th~ politice.J:>.ef'fect's :.of Jehu~,s :. · 
. ,·.·. ··:~·' ' .. ·; /·' < .·· .<· ·. ·:- ,: ; ;·· •:: . . '.·· . ) ~. \.':J;,::; ~. t;r:.~:'" ·,,. :;.';, 
·violent policy. were. disastrous: .. :.it weakened ·'the •natiOnal·· force, so that: 
•.•'', ' '• ' '• ··.. ,. . "' . •' . . . . ·'· . ' ' \.' . '' 
.·, .. ,,, '>" 
'I~rael.:becanie' the:·.ready prey(:~r·:·.i't~ ·en~miesL a~d<fdr:.a period ofha.lf·a., 
> ., '.:,·-'~' :•·'' :· :-".:. '';;,,:',: I. •,-:.,·::'·' '~.,.>·. ,:· .. ,; .... ·. ,' . .:..-··,.,:'.· '".'•<'•~' .... ,:.:::! ··~·, .~·' > ·,"\:~:~.·~ ',,_,; '.t~.·.~':·\r ._:,;::.~ .. .\;1~',.:}:''-~··,;:,1'.':<, ::--:•;.:";,:. ,'-, 
·· • century :it' suffered a serious decline. · On ·the Black Obelisk. o'f .:Shalmane ser·.> 
.·:~! .. · .~.:·: ';: · .. : ··~,· :,'·i·t::,r: .. :· .. :··.~\ ."<·' ,· .. .,.·, ).;···.·'. ~.··· :.·: ... ··'., ·:.:.· .'! ··;:.· .• :. ,.i' ·;,·'' .v : ' ' 
J.ehui:S depicted.:with .prostrate'form before the .King··of.Assyria,, and 
derneath· hi~.,,;i·~re i~''tl1~ l·~g~'nd~ ·,'Jehu of.·the lan~·'6it 'bmt~' .. '.an~ :bene'ath·: .. 
• ' ' '. ••. j ', ' 'o~' : . ' . ·.'. ': ., ; . J .. ~· .: ' . .. ... :_,; ~;' ;::·: 
• I ' I ' ; • ' ' " ; '• ,•, I.;._ ~· t, 
the reli.efs is'"·racorded his tribute: 'Silver;··,gold,. a bovy-1 ~f gold,,' a, 
basin ·or gold,:'cups·.· of ~~lcl, :pail~· ~f. gold, ~.~s of:ie~a·,:,:·~~e~ters .for th~·:~.r .. 
. ' " ,., ,. . ., . : ,· ,,. ·'·' ' '. . . ' 
' . . . ':~ .... >': ... · ~·. < .. ;} . .,: .:::·: ' -:· ,'· ·\.'·' / ·:. ' ' ·:~·.· '· .. ,• '92 .:: ,'•'.:,. ,' !' '~· .. ,"!, ,,• ·,;{ 1-' ;,}·,,,)'""·'1 
hand: of the. king'/ arid~ b'aise.m 'woods t .n::. ··t. Prostrated b,efox:e ·a.'.great ·}.: ;:.'.:;,:'';'7'' 
'' '. ' ' "'.. ' ' ' •· .. ', •, ·.~ \ . '., ' ' . ' '' ··' ( •' . ' ' ' '.;. ' \·,":' ~~: . .,' <q.l :-:·(, rrionarch':'.befor·~: his:,:fei~r1: :had .. hardiy .. begtirit·. p~·ost~a~~·<i··b~·rore.·. a···:~m~1itk:idl:' 
'·. . . . . . ,. ''·. ~his was J~hu~, :ri\igh~y.,~ar~~~ri ·,:J~~~~~ \.~~:~ ·~~~1:':.; 
·good; ·but.t~e·~~~~cutionr~i,;·it::alnt~·st. ciaus~cL.the··\d.ngd·~~.of . .Isra~J:::.~o·:~e 't .· 
... '. ', . ; ,, ((,,<"\.'~ '·, .·:: ; . ··~.:'.::;,/{ ·; · ... \. < .! :·'';, c:' ·.> \ '·; ;~; ·,;:: 1> ';·:1! .·:··,:.~ ~·' , . 
. ·extingul~l19.~ .... ':.':A)gre.at 'heritag~ 1Jehu igave,. t& hi~ .·son:'J.~hoiiliazi ~Jehu•:s . 
. ' .... '•,< , .. :·' $-',:,, .. ~~-;·_'~ ', ?;·.,<~'/.~ 1'. ·, \,,"r,, •·/:.\•>·· ,,'•,, ~i'':' •· ',I • :j,~ ... .- :•/' "1:: ~ •. ··~·.~t." 
lust. ro,x: power·;i.and. pleasure in 'the execu·hon ~fit w~~ ... the 
·this tr~uble ·rr'o~ whi~h; Isra~l·.~;·~ar. ~~cove;~~d. ~~t-~{~:·'sl'it~ bf, ~ll:this · 
:.;.· '·.::.·.J·:l ·,~..,.,.,. .. , · t ... :. ,; '"· · ~- .•. :~),·:f . r·' · · · · .,· ·., · 
a prin~iple was mai~t~ined, th~t tor Yahweh worship<.,{~·:~:~ra~l. · .. b:ill\s~ead: 
's~·~aks of this ·i~,·ilawi'~g .~er;s.l ··saying, ·11 It 'is :~iifi~;ii to ~b~61v~ Jeh~~: . 
... ,:·~.-~· .. · ... ····.", · · · :~:·.~:~· . ._.;·~.:r .... · .. >>·:·.··,.-. ··~· \· .. :.--·,·' .. ).· :· · .. , ·:: .· .. ·:'·~.:/·,;:\·::/·:0:-~t'::.;: ... ·i:,,:·:.:·.:( .. · ·:,.·:_,· -.· ·::.': '·· ... 
but what'.shall:we·.say,·of the' prophetic.writers:who':narrate his bloody' .. :: 
. ·, ·' .·''. ' "i_ '.' ·~'·:~ .. ·,·. ~;-. ~,·. ~ ',. ~·,;' '· ·.. . '\ ···<1··/::< .. ~~~.;:~.';.<:( ... ':::::·::~~::.::::·:::J::~·:·_;;.:,· ... ·~.i·} ... <· ~~:\,<·.:\.: .:· · .... 
They :omit .:his t~ibute: to' Shal~anese'r.l but:'they• repe'tit .. his ·:crimes 
, ' '·, .' < ·'; ':• , ~ • ·., :':,'~::· /, ~:·:>· '. 
1
, ,'•' _'" .,' 1- ,' ! .: 
:gusto ··a~d·v;ith evide'nf·:approbatiori •.. Thei:r .. influence.dri.later 
.·~ • •.''•' ::':'•, '
0
) ~ .... ,
0 
° •\'• '/•~, :0 1 • 0
0 
·" ·,,.:• I·,,.·,,·:'·.,.'):'' ·:;,<:·,),:,:,· .'uof < .:-., ....... f, 
.. •.'. 
. ·.·,·· 
been'sinister; innocents have been slaughtered and crimes against women 
condoned in the name of· a merciful God, for Jehu's story proved that' the 
· end justified the means. Yet before we pass final ju~dgment, we' should at 
least recognise that here is another case where.good does come from evil. 
',' 
Never again was the position of Yahweh as Israel's national God in danger. 
Israel had.taken the first step on the road towards.henotheism, some day 
93. 
there might come a true monotheism. n lYith this we leave the northern 
kingdom., and Jehu for a time. 
Jehoshaphat and his· sons, Jeh~ram, :Ahaziah, Queen Athalieh Joash. 
Our attention is directed aga:i.n to the kihgdom of Jude.h, v:hich we 
have forsaken for so long. "The son and suc~essor of that Asa who had 
called in the help of the Atameans of Damascus to save him from his op-
. 94 •. 
ponents in Israel of his own kin, is Jehoshaphat (876:..851). 11 As 'we 
already know he ontered an alliance with Israel by the marriage of his son 
Jehoram 1'rith Atha.liah, the daughter' of: .Ahab~ This secured peace in that 
direction. · From other sources Judah he.d little to fear in the way of in-
vasion, since most of the invaders came from the north. or. northea'st' thus 
conflicting with Samaria first. Jehoshaphat ruled quietly, apparently ad-
hering rather strictly to Jehovah worship. Once during his reign he was 
called upon.to aid Israel, that is, Ahab, in an expedition against Ramah in 
Gilead~ of which we have already spoken. Most or' the events of. his reign 
are given to us by the Book ··or Chronicles. Jehoshaphat 1 s particular ·at-
, 
, ' 
tentions were directedjto internal affairs. He attempted to re-establish 
the type of kingdom which Solomon had built. He even attempted to build a 
fleet of merchant sJ?.ips in order to carry on trade with other lands' but 
r:1 his first ship was ·wrecked before it had gone far, and he abandoned the 
93. Olmstead 
94. Kittel 
History of. P~lestine and Syria, P. 402f. 
E~story ~the Hebrew's;-Voi7"TI, P. 282. 
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.t)\dea. , . 17 tells us that he. built up a rather wealthy ne.t:Lon~. 
<.and .also· mentions several great victories over foreign foes which Kings ·' ·· 
>·barely inentions or fails to. mention at all. It is p,ossible; says Kittel, 
' I,< I O'. ' ' 
.fiie.t he 'had warfare vrith his southern neighbors, but we have little' sub~ 
·.·:;~·~a~t.ial.:)proo:r' of this. 96 • ·All iti:a.n. the reign or' Jehos~aphat. in Judah 
·~ . '-; ,' . 
similar· to the conditions in Judah formany fears', peacefUl. 
•i.·': · .. Jora;m followed his fa~he~ e.nd,~eigned almost eight years (849-842) •. 
·i(·~~.';vre.s:Ahe.b'.s son-i.n;..law,·being the husband of the Samaritan pri"ce~s~ 
' . ' 1\ 
:'·· '.ith~ii.O.h ~·' · .. · 11 The statement in the Book of .Kings that he favoured in · 
:. :: J~dBbcalso the. foreig~ worship introduced by Aheb into Samaria,. is thus e. 
.-: •. '\·· .. · ... '' ...... '<' •· ' . ' ' 97 •. ·.· . ,· . ·. .. .. ··. '·. 
·J·:.·:··pe~rectly:<credible o~e ." :._~ .·After the dee.th <?f Jehoshe.phat, Edom, th_e , 
·:·,-. ;. .· ... , .. ,· 
:\'~ibuteJ.y ·~f Judah, revolted.· J<;>rem e.ttempt?d to subdue them and again 
/~~(::,.:: . · .. ...:...;,··,;·, ' '"' ··. ·. ·.'. ' 
:subjugate them, but failed •.. Jorrun died of a tedious and severe illness 
::·., ·;,::, ,·;> ~· .... ', .· .' .'' J :.,/ ':'· I', "• ' J : •; ' f • < ' : » 
'<~f'ter .rei~~ing eight years,according; to. II Chron. 21: 18ff. His successor 
·,··yras Ahazi'iili who.reigned. only one year (84?)• As we already know, he WfiS 
. ) /~' ' , r '· '· , , , 
involved:.fn the "fate of the dynasty ,of. Omri, and lost .his life. ~t Jehu's 
• · . .- .98.· ,:.,lJ.and.~:.::· .. · :·• .'Jorrun of ISrael and Ahe.zie.h of Judah f~uthif together against 
.J~hu, but .b.othv:ere killed (IIK. 9:21-29). 
.~· . 
' •. , 6'7 
'de~th also deprived Athaliah of her authority and inf:J_uence as queen-mother , 
'· ,·, { ., •• , ' ,i ' ' 
>but' :sh~ tafused to loose this positi'on. Like e. true. daughter of J~zebel, 
. ·,.:rose~f~ the. occasion; p.estroyed the princes of .tlie .house of David, and 
:·:·~~urped the ·t~rone~. This was the only time in the entire 11istory of .. Israel 
; . . ', ' 
~th~"f;;:.·EI. wom'a~ occupied the throne. Peritz tells .~s 'that :"Athaliah aveng~.d 
;: .·:JehU:.• s·:murder 
;;,.j•, ' 
ofJezebel by .slaying the seed of David, and holding the. th 
99. ' ... 
(842-836) •11 : · .. The reign of Atha.liah was a rei.gn of tyranny 
·History of the Hebrew People, P. 44 
H~story or 't1191re1i"rews I Vol II, P. 283 
285 -- . 
' . 
. ,,., 
which was doomed 'before it began, since a people will stand a tyrannous 
ruler just so long, end then rebel. With the accession of Athaliah to the 
throne also crone a. sanction of Baalism. But this could riot endure. 11 It is 
~ not accidental that her fall is)brought about by the priest-hood of the Tem-
ple~ If in the northern kingdom the house of Omri had been wiped out, at 
the seat of the greatest sanctuary of Yrmve, thef,-rarning notefsounded from 
Samaria should ,in the !Long run ,fail to have its due effect~ And even if·· 
what we are told regarding the religious motives of those wh1d took part in 
the movement against Atha>Ueh is drawn from re]atively late sources, it can 
100. 
hardly, in the nature of things, be e: pure f.e.brication. 11 .Atballie.h did 
not know that vrhen she destroyed the royal house, one member, Joash, son of 
Ahaziah, had been hidden, and thus esc-aped her cruel vengeanc~. 'In the 
a 
seventh year of her reign Jeho~da, the high priest in the Temple presented 
him to the army as their king, got them to accept him, and put him·on the 
101. 
throne. Athalieh wa~killed, and after her death Joash binds the people 
t serve Yahve, destroys the temple of Baal, and· slays its high' ptiest, · 
102. 
Matt an. ,'. 
Joash·reigned forty years in Judah, according to the book of Kings, 
(836-797 ). "The young king showed the priestly influence of his early 
training bJ the interest he took in the repair of the Temple at Jerusalem, · 
which had been sadly neglected; ·and he also took steps to remove Baalism · 
·hom Judah. His r~Jign lasted. forty years (836~797); although he felt the 
pov1erful hand of Hazae1, who captured the Philistine city of Gath, and was 
bought off from laying siege to Jerusalem only by the treasures of the king s 
98; Kittel-- History of the Hebrews~ Vol. II, P. 285. 
99. Peritz-- bid Tostame~ P. 174. 
160. Kittel- HiStory of the Hebrews, Vol. II, P. 286. 
101. Ibid ""-7 -
102. Kittel- History~ the Hebrews, Vol. II, P. 287. 
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palace and the Temple." 103. There is little trustworthiness in the re-
cords iri. Chronicles of Joash's reign;. The one. fact conc~rriing:his ,reign of 
' . . ... are ' . '.' . ' . i.' 
i'Thich'.we/certain~· is the ,invasion· of Syria. He p~id .dearly for' the safety· 
(of Jerusalem, but did not live to have a, chance tomake Judah agai~ inde- · 
pendent of Syra~ ~ , ·,He .was kilieq i~ a _:.conspiracy. ;, . 
'··,'< 
. J\maziah ascends the throne at hiS father IS death and haS hiS father t S 
· murders executed.· 11 And, indeed, ·he ~ppears · to.have· been the first who, in 
connection with a j':'-dicial proceeding of this kind, broke with·.the old prin-
ciple of club~ law, according. to which the avenger of blood does riot' only' 
punish the murderer himself,' but extirpates his whole race. Deuteronomy· 
'has codified this new form of justice in opposition to .the' ancient usage 
' . 104. . 
(Deut. 24:16)!' Ama20ie.h again· subdues the Edomitea, after they had 
' . 
, enjoyed independenc_e. for a few years, but he did not ct,o it completely,. 
since at this. time the whole of Edom is not believed to have been tributary 
. ·. . . 
. .', . . . . 
to Judah. What he really gained in his victory was control over two prin-
. . . .• ' . . 105. . . 
· cipal cities of Edom; Sela, and Elath. . Amazie.h is slain by: a conspiracy 
because he sent a ch,allenge of war to his_ neighbor Israel, who accepted it 
' ' 106. 
and plundered Jerusalem. · 
With the death of Amaziah we close our history of the ninth centu:rry in 
: Judah.· For ninety years we have found the southern kingdom leading a rather 
peaceful existence, rS:rely disturbed by war or internal' tro~bles. \' Its kings >.• ' 
have. been mostly from the. line oc£' David, who followed ~ut the _tradition,s of. 
decades. We have found the:in. adhering strictly to Jehovah-worship, abidirig 
by the laws of the temple. But with the usurpation of-the throne by 
' 
103. Peritz Old Testament Hi story, · P. 174 
104. Kittel History of the Hebrews, Vol. II, P. 288 •.• 
.105. Ibid, P. 288f. --
.. 
, . 
·, 106. Kittel History of. ~ Hebrews, Vol. II,- P. 289 and. 294. · 
,·"'• 
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~Athaliah'trouble started: in Judah which did not.·.cease until: the·.fall of· 
:·Jerusalem·and the exile.:The;fall of.the northern kingdom probably had 
some>effect upon Judah's decline. ··The r.history of.'Judah 'is ·nowhere as · 
·highlyrcolored asds that of Israel in the ni~th·century. 
'Again we· return ::.to·. the' northern kingdomi ,,) ' .. ~; ., : ... · o "'' · ·, · ... 
''Jehoahaz, Jehoash, and:~ Accession·of Jeroboam 'II, ~ ~·C•, .i · 
' .. ~ / . .· 
' · ~·:;?. JehoahaZIJ:· who :reigned: sixteen years ,·(814-798) • inherited·. from his ·· 
. . 
ifather·a kingdomalmost'worthless• Trouble surrounded:him on.all sides. 
~There was,no one to whorn.he could turn' for help.··. Hence, the seme state of 
: . . ,\ ( ) ~ 
~.things .as ·left .by:'Jehu ·continued ·through·· t~e reign :of·Jehoahaz. · Benhadad 
;III •of Syria made·. Israel aovassal •. : Kittel believes .·that Jehoahaz. waged, 
'war.:w:i~h iflezael• and his successors; and finally was •reduced to unimportant 
,· •· 107. 
vassalage. ,i.··: Elisha. was still alive and'acted as counsellor and,comfort-
t'er .to !a· stri~ken people. · : .. The history: of the .period .is .. very : confused, elid 
·Kuenen suggests that we transfer the. narrative. of the siege -of Samaria, ... ~. 
(IIK~ 6-7.): at:.the time• of Joram ben,Ahab to the •time of .Jehoahaz ben Jehu 
108. . . 
: (IIK~ :·13) .which is ·much·more logioah :: The. history ·th.en becomes more 
'logical} but·is. still based on:theory;, :'If we make this transfer, we 'find· 
,·, .t 
'that Benhadad ·had·'approached even to the gates of the city of Samaria and 
laid;siege to it.·: The story:goes thet .. there was.ia lamina in the city and 
":just·as·.they·were about to give:.up·hope, foudl'epers:discovered the Syrian . 
. ·camp .outside ·the walls ·of Samaria, :.to be deserted.~- .The Deuteronomist be~ 
lieves that the Syrians heard: a noise in.the,air and'.believed it to·be the 
'·approach of Egyptian and Hittite troops, but .the historian suggests :that 
· been . 
\the ·Syrians might/havejthe Assyrians, .. since these ·latter under Remrnannirar 
109. 
& ~IIl:were:making·inroads into Syria during· the reign ·of·Jehoahaz. In 
•• 
~107.Ibid, P. 291 
/108. 'Ibid, P. 292. 
:'109. ~Kittel -.'..;; History~~ Hebrews, Vol~ ,II; ·p~ 293 
I 
l 
.. e 
any- case the 'renewal of the campaigns· of the Ass:y:rians e.ge.i~~t Syri.e. gave 
Isr~el a breathing space once more. :. 
''i,'• .. . .,, 
Thus ends the, hi story of the ninth century, but '}n: order to make this 
•.·~>·.'>, . .:. ,. ' :~·I': .. ' ~ ~~, ,, ~. ·~ 
.. survey a compact. whole we !JlUSt consider briefly,: one, more. king, Joash (798..:: 
783). Elisha just before his death prophesied that Joash would conquer . 
. Syria ag~fn and regaih some ofi ts (Israel's) lo.st po~session~. II Kings , 
13:22-25) shows that t~is .. prop~~cy came 'true and Joash 'seems otherwise to 
h~ve been. a man who. h~d a firm grip, on his. sword,· and whose hea.rt·was in · 
' ' ' 
the right place •. At any rate this i~ the. asp~dt under .which he appears 'in 
' ' 110. . 
the soli te.ry circul}j.stances recorded of him." .Amaziah, jealous of the, 
. . '. . . ' . 
freedom from the Syrian yoke· enjoyed by Samaria., started war with Israel,. 
breaking the p~aceful rel~tions that had existed betwe~n Isr~el and Judah so 
'many years •. J oash advanced into Jud~~ took llmazieh prisoner .J' and plundered 
. 111. ' . ·. ,·· . 
Jerusalem. . .. Judah became subject. to Israel.. The fortunes of Israel had 
'changed for the better with the accession and ~eign of Joash. Jeroboam II, 
,' ' 
s·on of Joe.sh succe?ded his father and reigned for forty years. · His father 
had started Israel' on the upward climb to strength and, power, md he carried 
. ·. .· •. ,. . ' 
this work on'with even more energy than Joe.sh, once more girtng'Israel, pow-
, . ' ' 112. 
er, possessions .and prestige • 
. In the history of the northern kingdom of the ninth century .we see e. 
' ' ' 
nation beginning ;ith practically nothing, build itself into e.c g~eat nation, 
. . ' . ' . . . ." ·: .\ . ' •'. 
strong, powerful, influential over its n<!ighbors. · Bu~ it, did n6t' remain: at· 
. ' . ·. ' ' 
this peak of power for· long, but gradually sank do~ '1o"Wer than :it was at 
its beginning. Near the close of the century, it started to. rise ·again;/· 
' ' 
and through a portion of the first. part of the eighth century became very 
strong •. B{,_t history shows us that the Assyrian. Empire was still to g:row 
110. Ibid, P. 294< 
111 •. Ibid. 
112 •. Kent-- History of the Hebrew People, Pp. 75-77. 
. . 
. ' 
greater e.nd under Tigle.th-Pileser III~ became master., of the world. It 
wa.s this Assyrian emperor who destroyed the northern kingdom, Se.ma.ria in 
722 B.C. 
Our next chapter will be concerned with a. subject necessary of treat-· 
ment in· a. chapter by itself, prophecy, since the prophecy of the eigth cen-
tury a.nd follovring, a.ll germinated in the ninth century. 
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Chanter Three: 
Prophecy in the Nintli ceriturx 
When one studies the.prophecy .in the Old Testament, there comes an 
intense glow of warmth from it. We discover in our study that this great 
development is not a cut and dried affair, on the over--awing work that we 
sometimes have imagined in our lack of knowledge concerning it. This 
development tends to be ~ore like the latter but to such a stupendous degree 
that the reaches of our imagination are far too short to comprehend it. The 
immensity of the development, the copiousness of the material and the spread! 
of its influence are almost mentally suffocating if we attempt to consider t 1isz 
development as a whole. A bit of research in merely one phase of the pro-, I .· 
phetic movement opens up to us vast fields that we hardly imagined existed 
heretofore. We are concerned with the phase of prophecy in its infancy, 
that of the rlnth century with Elijah and Elisha. 
Before plunging into the prophecy of the ninth century, let us take a 
rapid glance at the evolution of prophecy in Israel. 
Evolution of Prophecy 
In reviewing the origins of prophecy, we find that from the times of 
Moses to those of Elijah, prophecy had gro~~ and developed. And as it grew 
it changed considerably. At first it was believed to have come from out-
side Israel as well as being indigenous. Canaan offered a beginning for 
1. 
I 
prop}lecy in Israel. Later other countries, Phoenicia ant Egypt. als'? .e~ep:b:t; I 
ed an influence on the developnent of prophecy in· Israel. But largely I 
1"'\ it grew up within the country by itself'. The prophets from the times of \,,, 
1.: Peake -Roots of Hebrew Prophecy and .tM Jewish ApocaiiY:ptic. P.5 
2 •• ·Barton-- Archeology and the Bible, .. p •• 411 
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·_,. 
·Samuel ~~re ·nof'~particUl:arly' p'r~ciict-~r~,but ·i~ader~, 
• ' ' -. ,, .. 1 ••• v • ' 
the pe'opl~~·: T~erE/w~re ~~lso 'bthe; gro~p{~rorlng 1lp,~a~led "ecstati~! pr~~~-
• • I • . , . ' • ' • •' 
'• ;. -:·i • • 5. 'I ' ,' 
\ ph~ts"; who did predict after wo~king the~selves il~lo a frenzy. ·These 
•'• ; . •, . . . ,' 
'', 
me~ were generally roving bands.After a short .time the~ became .profession-
• ' . . •' ~ 1 ' ' 't I ' • ' ' • .' ' ' 
ai prophets,and were paid for their'services. These prophets we~~ 'cle~r~, 
' ., . } .. ' 
· ly iilfluenced b~- the tipe of. prophecy in, o'an~an ·.and other neighboririg · 
countries to Israel'. s~~er·''struck a n~w 'n~te ::.j_n -~~oph~cy.He wa~··not' 6rii;Y' ·,; 
. - ' .. ' ~: . ' ' . . \ . -~: 
a lone prop~et,but contrcUl~dso~e of.the bands of professional. 
',·• I 
The difference b:etween hinl ~d ·th~m wa~: iit· .that he. prophesied as ti :'.iman' ··. 
•,.,' 
:•,' ' 
of God" , -~· tru~ prophet, without.: wo~kiilg h~self :into a: f~enzy, iri th~ ·· \v~y 
', ' •,0 0 ' ' ' ,I ' ' ' 0 •,•', ,·•, 
" 
that the other· group of ecstatics did,and. as the Books of Samuel' show us~. 
• ,' . • ; -: ,' . :, • '' : •, I :. ' • ' : ,.' ', ' . •, ~ , ' ' . • ' ' • • , , ' :: :! ' ' ( , -, 
his·prophecies came true. "One. who traces the history of the-development/ 
,, ' ' , . ' . . •' . ,, .. ,· 
'' < • ._, ' ; ' ' 'l ~j ',' ' • • ' ' J ~. ': ' • r, . ' : .: ) I ' •' ' ·_': •, ' ' • ' .. ' ·:: ' 
of the prophetic order among, the.Hebrews .reaches. a firm ground in the .. 
' '•' 4. ',' .·· ' <· ' ' ' ' 
days . of Samuel. . .And so we do, sinc,e from this point' on ::we flnd the 
t;' ,·· 1 -, , .. ·' . •. '·,.'.•r• 
phetic movement takingdefiriite,shape, growirig.like a beautifu:t::flower; 
. _developing .like a humS:n life • 
~-,,;': :·:-.::· 
'· .. ','. 
Ecstatic prophecy is probably th~ basis· of.' alLpro.Phecy;' 'and. ,fu ., . 
. · ·.··.·,.<.: '.'·' .~·:;>··r::.:·:·: .. ~(:. :··· ·· ~/J~t):· ·· .. ·::. sue~ .a . capacity, is 'somethin'g. we ;·should ;cons~a;r parefully. in•,o~, ~~; { ... ( 
trod.uction.to the prophecy of the ninth ce~tucy.·Aside from 
.~;;;1· ,·j ·-~:-:·:;·(·/ l::~':,,, '::,'" .. ~ .. ::.·.\.: ·::· 
ticular. group known as ecstatics, the prophets all,,knew ,ecstasy.·_ ... '!The 
....• ·>~· .: • 4a. 
fundamental experience or' all. types of prophecy .is.'. ecstasy 1". · • ~~That 
; ,' \ ~~·,' .·.-' . ,, ,.-., 
this ecstasy was taken over ,from the· Cana&ni(~s,'as has bee~ stiggested.,'. 
. ' . '. ,. ·, ' . . • . ·. .- ' . .. . : < {.• ~- \ ., : . ' . ·. ,, ._ ' J. 
·is imp~obable,a~. the pheno~ena at ail times' ~anifested a distinctively 
. ' • . ~ > b • ' ' ' ' • 1 • ' ~·· ,'r: ·< J ', "· ,:, I' I' 
' ·:,' . '.;,: '·; . '4 • ·. '' . .: . . ; .· .• '' ' 
.•·' 
'.; ': 
.Israelite spirit"~.·.· Thus .speaks Hermann Gunkel in his articles on the 
' ' ' .. '" • •\ I 
/ ...;..;, _____ ...;...._...;..;, _____ ___; _____ ...;_ ;_; 
S.Abingdon Bible Commentary,p.; 167 · ·' j .. . .. . 
4.Sanders and Sherman -- Old Testament PropheC:l, p.; 4 · · · 
4a. Gunkel ;_,; Secret,S Experiences .of the Prophets, p. SS6_; The' Expositor · ·.· 
.4b. Ibid - p. 558. . . . . .. 
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'1 I 
of such 'prophets' there arose men of a nobler stamp, men of. a loftier 
flight of thought and greater breadth of·view •• .; •• The ordinary sonS·Of.the 
., • : ' ' ; • ' 1 • ' , ', t ' ' :\ ··: •• ' • ~- ' \.' \ • . ,: •• ·,· ' 
prophets waited till they were' consulted;these men came ,,forward without : 
' .. " "' ·,.· . ', ,. ·. ' . ' . . ··; '. . 6~ ~ ·.· ···. ~ 
.such waiting.(! K.l8:17;21:19;I Sam. 15:14;I K.17;20:55)". When Elijah 
appeared ~e worked with these groups,but did not hold as much power as did 
,, ' 
the lone literary prophets. Elijah v.ra.s opposed at times very definitely 
I ' ' • 
by the·prophets of Baal,who were introduced into Israelby Jezebel,from 
Phoenicia. 
Here, in essence, is the type of. prophecy existent.in Israel at the: 
beginning, and largely during the. ninth century .But gradually this ."sons 
of the prophets" movement was becoming weaker,and the lone prophets,such : 
as Elijah,Amos,Isaiah,etc. 11Thefact that Amos expressly disclaims all con-
nection with the 'sons. of the prophets' is a plain indication that a new 
,., 
stage has.begun(Amos 7:14) 11• "Thus we meet in.the history of prophecy 
a steady transition from prophet. to preacher :and religio~s thinker.'', ?-b: •• 
Hence,in the.ninth century.we find an influential ecstatic prophecy,and· 
the beginning of the influence .of the great lone _f.rophets,irl t,'his century 
represented by Elijah and Elisha,who were leaders of the guilds as ..,.,-elL 
' . ' 8. 
Sources .Q! Ninth Century ProphecY, 
The. books of Kings give us the most material for our. study of pro~ 
l. ' . • .j, J 1' ' 
phecy' iri the ninth century.In .them we find, through the wbrk of -Elijah .and.· 
,. . • ,. . .... 'i 
Elisha, the foundation laid for the literary prophets,Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, 
'' ' 
~tc. McFadyen says, "During this period.(the ninth century) events of 
:'~ .. ·.·~ 
epoch-making impprtance were taking place, in both politics and ,religion. 
. . 9. . . ' . 
In it literary prophecy was born •• ,, .we -~ind .a .gneat historical development 
in these two books, b~t we also find that prophecy.· had a more ·or less direct 
of the Prophets" ,p.26·, Vol.II 6 .. Qunkel- The Expositor·, "Secret Experiences 
7.Ibid,Vol.I, p.559 . 
7b. Ibid,Vol.II, p. 51 
S.and 9. See next page. 
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.bearing on the .trend of this history. The two kingdoms are distinctive 
iri that the major prophets and prophetic bands ·seem to be in the northern 
kingdo~. These two books show us that two different kinds of prophecy 
10. 
existed, true and false. 
ttThe~book of Kirigs, as we have seen, concentrates attention almost 
·exclusively on the religious elements in the history, and.these were deter·· 
mined· largely by the prophets. It is not surprising, therefore, th!it many 
~f the longer sections deal with the utterances of the prophets. The part 
p_layed by Abijah at the time of the disruption of the kingdom, by Elijah 
dnrth~ great struggle between Baal and J~hovahworship, by Elisha during 
; ' ... '_, ... o.- ' ' ' 
the Arama~ assaults upon Israel--These and similar episodes are dealt 
'' 
with so fully as to suggest that biographies of the prophets, written 
possible by literary.members of the prophetic order,.were at the disposal 
. '11. - ' ' 
of the redactors of the books of Kings. 11 We find that practlcally 
!·, 
all the problems of a great part of the tiine were founded on a religious 
basis. Religion and politics were closely related, thus we can see why 
prophecy was forced to grow, since politics always developed and progressed 
. . . . . 
' ' 
II Chapt-er 16 (I Kings) ended, the framework expands for the J!UrfX?Se of 
admitting the narratives respecting Elijah and Elisha~ It is doubtful 
wh~ther all these narratives are by the same hand, but all appear to be of 
.', 
Worth Israel~tish origin; and all, especially those dealing with Elijah,· 
exhibit the ease and grace, and vividness which belong to the oest style 
a •. .We .have already in Chapter One made reference to some source materials 
... -, .. , . 
but ~t seems plausi~~e to expand the sources of Ninth Century prophecy, at 
. this l;loint 
:9. McFatJ,yen ...:._ Int~oduction to the Old Testament, p. 95 
lO •• Abingdon Bible Commentary, p. 150f. 
11. Me Fapjen -- Introduction to the Old Testament p. 101 
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· ~f Hebrew historical narrative~;. •••• The.·suddennes's', 'bov'Tev~r~· wfth. 'wbieh . '· 
. ~ ' '. 
, .. -·· 
EliJah Ts iJ.·1t~r·:·~ .··· · · ·· .. · · · '· ·. · .· · · ·• .: 
";,J ' : • • ... ~ ,. '. • ;· • • ::' " •• • ' ~ ~ • 
Elijah i.s:introduced upon the scene, and the abruptness of his'first,utter~ 
' . ' ' '• .-,. '• ,'t·' 'II. 
) . .. . ... ' 
tothe prophets' movements, and the dramatic' form in which the narrative 
' 12.: 
cast • 11 · The. tw~ main charac.ters conce~ed. with -.proph~cy in Kings ·were 
Elijah ancl Elisha,. just. as Samuel . .WS.s .th~· ~utstanding figure in the two 
Books o'r' Samuel. "The na.rrat"ives of El:ljahand Eli~ha appear to hav~~ ,' 
been incorporated oy the compller ~ithout substantial. alteration: only here 
and there has· one been expanded by an ~~ertlonwhich, by its manher, betrays. 
the compiler's hand (I Kings 21:20b-26.: notice the phrases where not only .. 
do the phrases of the compiler abound, but it is difficult not to think that', 
. ' ' . . ·. :· 
lOb~and he opened .the door. and fled1 in agreement with the command of 3b,. 
' ' ~-
should follow immediately the announcement of v.6.11 . This.C!Uestioning of 
. . ' . . . ' : . 
. ·. co~rectness of th~ compiler's o~ganization of data. alsob:dngs"up another · · 
' ,' ' I ,· ,· ' 
question ihich has been referred·to by Mac FeQ.~en, who says, "The career of·. 
... ' ' : . . 
Eli~ha is also seen throUgh_the.~olors of a richand reverent .imagination. i~~· in the main, int~ed to be~ a replica. of Elijah's and many. of his miracles! 
are ob~~ously'• s~g~st~~ ~y ~lij'~h's (II Kings '~; I King~·17 ~· II Kfugs 4;1-7' 
· .. ···, .. '· ... . · · '. · • 14.· .. ' · ' · · ,. . : ' .' ; · ' _'c .. ; :· ... · ·' .. · ·. . '. .. . , 
I Kings 17:8-16)." · . ·This brings up the question as to the authenticity of. 
the Elisha narratives. · Critics, to some extent, seem to disagree on the 
narratives of Elijah and Elisha. Some .believe. th~t the Elisha narratives. ar~ 
. . ; : " . . 
a reproduction, that is, 'or .the idea, of. the Elijah stories.' J.· M. Smith· 
says~' "But when the narratives. regarding them are seen in the .cold light of 
'112. 
13. 
'' 14. 
Driver ~.QldTestalllent'Literatur~ p~ l94ff. 
Driver ··- Literature of the Old .. Testament. p~ 196 · · 
Mac Faciyen- Introduction.!&, the Old Testament p •. 104· 
''' 
:·,! 
', :·.; 
... 
criticism, grave doubt as to their historicity arises. It appears at onee 
that Elijah and Elisha are both credited with deed~ that are 'straggely.alike 11 
This may be. true, arid may be a result of the work of the compiler, whether 
,·. 
intentional or not, we do not know. But when the two personalities are ob-'. 
served, we find a wide.difference, which would cause us to be skeptical con-
... ·.· '' . . . 
earning their oneness. The men wertidif'ferent, but the same stories could 
be told, about them. Most critics accept the fact that Elijah and Elisha 
... j, 
were two different men~ and the storiessabout each one belong to each one 
' ' 
separately. 
"The Elijah narratives,on the other hand represent a higher type of 
religious thought. The figure of that great prophet may a~so have been 
glorified by·traditions, but in any case, his was a personality .of the 
most commanding power: He was indeed fortunate in his biographer; his 
, 1 • ~ •• r , ', 
·'I,., 
is told with great dramatic and literary art. In its :account of the 
struggle with the greed of Atiab and the licentiousness of Baalism, it sheds 
a brilliant light upon one of the most crucial epochs of Hebrew.Histor.y. 
16 ... 
Even this atocy however, is not all of a piece." Elijah .. we . can see·; being 
... ~ •\ 
absorbed not only in the re~igion of the nation, but th~ politics, and the 
nation itself, is one of the strongest and largest stones in the foundation 
of pre-literary proppecy,. laid for the prophecy ~hat was to follow it, with 
such prophets as Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, and Jeremiah. 
Introduction tQ the Prophecy of the Ninth Century. 
t 
·:;; 
Theee was no sharp line of demarcation between the prophets of therlnth 
'•'' e century, those preceding and the later prophets of the literary £eriod. The 
15. J. M. P. Smith-- Prophets §:.llii their T.illles p.36f 
16~ Mac Fa ~jen - Introduction to Old Testament p. 104 
• 
'' 
', .·:'''" 
< ,,'' 
•• 
transition f~om early or pre-lit_erary. prophecyto l~t~r was~~ process 
. . . . . . . ... • .· .16f-
normal, natural growth •. The prophets grew with the nation~ . ~'The 
of early Israel .met .the need o£ its'day; that age was not yet ready. for any..: 
thing more exalted •. This early prophetic movement, already revealed 
characteristics,'. that were to· make the. entire history of. prophecy. It 
. ,, . ' 
represented the conviction that the course of history was in the hand of 
who had a purpose and plan;).for his people. ·.It beli~v~d that this divine 
was from time to,'time revealed step by step to certain m~n who were m. the' 
confidence of God. It, therefo;e sought withall its power to lead the··· 
people, and the leade~s to follow in the path indicated by the prophets •. 
Prophecy's predominant illterest fromtle start was in the. progress of the 
. . . . . . . .· ' . 17. 
community or nation, rather·· than in that. of. the individual. it · 
' .' I • 
prophecy, :as it 'had developed'at the division of,;,the·. kingdom. ', •"' ' 
; , . . r· ~ . . . . : ~ , . J:. : .:. . .i ' ,.. ... ~·. . . 
Following Nathan, at.the time of the' division-:of t.he kingdom,·~ minor·· 
, I', '' ' f .. ,'.'•( 
prophet, Ahijah comes. into .prominence.· Abijah, through his i:llustrationcof 
the tearing of the ~obe .ihto twelve pieces, 9IK. 11:28F) ,·urged Jeroboam .. 
to revolt saying that ten of the twelve pieces of the robe~ referring to. 
'tribes of Israel,. should be given h~. Abijah thencast in his lot with · 
.Jeroboam. "As. Saniuel was behind Saul and. David, and .as Nathan supp6rted ·.' 
Solomon, so in all ,P.robability prophecy lri the. :Person of Abijah cast in it . 
w. . . 
lot with Jeroboam. II. The onlY other tilrewe see Abijah in action 
. r ·. . 19. . 
predicted the death of' Jeroboam's son in I K. 14_:lff.:. 
name to appear in Israel's history is thatof Jehu, son of ~ni 
l6~ Smith - The Prophets and· Their Times, P •. 11 
17 •. Ibid, p.lO 
18 Ibid, p. 50 .. 
19. Ibid 
' ~'' 
"• :: ; ,' 
·~ \ .. ·, 
·' '•. 
7-12) • This prophet was hostile to Baasha, the king. of the northern king-
dom, andpredicted the end.of the dynasty of Jeroboam, of which Baasha was 
the las·rking. This was the end of a group of minor prophets. We also find 
" 4} that during this time little mention is '.made of the bands ·of ecstat·ic pro-
phets who were still in existence. 
We now turn our attention to one of the greatest and most profitable 
strides taken in the prophetic movement in Israel 1 s.history~ A· new era in 
prophecy was about to be ushered into the spotlight .. 
Prophecy in .:lJl§_ ~ Ahab 
il 
.. 
1!If it be true .that, •great events in human history were provoked by 
individual hun;an beings exercising their wills to change the directions of 
u.u•.w•o.a thought and action, 1 then the. prophet must be accorded a high place 
among the vital. forces of the race •.. He, it is who has challenged. andre-
buked each generation, rousing it by a stern denunciation, o:r inflaming it':. 
by the ,emotion of an ideal, and .it is .through him that· fresh burning thought 
'SSe let loose upon. the world. Spirits that .have stood at the parting of the 
ways of history; and.fointed with boldness to the difficult and yet divine 
20. 
path,· retain a peculiar fascination. We cannot but look back and .bless them. 
This bespeaks .the spirit of the prophets of Ahab's reign, the major prophets 
of the ninth century who stood for social justice and. religious righteous-
ness.: They· combined politics, morals, md religion in their utterances, and 
were fearless in the face of the wrath of kings! 
· In the history of this reign (as in Chapter Tv:b) we have seen that Ahab 
continually involved in warfare. At times he was advised by the band of 
prophets or the. prophets of Baal, and at still other times, he was advised 
20. Gordon -- The Rebel Prophet, p. 9 
' ' 
. latter, who was ihe l~sser of these three, not in spirit, but .in ~ength of •.. 
existence' as a prophet we will consider first, in spit~_of the' factthat 
~. . 
0 we interrupt the. chronological. order •.. Ahab called· upon Mica.iah for a pro-
. , ' . ' ' . ; 
I'. , 
.; ' 
.. ' 
phecy: concernfug .the battle of Romoth-Gilea.d (I K~ 22: 15-29). · He had con-
sulted tb.e other prophets, desiring a favorable answer, .but not being· enti.De · · · ·· 
' ' •·''• > • '\•i' 
ly s~tisfied as f~r as his ~go was concerned, h~ ca11ck fu Mlcaiah, who . : 
• 'I, ' 
foretold his deat~ and entreated 'him to refrain.from battle. Ahab, being 
. . 
angered at this had. him put in h-ons. .. Micaiah' s prophecy c~e true; · JUiab 
was killed •. This is the only, time he comes into prominence. Not a great 
deal is known of' him, except that he was fearless, had his own views, and 
the courage of'. his convictions! . · 
· "It was. during the long reign of Ahab and Jezebel that Elijah, .the 
,, • ' ' ; ! 
prophet appeared to protest against such indifference to the claims of 
Yahweh, the I;Iebrew God of. justice •. This. moral conflict between 'the prophet 
and the king. was of much import in.the development of the great prophets 
and of t:mte religion.· · The prot'est'~ of the prophet may have· had a greatt 
ef'fec-t{upon· iridividuals or upon·. certain groups but not upon the kingdom· as 
a whole. dn it I'aced .in its mad career of worldJ.y life, listening to the 
siren call of .foreign immoralities until th~ vital strength of the people 
was so weakened that it could no longer withstand the encroachments of the 
21. . . ' 
enemY"~" This wasy;what Elijah faced, and with which he coped with his , 
utmost strength. One force that Elijah was forced to battle were the bands 
e of e.cstatic prophets, the kings "yes-men." Between these and the general 
-------------------------------
21 Wild ~ The Evolution of the Hebrew People, p~ 200 
'<\!. •. 
find Elijah*s relation: to religious and civie'-aff~ixs hopelesslY entangl~d 
(;) with narratives which we cannot authenticate •. It. is possiblo that there is 
'.:~ i •. ' ..•. "' ':.,... :. : 
grain of. truth in them, and we are forced. to accept· some .b'ecause of this pos 
sibility. 
Concerning these narratives Kent 11With I 
22. See next page 
82 
·e 
.· ·{·' 
,, •, .. 
roduced a unique form oL narrative~ The brief quotations and .annalistic 
'. ·~. .: t ·, ', • ~ ~ • • .~· .. 
style of the preceding chapters are supplanted bya.picturesque, detailed' 
story~· Interest is centered;inot in the kings of Israel; ~ut· ill Elijah the. 
'•', I'·· 
Tishblte: not i.ri the insurrections and "Wars, but in the r~lfgious ~nd social 
life of. the nation •. Towering.above the king and dominating the hlstory 
) . .. ·, ' ' . ' ·;c . '.' ' 
·is' the commanding personality of the great prophet of Gilead. As the spoke-
sman of Jehovah, like Moses inthe early prophetic,- or Samu~l in the 'later 
'Ephraimit.W.narratives,· he.wulds 'the history •. At the same time there is & 
. . . . . . 
freshness; a: concreteness, a directness i.n the language, arid a:: naturalness. 
and ~eserve ·in the representation which stamp the storles as comparatively .. 
25. ,. ' . ' . . . '".' .. ··' i 
ear~y." Tliese narratives point to the fact that ,Elijah was given a large, 
amount of authority in'thegovernmerit, also that he had great influence over 
' <· :·· ... ·: .. ··,: •' . .. . ·. ' '' ·. ·, .: ... : ·.':.. '; .. /·.~. ·. ~- .· .. ·~ . 
. a 18;rge: portion of. the people.' The .stories play up, the< pers9nality~' of Elij 
'• . '• ·: I • ,• t ' ' ·: ,-.: ',• .'· .' • •' •, • ; ,' 
' ~ .,· . 
to sucha' degree· that a just suspicion is raised concerning; their authentl.~' 
.; ' ' 
city. They go so far in giving him auth~rity that Kittel comments, 11The 
fate of the dynasty in the'public judgement. of the nation.is thereby sealed, 
1 ., ,, ' ' ' 
' 
if Elijah possessedna.ll the·authoritywhich·the a~colints we have. ascribe to 
24.; 
him.n. , 
,' ' 
' .. ~ . 
.:.==:....of :Elisha in Ninth CentUry Prophecy. 
· Elisha ,was not quite so involved in political 'entanglements as 'was· 
Elijah,· but he did act. as prophetic advisor to the· people and .. the kings. 
He. seemed. much more int~rested .in the people from the standpoint of relig 
' . . ' ' . • 25 •. 
healing the people, raising fromthe dead, etc. 
22. Peake -- Roots ·.Qf: Hebre:Prophecy and. Jewish Apocalyptic,· p~S 
. ~~.· K~nt -- The. Growth and Contents of the Old Testament,p.B5f. 
25 ~ KJ.ttelm-- HJ.stor;r of the Hebrews, Vol II, p. 270 . , .. . ·. So run ~he narratives ofth(3 work of Elisha. There. is possibly partial 
truth ~ them. · 
'· ' .. :, '· .. , 
·, 
'':. 
''·.· 
' 
··.- .... i· t': '' ': . ,( 
··.·· ··, 
Elisha was Elijah's successor~, and he attempted to carry on the work 
of his predecessor. Eiisha is known prominently for one political act, that 
of his anointing of ffehu, and his instigation of Jehu's war on BB.alism. 
and Elisha had both f:1ced the same problem of the spread of Baalism, bec~use 
'•.' 
it was an 11eapy religion." Elijah did his work well against Baal~worship, 
and now Elisha's turn had come. It was apparent in the anointing of Jehu, 
as king of Israel, before the death of the then reigning king, that Jehu 
was to usurp the throne and destroy the house of Ahab •. This he did with a 
vengeance •. In destroying the house of Ahab, Jehu also read into ~his com~ 
ission, ~he order to destroy Baal and all Baal-worshippers, which he pro~ 
ceeded to do in one of the bloodiest acts of Hebrew history (II K. 11:18-29) 
For most of the work of Elisha wereare forced to depend upon the narra-
. . ' 
tive giving credit for vm-.aciiJtv where it is logically possible. Elisha's 
connection with politics was mainly in Syria. He~annointed Hazael, king of 
Syria in opposi~i~n to A,hab, which he considered was a good weapo~ to use in 
wiping Baalism out of Israel. Dr Leslie tells us that the change in Syrian 
dynasty from Benhadad to Hazael was the most important feature. in .the life 
~ . ' 
of Elisha. (II K. 8:7) Israel owes a debt-to Elisha, but we must remember 
at the same time, that it was Elijah who laid the foundation for the.workof 
Elisha. Between Elijah and Elisha , one of the most difficult problems 
of Esrael's history was solved, with the help of·sympathetic rulers or war-
riors,.that of Baalism. It had begun to spread to Judah, but !trwa~ checked 
in time. Had these two prophets not fo~ced the issue, we do not know what 
might have eventually developed. 
Political Influence of the ProPhets in the Ninth Century 
26. Leslie,Elmer -- Class lecture in Old Testament Prophets of Oct. 61 1952 
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"The sureiy political influence of the pro:i=hets wa:s at 
great.· Samuel h~d ~irtually established the monarchy·. Ahijah had encouraged 
., . ' 
the revolt of. Jeroboam. The power which th~y were enab:ISd to exerci~e at 
.. . ' 
critic:::.l turn':ing-pofuts of Israel t s history i; .. ·il-1.ustrated' by the part play-:-
\ .. \,- < :,· .. :· .. : .. ~ ::-· . 'J ::· : ·> .. ·. . . ' ·. . .,.. . : ; . ' . . '· ' .' ' . . . ' _··· ~;-····.:; . ~- ··, ... ~· '\ ,;:· :. ··., ~ ~:·;:· q ,, 
t ~' ·• ' '. ed by· Elisha in the s subversionoof' Omri' s. dynasty •. · · 'Elishil. ·was . or;tgihallY the 
• ' • • j, ' ~ • • 
'··.• •, 
servant·· and afterwar;ds the 'successor. of' Elijah: he was the inheritor 'Or his 
great master'~ thoUghts and J?urposes, and was commonly believed to be endued 
. ' . . ' ' . 27 .... · '' . . ·. . ' . ' 
with a· double portion of his spirit •. " .The. prophets, although conducting 
•' ·' 
their work. ~pon a religlou~ ba.~is, .were politicians as well. Since prophecy, 
religion and politics were closely allied, we can uriderstand the work of the 
prophets in relat.ion'to the devel~pment of Israel'snat1onai and internationa· 
history. At times the prophets appeared and · di:morutced Israel' s . political · 
' . ' . . '· 
policies, beC&Use these policies were closely bo~d to the religion~f the 
'Country, as, in the case of Baalism, or even ea~iie~ the building of the two · 
' ' I ' 
·altars at Dan and Bethel by Jeroboam!~ .. "The weapons of this warfare were not · 
.· exclusively spiritual •. The separation of church and state is a modern and 
.. la~cidental idea. In an oriental society, the religious proganda could 
I • .. 
' ' ' '.. ... . ' ' 
not be separatedfrom political machinations.· We must, therefore, think of 
the prophetic party . as political· in their·· method and aims. This is • plainly 
the. view. of our documents, for at Horeb, where Elijah has fled for ~timate 
...... ' • ' r )'· 1 / . -~ ~~. , ', , , 1~ " , • ' • ' ; ' ' ~ r , 
ommunion with Yahwah,.he receives the 'command to do what?· To anoint Jehu 
',: . •, 
.,p. 
g over Israel, and Hazael kingover Damascus, that is to·fomentreb'ellion 
28. c .. ·. " ,, . . 
both the ·kingdoms concerned.· ... :The. injunction as it has come do'Wll to us 
' ·;.,,,' ·. : ''.~~~;· ; . ,.· .. · ' ·' 
~7 •. Ottley -- A Short History of the Hebrews, P.• 175 . · 
2a. SUpposedly, we are to assume from.this .author's comment that Elijah 
knew of' this plan, and passed the commission.on to his aid and successor, 
·' lisha. 
,I 
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is,~'.indeed,' ;a;;' reflection' of· theoactual:course~ of history as',se'en bf.;th~ 1a 
~iter;, But·it ·is probably.•true tel' the fa:cts in?.fts ;conception. of··.the- pro~ 
phetic'•programme and methods~·: :,Elishil~ the intimate fr.terid a~d-'disciple:·of. 
Elijah' 'did encourage Jehtifs: rebellionr·and \ve hear: of.·h~ ~i:le whbi condemned\, 
the new king' s·.arastic• and··crueJ: measures·. ·-The· party. 'of, Elijah;~ therefore 
was 'not· made up· of ~s religious' enthusiasts·.·; ~he .prophetic gullds, of 
' 't ' . ' ' ' ' 
which 'we· imw-;rbear agail:{after a: long interial:'were ·hotoeds' ·of· 'sedition ·as 
' ' ' . . '' 29. 
. 
well as :homes of the contemplative:. life• h,, :. ··~; .~·'·,,.,l_'::t~ ',·i.i .i'/.~~-"'" 
':.~:. The''prophets were· religious'· rel:rdnders of the • political ·consclenc·e·~ of 
people~>· They stood ·for ·s·oc:i.al ;justice 11na condemned all· im~e politf~al 
methods·. and acts, as in' the' case·· 'o'f Na'&oth' s' Vlheyard, for ihstance /·(·FIG 
19-29)'~' "Hence{· the questioh: o{ why thevprophet~ playe•d· sucll an iinpo'rtant 
in' Israel• s. national life ·is= of\.p'rofound·(iritere~t' td· the student''of'religion 
Th'e: fun<ia.nlental reason; ·is ·fourid lm ·'·'·Israel's remarkable'; experiences' as fa 
.) .. 
nation~·:: From ·the' first it was confronted with a series or grave politic~l, 
\l~ 
social, and;religious crises·' whichi\furnished 'the bacikground:B.nci inspira 
for'the'works·~f the'great-prophets.:· It is n:oteworthy'that•a;Prophet:never 
appeared·izi:Israel's.history unless ther~ was·some great naticinalr·social, 
or~morai:.need,· and:ao:conve~sely(there was never,a: great crisis which did 
50. . ' ' 
not -call ·fortli a prophet or :prophetess• n · Religion; prophecy and politics 
were· co.;;.partriers .in' the ! growth· ·and ; development of Israel t s' history. , : '~ ·:; 
•,. • ." I '• ,• 
P '1' t . f' :·Eli. h :: ; ' ( •,· ;,. •'\ < ', .~ I' .. ' ersona J. y,o .1a .~ "··· ·., '· · · · '·' ··.···' 
Elijah~ the<most outstatiding 'prophet r()f .:the :pre.::..literacy .prophets i 'appeared:. 
a.t·a very··~rltical:time•'in iisra~l~ •·a·tlme when: tli~ ·country 'seemed"lnfested· , . 
...... , .. "'\,'\< ~ 
·" '· > •• 
29.' ·s;,..:-ti../JJ.:. e ~· {).ll.A- ""-TJa..,f4_,, o,.:J-~) f· ff':1i· 
50~ Kent·.- The·GroWth and Contents·~or the Old Testament, p. 106 
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· with Baalism, and the Baal forces from without were surging into Israel, 
like a mighty river through a hole .. in a dam. Quick action was needed, and 
a: strong man to push the lssue. Ahab and Elijah came into'conflict·over 
,·, .. ;·, 
4lt Baalism, but although it has been shown that Ahab was a. subject o~ Jehovah 
rather than Baal,Ahab refused to 1 cast out B,aal worship,·since ·it woUld be 
I ' 
' 
• apt to break off his relation with Phoenicia,· knd otherban~a~ite and 
31. ' 
Syrian powers •. Elijah approached him about this,but his arguments were 
to no avail. Smith says,. "But ;this ;;as tcio much' for the idealist and reli-
gious enthusiast, who would· have had Ahab forego anything in the world · 
but. his undiluted loyalty to his own people and to Yahweh, the God of· 
Israel. Prophecy was a conservative force in Israel, standingfor loyalty 
' •· 1' i 
to the ideals of the nomadic life of the days gone by, hostile to the 
advance of civilization,and culture,·and intolerant of the worship in 
Israel of any other God but Yahweh~ .Elijah was a typical embodiment of 
32. 
·this conservatism." 
With his dynamic and forceful personality Elijah never: left God .. · 
.out and because of this he made t~ the present religious world one great 
contribution.This is the results of .his intimate communion with God on 
.Mt.Horeb.Elijah had fled there for safety,but aiso solitude.In I Kings 
. . . .• 
19:9-15:, Elijah is shown to have gained a new insight into the methods of 
Jehovah.Wind;lightning,thunder,earthqliake,and fire .7,. all came in rapid 
, .. 
' ' 
'succession, but meant little to Elijah. It was the ~till'; small voice 1that 'I ' 
came in th~ silence which affected Elijah.In the solitude and silence 
•':• 
I 
le 
[ 
I 
. Jehovah; spoke.<to Elijah, giving him a great commission.Here Elijah illustrates; 
for.men,inihis· experience,that God speaks to them,not ~lways through 
,' ' 
I 
;. 'I' 
i 
I 31. Smith -- Pro'phets and their Times, p.39f. 
~~ .=.====~~3~2=. Ibid--_ P.~·~4~1====================~================~=-=-= = =· =~~~..J:'Jit!l'~ 
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physical phenomena for the eye to observe,but rather,He speak~ to their 
inmost soul,the depths of their mind and heart. Through-this !'still, 
small voice" came Jehovah's revelation to Elijah.Elijah•s experience then 
may be considered as the same as many men have.This is God's way of 
1 ,, 
"calling", or commissioning men to do His work. In this incident is one of 
the deeper spiritual less/.ons which VTe have to draw from the character 
and experience of Elijah.It is suggested iil~the Abingdon Bible Commentary, 
that this incident may mean that the good,that is,the voice,will come 
only after the experience of physical troubles,symbolized here by.the 
52a. 
earthqu~e~fire,etc. But we are more inclined to accePt the greater 
' ' ' ''•,'' 
spiritual implication,that of God speaking to men through the medium 
of the "still,small voice".,after the storm,calling them to His service. 
J~hovah revealed himself to Elijah,giving him great strength,spiritual 
strength to do his work. In such an experience probably lies the depth 
and power of Elijah's personality. 
·. ' ~. 
Although Elijah Vd.S a man of action, he would not sacrifice .the., 
.. . ,. '~ 
principles of Jehovah for the sake of the material advance of. :the king-:; , , 
dom.We find in studying his life,that at times he was very, strong (incident 
on Mt.Carmel), and then he would. suddenly weaken and feel a great. need 
. " . . ' ,, 
for personal and quiet communion with Jehovah (incident _on Mt, •. Horeb) .But 
Elijah did have great convictions, and Israel owes him a debt. of ~hanks 
for preventing them from falling deeper into sin than they did •. The great-. 
' • ' • l • ' •• ,, . ' 
ness and seriousness of the man is sho~n in his reply to Ahab's taunt,"Is 
it you,you troubler of Israel?" Elijah replied; "I have not troubled Israel 
it is you and your father's house,for you have forsaken the comniands:of 
55. 
Yahweh your God,and have followed Baals." Staunch and firm he stood, 
like a lone tree standing on the summit of a high mountain,exposed to 
ga~es ,yet resisting all! 
52a. Abingdon Bible Commentary,p. 426f •. 
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Elijah had .. a gre.at vision of }:_lis task,· and w~rk~d strenuously. to up-
.. . .. 34. 
holld·these visions. Sellin. se.ys. ·"He went through history like a meteor." 
:He thundered rorth at times ~ci the echoe~ or his worcis and .deeds rooked 
Israel to its very foundations.• His implicit trust in God~ as shown in 
l'" 
t~e .incident on Mt. Carmel, no doubt gave him. this'great courage in the 
; ' ' . ' ' 
of Such danger •. "Elijah r s personality and work clear,ly left a deep impres-
. ' ' ' 
sion upon' the consciousness of his generation• The degree to which ~is lif 
has been idealized and glorified in the traditions, is of itself a 
.to the importance of ·his c~ntribution to his times." 35 • ·• • 
The Personality of Elisha. 
,: 
Elisha as well as Elijah was regarded as a bulwark of the nation. Both 
·. ', .. 
at .. the end of th~ir, daysvrere. declared to be 'the chariots 'or Israel and: 
. . . .· ' : 36. . . . . . . . 
the horsemen • thereof' . (II K •. 2:12; ·13~14) 1'. In many ways Elisha. we.s like 
Elijah~ but' his rugg~dness was m6re ·internal than external as in Elijah. · 
' ' ' • • ' I 
In refering to the' Syrdir wars .Foakes -Jackson speaks of Elisha, "Through-
put, the intense patriotism of the. prophets, and especially their chief, 
Elisha is conspicuous, yet even he is at times sportive and evenly friendly 
in his dealings with enemies of his country. He me.y also be said to fill a 
larger space in the histo~ of his age then his.great predecessor, though 
37. 
he never appealed, as Elijah he.~ d<me, to the imagination of posterity." 
This popularity is no doubt due· to the narratives written about Elisha. 
Kittel. says .concerning him, 'iwe ... find. the. figure .o:£ Eli~ha standing· 
most. clearly in the' .light, o.f ,histor~ in con~e:~tio~ ~ith·. the event whi~h · 
" . "" ' . ·~ . '. . ' ,. , ' . . '. ' ; 
will immediately occupy our attention, the dethronement of the dynasty' of 
38.' . / . . ,· ·.·· ... ·. . .· . . .. 
Ahab." The rapid'ty:witli. which Elisha worked when. he became the chief 
. ' . . ... ' . 
34.Leslie -- Lecture on Old Test'ament Prophets~ September 29, 1932~ 
35.Smith -- Prophetsan~eu Tl.mes, P. 42 •. 
36.Knudson-- Prophet~cJ[Ovement in Israel, P. ·39. 
'37 .. Foakes-Jac-kson -- Biblical l!istory of the Hebrews to the Christian Era, . 
. 38. Kittel-- History of the Hebrews, Vol. II, P.279. P. 249. 
prophet' in Israel brought this' about rather quickly.' Elisha\ felt ju~1. '~s 
strongly about' the 'unrighte'ou.'sness of Baal-worship as did Elijah, arid his 
battle agai~st 'it was as str'ong if not· even: stronger than Elijah's .~ : In 
~ r-efere.nce. to.Elisha and Baal;;,.worship his personality is cleverly shoWn.~· 
"Elisha. carried the. former cause (war against B'aalism) to victory through·· 
fire and sword; ~nd at the same time by his acts of' love and mercy he show-
ed the people that JehovBh is best honored by' a life of human simpathy and 
39. 
kindness (IlK. 4:l'f). 11 This 'side of his personality is much diffe'rent: 
:from that of' Elijah!(. We cannot imagine Elijah, as gentle and tender, 
yet the narratives have woven these "qualities about Elisha. Smith says·, ''•l' 
"In ·so far as he' is not a pale reflection of' Elijah, Elisha appe·ars' as a.· 
strong· supporter of Israel in its war with Syria ••• • •••••• · Elijah was es-
sentially conservative and almost reactionary ·in principle; Elisha was .. 
symp·athetic toward' the progress of' his de:y' and helpful in the solution· of 
practical problems. He died a loyal patriot$ end in'his last hours giving 
40. 
encouragement and 'stimulus to the king in the struggle against Syria." ·· ,>· ' 
Elisha stood by his gtins as clearly shown by the ciynamic with which he , ... , .. ,,.., 
Jehu to rid·'-Israei 'or Baalism; · He had made 'a place, by his. courage and 
kindness, for himself in not only history, but the hearts of his people 
which would not perish though 11 the sands of the desert grow cold." 
Conclusion. 
Thus end our study of the relation of prophecy to the ninth century. 
We have seen that Elijah and Elisha were. very advanced over their pred-
ecessors in the field of' prophecy. "Elijah showed a great change in the 
type and spirit of' prophecy. We conclude, consequently, that Elijah was 
the first in whom the practical monotheistic conviction came to clear 
• • < ' ' ', 
expression. He elevated Jehovah"above all oth~r gods into a category by 
39. Abingdon Bible Commentary, P. 153 
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only that: he also. elevated Him so completely above. his 
·_~ •• ·' .. . ' • ' ',<', • 
own p'~ople that thei:t". fortunes ·w~re seen to be wholly :subordinate to his 
... ·.' . \ ' ' . . ' . 
purp~ses. He does not exist for their sakes, but they exist for llis sake. 
,:1.. • ', 
·,Loyalty to.him is more important then the mere existence of the nation. · 
This position takeri by Elijah-is the high point. of pre-literary prophecy. 
. . .. • .. 41 •. 
·.· It im:P\bs that Mos~ism is in principle a worl~-religion." If this 'had 
riot been so Elijah would never have so forcibly denounced Baalism. His 
. . . . ' 
work against it offered a fine basis for Eli~ha' s work, and between the two 
~;" 
'· 
•a.'great'problem of Israel 1 i1 vras solved., 
The work of Elijah and Elisha .is important, but. just how important we . 
. ~ .; . . . . ' ' . '~ '. . ' . . '. 
'cannot defi-~i tely say, sine~ ·~ost. of our mS:terial for a studr of prophecy. 
··.in the ninth cerrl:;ury is in the.form of narrative~·which at ti~eswe.have 
/.:~ ',' ;·.-: .. ,· •••. :: / ,,. ! :.: •.. :-~"_."~i; ·<' :: ' ·.· ~· .:· .: .: : :··:_·''(' ... · 
good reason to doubt~ •· ·~'Narratives of ~his. kind may quite easily have sp 
:into being very soon after the times of Elijah and Elisha. No gr~at 3ilpse 
'of time is needed for the origin of such tales •. · It was a credulous and 
. 42.· . 
sup_ers~itious age. 11 1 But we. are practically sure that these two men did 
' -:'" . . . ~ ' 
: .have a great influence on _the ninth century !3-nd those literary prophets who 
' 'I ' . 
•followed'them, speakingwith "tongues of fire.n 
' .. ' ·' ' . 
,• .. 
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Introduction. 
Chapter~ 
Religion 
·. ·In vi~w of the fact that religion .in Israel and Judah in the ninth 
century was so; synonymous. with: .their .• governcient~~ ;,e :reel that is must be 
'· ' ' . ·. ' . ' 
. given only brief mention •. But. als~ there are several unique qualities 
about it which should be consider~d by the reviewer· of the history of. this 
century. Hence,· we will devote. a ·chapter to the religion of. the two 
·kingdoms in the ninth century. 
Religion at the beginning of' the Divided Kingdom. 
With the division of Israel came· also a div:i.si~n of. the':. relig,ion of;, 
'Israel.·'· The southern kingdom had the Temple which· David h~d. made the can-' 
ter. of worship, for his entire nation. This called for a new organization 
<:· 
of religion in the northe~n kiri.gdom. ·· In order· to establish a center ·o:r 
' . . . ' 
worship for ten .tribes Jeroboam .found that he' must 'es-bablish .. two centers 
·'' ·. since these ten tribes were so spread out over the land. He selected 
Bethel and Dan. 11 Bethel and Dan were, as sanctu~ries o.f Ye.hve ,,' far older· 
· -bhan Jerusalem; and though ~e had not been worshipp~d hither.to under the. 
symbol of bulls, still the worship of images had not been. anything particu-
' ' .'' < ' • 
JLarly rare. Thus the cry, 'These. are thy gods which had brought thee out 
. of Egyp:t, 1 was ·intended to remind Israel,that what .Jeroboam offered them, , 
did not pretend to be anything new; but was a return to something widely 1. . . 
practiced long- ago in Israel." *everthless, down through the centuries· 
Jeroboam and his successors have been criticis'ed for this move.·· The . 
. institution ·or bulls as sa.cred images, in preference to something else was 
., . . ' ' ' ' 
a bad step~ nThe judginent of posterity .of Jeroboam ben.Nabat has been 
. curiously influe~~ed by religicms :r~epo's~ession. When our historical 
1. K~ttel --·History. of the Hebrews Vol. 
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books received 'their present form, Judeh alone was regarded as the people 
· of Yehweh, the northern kingdom having perished. In seeking to interpret 
. . 
the ways of.God, the author took the view that the revolt of Jeroborun was 
tl) (although of divine appointemen~) rebellion against the legitimate rulerS.· 
of Israel. It vras also apostasy from the true religion, for the later time 
viewed the Temple at Jerusalem as the only authorised sanctuary of Israel's 
God. Our books of Kings proceed at once to pronounce judgment upon Jerob 
from this later point of view, and they repeat the judgment on his 
who 'departed not from his ways I. Allowe.nce must be made for this bias in. 
2. 
reading the account." This is the viewpoint adhered to by the compiler 
of kings and throughout the history of the northern kingdom, he attributes 
their misfortune, in insinuation,to this· first 1 false 1 move of Jeroboe.m: > 
"Religious conservatism,· therefore, for the misunderstood ~ct of Jeroboam, 
and the other deeds for which he is blamed by the Biblical writer must be 
judged· in the same vre:y. ·In appointing priests from the comriton people he' 
was only following the example of David and Solomon. In celebrating a · ' 
festival a month later· than it was observed in Judeh, he was probably ·con-
3. 
forming to the established custom of the northern tribes~" 
It so happens that the Levites from the northern tribes· flocked to 
Judah and Jerusalem, leaving Israel without priests, which forced Jeroboam 
to appoint certain of the co~on people as priests,as in Bethel (I K.'l2: · 
31). This was another act of JerobO&mwhich came under the severe censure 
of the compiler of Kings. (The religious bias of the writer' of Kings is 
in a way appalling, and would lead one to suspect him of belonging to the 
kingdom of Judeh). In the southern kingdom the. people carried on their: . .-· . 
. ~ worship much as they had done under the monarchy. Thelfhhad the Temple, and 
2. Smith, H.P. -- Old Testament History, P. l79f. 
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to God here, without the ritual of. first worshipping the 
.. statue of a bull. ~n oa.lf. 
,: Religion of ~ Divided Kingdom During the Ninth Century. --Israel. 
",,' 
>:···The .worship of Yahweh was therefore to be the only recog:nised cultus 
.', iri the kingdom of the· Ten' Tribes; but in a form which had from the ,first 
't· ., ',- ! ' • • ' 
of th,e true. rel,igion only as a ,shadovr,· and:· which .did a:.. 
1 
1 1 ~ } I ' ' • ' ' 
spiritual eieme-~t~ .which gave ~it' a u~que p~ace among.· 
... '· . ' ' .. ,·· . 
of the world. It. contained the germ o.f an ever-deepening· .. 
. c~~~uption of the national' faith;''and Hosea was justified in the' bitter .. · f ' ' ' ' . ~ .. ''; ·. • 
;.:i:rony with which he called the God of this kingdom its. calf. How:the 
' . . . 
second of the Ten Comni.andments: was to be satisfactorily explained.· and 
·\ ..... · ··,'. ' . ' ,• 
applied> was in this as in ~ve'ry cas~ where an .error takes forcible root in 
a nation, a subordinate question: perversion or' the spirit while retaining· 
I 4. '• 
; the. letter of a precept is an old art. 11 There is no doubt that Israel 
·•' •, . ' ' 
had ,a poor start in the beginnings of its new religion, to say nothing of 
inconsistency. We can more or. l.ess understand why Baal, ·for • a. time, 
firm hold on the religious life of ·Israel.· In placing bulls on 
;·.an. altar as a sacred syinbol of ViQDShip, .Jeroboam .took the first step to.-
!., ' 
1'f'ard ·Baalism, since Baal itself had· 'such s;0nbols in its worship. Under 
)t'adab ,· Baasha, and 'Elah, .the same standards were maintained, but gradually 
. e..more'.liberal type of religion was setting in. Jehovah.was still Israel's 
gods. ·were being set up from time to time •. 
"Beside the altar,. of Ya.hve, if not invariably, at any ·rate, generally, 
;' ~stand.'s.;the 'sacred piilar. vrhich had: come down from Canaani.ti'sh times-,·. c'8J.led 
~ . ' . . . . ' ·, ' 
,:;. ' 
; M:abceba~ ••• ~ •••• • ••• Of all the sacred symbols of the Canaanites it. 'appears 
. : . - '· . 
.been .the' most· innocent, and th~ one which could most readily be . . . 
The History of Israel, P. 28 
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tolerated together with ·Yahvei sm." Another symbol was the Asher a, ··e. 
sacred post, which for the Canaanites was e.csymbol of fruitfulness, their 
6. . 
chief female divinity. These two symbols were' really representative of 
-~y heathenism, but we wonder if the people were to be condemned for usint; them 
Is it not possible that the Israelites not really knowing God from a per-
sone.l standpoint, saw no harm in such symbols simply because they did not 
understand? This may have been e. possibility at first, but·as the kingdom 
developed we· find the question of morals becoming; involved, which we shall· 
discuss later. In Omri's time the same religious circumstances prevailed 
e.s they did at the time of Jeroboam, but with the beginning of Ahab 1 s · 
reign we find a startling and different development. 
"Ahab' s reign is the turning point· in· Hebr-ew religion. Thus far; 
the religion professed by the Hebrews:differed in no essential respect· 
from that professed by their fellow Semites in neighbour lands. They wor-
shipped as their natural God, Yahweh, but even in·this they were not entire 
unique. Yahweh,we.s no longer the austere desert deity, he'he.d been. given 
the attributes of the nature gods he had but partially supplanted. · He was 
worshipped under the form of an image, at times of a bull. Nor was he the 
sole God of his people; Jeremiah asserts that to his ovm day 1 as.the number 
of your cities,· so your gods'.· Rude figures of the mother goddess are the 
most common objects found in the strata of this period; as late as the 
fifth century, Yahweh had a consort among the Jews of Egypt, and we can 
7. 
scarcely deny that these: figurines witness e. similar usage at home. 11 
The religion practiced durin(" Ahe.b' s reign had o.n effect upon both· Israel 
to 
and Judah that never seemed tc. totally/ disappear. ·The wife of Ahe.b, J ezebe 
{?}) was the daughter of the king of Tyre. In' her country they-worshipped Baal, 
5.Kittel History of the Hebrews, Vol II, P. 306 
6.Kittel History Of "tne Hebrews, Vol.II, P. 306 
7.01mstea.d- History 'Or1'aTest~ne and Syria; P. 379 
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being 'devout, she brought n~r own gods or god into Israel.with her.' 
, . , .. .·,. . , . /. r ,~ 
In the book of Kings vre find that this. Ashera or Sacred post, of the Can-·,. 
· aanites, was one of .the symbols brought into Israel, by Jezebel'which leads 
' > • ' ' ' 
us to believe that Baal-worship was probably founded i.n the ancient ·can.-
aanitish religion. During this reign, at which .time we. have this turning 
' point in the religion of Israel, we find that .the .re·ligion ·of Israel .was:-·· 
· one of the main problems dealt with by th.e Deuteronomist. · 
·."How near the worship of Northern Israel had been brought to Cannanit-
. . ·. ·, ' . ' ' . 
· .. ish heathendom by all these things. {symbols, B~altypes of worship) 'is 
• • ' ' ' J 
shoWn in the plain~st way in'what ,is said about them by Amos ~nd Hos~a, 
. ' . ·. ' 
. whose utterances ff'ol' this .v~ry reason very frequently leave u~ in the dark 
as to whether they are thinking of actual heathenism; 'or of a Y$veism 
' • t • ' ' ' 
. which resembles heathenism• From.this, in fact, to the introduction of. 
· ~ctual heathenism into Israel, there was only a step •. .Ahab, under the in-
fluence of his Phoenician wife, actually admits it. In Samaria, and pro~ 
bably ·in Jezl"'eel ·also, there· is a splendid temple of Baal in which. natural 
.· . . ' . :• 
Asheras and the Macceba are· found. PersonallyAhab seems to have held fast a. . .. 
to Yahve." This infl~ence of Baal-worship on ·Jehovah worship was. degen-
erating. It gradually beg'an to shut ·out nui~h.of;the.~v.Torship 'or Jehovah 
;' 
0 I j \ ;I o ~ , o 
and set up i~ its plabe: ~n: idolatrous Baal-wors~lip'. \ · 
. . '' . ' 
At .tMs point Elijah appears with his denunciations of Baalism • .Ahab 
.. , ' ,. . ,·. 
is firmly denounced by Elijah, to whom Elijah sp~aks, 11 l have not troubled 
. Israel: but thou,. and thy father's house, in that ye haVE!· forsaken. the' 
cormnandments' of J~hovah, and thou has follawed·B~al~sm."(I K. 18:17). Then 
later on Mt. Carmel Elijah expounds the c.ause of Jehovah, "How long go y~ 
41t limping between the two sides? If Jehovah be God, follow him, but if Baal,· 
·follow hi~'" '(I K. 18:21). Later1 after Naboth had been murdered .by 
·B. Kittel-- History of the Hebrews, Vol. II, P .. 307 
Jezebel,. 'and' his' vineyard taken, Elijah again denounces Ahab (I K~ 21:21-
27)• ·· EliJah's battle 'cry was, nYahweh is God:", and this cry we hear ring-
i~g out thr~ughout·his contest with Baalism. His religion was that of Mose , !," we feel' we have ·the :right ·to suppose'r from the· way in which he denounced 
I~rtiel 's 'idolatrous wo~ship and other :sins~ Cornill says; 11 Elijah was in 
holy earnest· about this· Mosaic thought;· he measured his age and its events 
by; this standar-d'; he. pl~ced things temporal·.u:nder an eternal point of view, 
and judge'd them accordingly. The crying evils existed'pllainly in the modes 
of' ~or ship· ati·d· in the· administration of the law. Undefiled worship and a 
.,,, .. ' '. . ' \' ., 
righteous adminstrat'ion of the law are what God requires above all things. 
Here·~ if· any\vhere, it' was· to be· shown whether Israel was in reality the 
9 •. 
peopleof. God. 11 This· is the idea that Elijah dYveltci upon mostly in the. 
stand he took •. If they were God's' chosen·people, then they must adhere to 
the worship' ;of JehovSh· and· H~lone. This introduces another very in.tere 
ing point concerning' the religion qf Elijah. 
·. ;. : ·· ·Nowhere do we find Elij.ah or Elisha refering to the bull worship in-
stitued by Jerobo~l as 'aginst· the Mosaic idea of worship, which is in-
, ferred by the· compiler of Kings. Kittel. says, "It is all the more striking 
that. such. a man • as Elijeh' should not have uttered a single word by way of 
.blwne against bull-worship.· In view of this fact, no one•can contest the 
possibilH~y of the view that Elijah and the prophets of his day may'.have . 
·regarded Jbull-worship 'as inoffensive. But there is a more likely· supposi-
tion, namely, that· Elijah and Elisha, in combating the actual idolatrous 
worship; maY have kept in the background their opinions regarding the ad-
oration of Yahve under the symbol of a bull. ·If it was e. .-question as to 
whether Yahve or·. Baal was to be God of Israel, the worship. of Yahve by the 
.. · ' ' 10 
help· of· an image would· seem to 'them by far the lesser evil of the two. n ··~ 
. ~' 
., 
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,·logicai th~~ ei~~~~.··or. th~sJ:, ~~ '~heor~~s ·of .. ~·~tei•'s .. me.Y·.be.·.·acbeptable~·.; ::' 
~· .·. ·:· ;' : ;. ' ;·'·· .. ··:·.~·-·:.:.,·: ... ' ' (_,:_,·~",.,_~···:. ·:·· .,: .i.'-'.··,~·:,1.·.".;'',,· ·,..,1···-i~~.:l"~-.;: __ ·.:· ,_::· ·.>·-.. ! .... _:· _;_.·.,":., ' 
·· ) , 'The main' point i:~<that Elijha 'was' , deno~ncing ·B~alism because· of the' 'idola-
·.,.: ... ,:., ._ ... ·,· ', :_ ._.· ... -:, ... \',"/·.·._.·, :' ·:;~_-··. ·.:·~·:·(: ,'·, .. -.'::< t~·.'_;._J-;'··:·;;·:;~·)<:.~: ... >:'; .. -,··:~',/-~':•,' -i~:,..--~·::<.-:-···:·/;·._,··: . .-'~:(L. 
try, 'irreligion;:.''and·:ucentiousness corrected with< it~•·:'. The 'people', had' f'all . 
. :.;, '·'' .·· .. ·-:_.,. .. - .:"···_·/ __ ,,. ·_l,_···: .. :.· .. ·.~ ·"-~:~:~~:·. -~ '.,";,:" , , , , ~- ·, .. -~· :•::--~.-·r-·\:··<~--:>:-:::-' .. \j··· 
en.prey to. an '"easy 'religion.";··which was' in' rea.lity r'eligion ilt ~1. 
: ' •.· •. ~ \--·. ••· "' ., ~.~ .. '.' .. · .• • .. ;:, .• ,1,:, ·.<~ :"·.:,··_.: .. ~.:~·:·· >·:··:· .. :·~··:_: .. _:'~·:·::· .. 1.,·.· J::<~·:\:::~,,~:.:~ .. ~::~" .. :./_: .. : ...... ·· '• 
,'. . ;: The neXt:'~high point 'iri. our study .'of'" the' r.eligi'on :of'. Israel a-t:.this.<tim.e;,;' 
. ,:· .··.:-',: ... ~ .... ; ... ~ .. :·:·.:·.<.;·,_: ·.~, · .. ···. ··:>:,· .. :·):.1>·-::.::.;·:7··. ::·. ,.·"· .· ....... ·>,..:.·,' .. ,":,;:.., .. ~. /.~~. ' ',.~:~:··".~.;··· ',·t·,;:.>::~.'< ··'::·:;,.)'·;· .. ··:.J~.·~;:: 
· is round. iri :the revolution .and reign,., or Jehu~· '·This was· the. cul.lnination >c>f'. · 
:-.'.' ': . ·.r. ;' .' '', ~- .. · ·~. 1 . 1 , 1 ,~~ .. ::·.-'. ',/1 . '. : • ·.' •.•. ", ,' .' ;, .• -; .· · ." :. , :'. 1 ~· >· ". 'I· .•.. .'·, .··, ·.' :~··." r ··.:.·· : >~·~ ,;· ,.·; ;/:.:/ ·~"' 
,·:bhe "be:ttle ~~gad by. Elij8h ~d.:Eli~lia against what they.,c~n~'rdered an .ifu~··~ :: 
:;:;~~~~{. rel{~ion .• ' .. E{~·~ha.··,h~a: ~press~~:Jehu ~~~·-~he· rac~ thl~.: ~aai·,~~~s~ip ·.· 
,.:.:· .. '):;·: ;": ::·' • '' .. :.:' • .·,:.,r,' '·;, ,•,::/:<•:<.~·~·.~\::,;)'::,"1~(_:,~,~.' ',:;' ·: .... :·;,. '• ,;,·· ·.~·<":• .. ;:.::! ~·:· ,:.::· .. :~::(·i";,~,,,':·~:h···,:·.;~~:::~··;.-.:.·,·· '• • •' 
must .be wiped>out·, and this .Je~u determined to .. do •. ··.OttleY.: sums :.:':lP. 
·· ~~tion' and it~ re~ult~~<:'He·: says,·: ·;~~·ehu ~as re~olv~d tor si~naliz~ ·~~~;· ac-
--" .r ' ./ !'·~ ·; <:., .· ~: .· '· ~ . 
, .ce'ssiotl .by dealing··.~:·fatal:blow>to t~e: popular· ~orship ~f BaS:l~ rat:,'l~ast 
'• •. \ ', , 1 ,•' ' 1 ',<' " ' , ' I' •'• , ·: ' . \ ; 
. t,hat~: gross. ' ~n4·';1ice~~,i~~~ .... form . of.·· it. ,w~ic~ the;.iate i qu~en"\h~~ -i~tr:o~~c~~ ... . 
,/ ~· '. ':,,',,./," ' (· , I·J 1 ' , ' • ·, • , • ·: •• • <·,.·; ·'. ·:,' ·· .';•\ r .{ :~(~ r.:: ,:,:· ,~ .·.1;: ·;·:. ?t:'~>' ~·'; 1'. -~ 
·f'romi Phoenicia~· He does not' seem to· have. diso.ounten~ced ·:tha··:mo~a':ptimitive 
type of ?forsh·i~:~h~~h ~~~; sti~l.car.ried o~ '~{~~~. ~oc!ii::'a:c~~ar~e·s;:; but 
,, -···;- "'· "~ '•" ,, '·' . ,·."'~ . ·~.', .. _)<:::··; ... ,' ,_.,.; ;,._' -,' .l 
.• Samaria there· stood:' 1m :i~positig heathen temple I, which: i~ the~ eye~ ~f: zeai) ·, 
. o~s.:irurttan~ :ike /~~~nad~~· the.::Re~h,~bit·~#·w~ori?:Jeh~:;~nvit:~/t~ . , 
:.see \li~~zeru..'ror Jehovah~ ·~as -'e.n int~ler~bl~ ab:ominatioh.. l:n''th:G :s~~L' ., · 
. ' ' \' . ' . ' . ' ' ' . ' . ,:•.~.: \ '' ., 
·'t~a~i~ under pretext of special zeal for th~ ~erv:Lce ··or :th~ .Tyrian ;d~it;·,·,·· 
~ ::~··,. ' 0 J . ·. ,'- I',' :- ...... <~·r-:'··,:· .. '''_.~:,·:· ,: :',·.,,,·/ ':• \• •.,',. ,.:_,::,, ·· .. ·, 
':Jehu 'collected the· devotees or'·Baai~····. Then.by .his. ,directions,"' while ;they 
. .' ,, ', " "\; ','·' ,_., ,',:·:., ',,,·' />~.·::. ~.:::·.~ .~~ ..... ;··:·; .. ·',·.1, .','•··~·'· ( • •. .',, ~·· I . • 
, w~re ·Iritent on their worship, :they :Ware surrounded. 'by,'soiciie'ry· eid·butciler~ 
. _ .... ~-- '·/. :.:/·,/ ·::., / •, -~- ;,_·: . / .; : . '· ... :· \ '. -·.> ·.·. ,'.>.>· ; .>· :. ·_;·, .: :; . ," :,:· ._·;,::'~-: -~·_::,; ~- ... < ... _::.:: .. < ::-':;: '',,~, ~.,._·:~· ,· !.:: ,;· .. :·~ .. ~: :,..; .< ... '.· ~- ·,. < 
.·:.oo~ : The temple ·was desecrated:· 8nd the; sacred:~ pillars :(mazzeboth) ,which. it 
. ; ..... -.:.'\: ·::_,· .. ·., ·. ::r.·:·.::. ·.~ .. ·,. · ... -.. _.,·-.- . _::;·~<·.·~ .. ·<:-~.'.\.~~-', /: .. :. . .'··>.-_.:·~ :·· _.· ·.:~_:;._/'~ · ...... . :~/>,. I •• -.~:.'·.·.r<· ·: ; .. ;.', ·:.·:,.:-. ."· · 
;. ~ontained were·. burned (II. K .•. 10:.26) ~ ... :,Thus;, by ·fire and 8wprd· .the ,worship·,. 
.,· ''. 
~ . : : ( 
' I • out;::Jehu''ha~ inde~~·:·,·~~d: a'n3olitude ;arid' 'c~l~eci ' 
••• 1 • ._';, .~·. r. · •. · · . ' ' ,!! •:_-. '• ·' >'_, _:, .' ··.-;, · ·•. , • .+ _·,._.,, , • ':,_. .>· 1,. •, •• • ,·. 
·but that these whole~aie ·massa~res de~plY· outraged ::the .conscie,~c~ of. the 
..-::~~·<'_.... · .. ', ._-·:::·.;. __ .. -.··,,··. '.(·:·._>"~- ,·_-.. ··:.,:-: ', ___ .,·:-'· .. ·)··:-:~_:···; .:; _:·'---·'·\ '-:.·'·:.;. :·, :~ ... . , .. ' ;_ "•.·::· .'·. 
·. ri~tion is prov~dby the language of, .the; propheti,Hosea 1 writing ·a:century , . 
·i~ter:. 1Yet. a ~i~tl~ ~hile·~nd .I· will. ~~ng~··t~~ b~o·o.d .. ~f Je~re~l· ~p~n t~{ 
. . ,. '· . '. " ' ', ' '• ' • ~~· l't, 
. hous~ .• of J(3hh,' (Hcisea .1.:4)·~, . It is ~rldent' th,~t ~o .. 1asting refo~\.tion~~~~·''· .. 
. . , .:- ·' ·r ·- ~· .· .• ~~~. ': : , ·. · .. ,· ~ ;, .. , .... t~ ~\· .. ;_, ·,.~\-~· .. :.·i.. .. · ...... 
effected by' .J e~u Is violent)~~d unscruP/ou'd .. ~ction.ojcjiil b~~,i.~J: '5i:, . . . .. · .. 
. ' 
' . ' 
erected by Jeroboam were left unmolested, while idolatrous emblems and u-
. 11. 
sages were still allowed to find a place in the worship of Jehovah. 11 
From this time to the reign of Jeroboam II we ·find that the religion estab-
.~i. . . 
lished by Jeroboam existed, but Baalimn and all its licentious and immoral 
, •• I, 
practices were practically destroyed. 
Religion .of the Divided Kingdom in the Ninth Century -- Judah. 
-- - -- --- ----.::<... 
There were few startling incidents in the religion of the southern 
kingdom during the ninth century. For the most part they carried on their 
worship of Jehovah in the Temple at Jerusalem. As a whole the people of 
Judah seemed to be devout Jehovah-worshippers, holding services in the Tern-
.; ' . ~' , . . ' . / ·. \ ) 
ple, with much ritual, services executed by a trained group of priests. The 
worship of Jehovah was of a much more advanced and highly civilized type in 
the southern kingdom than in Israel. Some of the higher priests were class 
ed among the highest dignitaries of the kingdom. "The prominent position 
occupied. by a high priest is clearly illustrated by the case o~ Jehoida, 
•' : 
who brings about the revolution againstAAthaliah and raises the young 
12. 
prince Joash to the throne." In {udah, as in Israel, religion played 
a major part. in the government of the nation. 
Nevertheless, the heathen influences from outside were not entirely 
escaped by Judah. In the reign of Asa we find that not only were Asheras 
and Maccebas used, but religious prostitution was practiced in the ~ervice 
of Astarte (the goddess of free love and reproduction). This was influenc-
ed and maintained by Asa' s mother, until he put a stop to it. "Even if Asa 
checked for a time the practice of heathen customs which had already begun 
to get a footing in Judah, still here too favorable circumstances were all 
. 13. 
that were wanted to allow of heathenism at once springing into life- again." 
" .. 
''. 
'·' 11. Ottley •- A Short History of.the Hebrews, P. 176. 
12. Kittel -- H'istory of' the Reorews, Vol. II, P. 308 
13. Ibid, P. 316 -- .:· 
:. ',, 
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There were soma 11 high' places" of worship; in Judah even,bafore.Asa, at 
which he;athep1:. 1i'pra~ices' were maint~ined,; but they were· continually quell 
,. ' < 
arid heathenish never f·ea:lly had a chance to get a good· grip on the people 
of Judah• But Baal did. have an influeri.ce on Judah. The me.rriage of· 
Athaliah to JehDrai:n gave'the ~pportunity to Israel to spread its Baal-wor 
.:ship to Judah; and we hear dir~ctly of ~ temple of Baal in Jerusalem with 
all its belongings, its Uwr1 priests, representations of Baal and altars 
.14 • 
. (LL K. tlHS:~. tT r }]3\tt .for a· long time this he a then worship had no great 
' ~ . ' ' ·, '. ' 
in~fluence·.in Judah. ,On the contrary, the Temple of Jerusalem and the 
'~orship of God practised in it constantly gain ground not o'nly in Judah 
. ' ; . ' 
itself, but beyond its boundaries too. Amos and Hosea .speak to the north-
, " . ,.. . . . ~ ' 1 
. '': . .. ..·. ' ., .' . . . 5.··' . '~ ... 
er!l kingdom of the more deeply religious people in Judah•: ';Hence .we can 
' ,' ' . ( ~ ' . ' . '· 
say that Judah mainta.ined a rather firm position. in the matter· of religi 
' .. 
, and worship during the ninth century.· .· .· · · 
t ' :~ :·' '' ' .. ·:: -: ~. : ; ; ; :, . '~. , ... ·,_ 
The reli!:).on of Israel was very much. a matte'r of experiment during 
the ninth century, but Judehstood by the 'religious traditions handed down 
by David, which is the reason, according .to many historians. of its exist-
ence a century and a half longer than Israel. 
· .. ,. 
· .14. ·Kittel -- History of the Hebrews, Vol. II, p. 310 
15. Ibid, p. 3lbf ---
. r;·;. 
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Chapter One. 
. Chapter Five 
S.umrnary 
.:.; 
"· ... ' 
At the beginning of our study of\ the history ·or Israel in the ninth 
. . . . ·. · investigation . ··. 
ce:rltury we have found it necessary to make. e.n::,~j,J'J of the. 
The Biblical sources vre haveused are found in I Kings 11 ~o II Kings 15, ·· 
and the second book of Chronicles.·· .This portion of the·. books of Kings 
'. 
covers the period .. from 933 B.C. to .785 B.C.· In ·discussing the compilation 
of the. books of Kings we first .find,that'·it was rui.undivied work, later ; 
as revealed ·. . .· · ·.. · . , . . >• .· · . .· · · · .. <.' · • · . • · .. 
dividedjin 1516.A.D •. by De.vid Bomberg.', .Ki~s belongs to the second of the. 
' . . ·. . . ' '' 
three divi:;ion.s of the Hebr.ew Canon- the P.rophets •. , Kings has much histor-
, < ·~ ' .~ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "' ' I ' 
' ·; • ' ' • ~ ' •· l • • ' ' 
icnl material, but· it. ·se~ms· the. mai~ purpose is' prophetic. It is agreed 
by most a'uthorities that· one person did not compil~ Kings, but several, 
from fragments,• narr~tive~, \end records •. Kittel believes that one .man.e 
redact_ed the. book of Kings. The sources for the compilation of tbe book 
are listed as th~ ·''book .~f. th~ Acts of .Solomon11 , the tw~ ·books of th~ 11 
~' / ~ ' . ' . ,' 
~icles of the ·kings of lsr~el ~nd Judah'! ancient records, official. amials 
. ' . ' 
and narratives. · Kitte_l states that there may have been e.rln~s of. th~ kings 
unwritten, or temple re~ords~ or a book.of anrials,.but he ~swers his own 
·· . · :· · . : ·. ---oQdies of material ··. · · · · · · · ·· 
. argument by saying that if there were two/they were probably closely re-. 
late d. 
' ·.' 
The date of the. compilation of the book of Kings is open to question. 
Sellin suggests it was c~mpiled in Hezekiah.' s time;'· Orr says about 586 B.c. 
Hastings, 561 B~C.; ~Robinson. suggests its compilation some time 'before the· 
exile; Kautzsch, 560 B.C.; .Leslie. ancl Kittel believ~ if first written a..; 
bout 600, end later redacted. The'strongest argume~ts are·offered by the 
latter two men• 
The chronology of the' successive kings offers a few problems. Arch-
' i ' 
.... ,· 
J·, ,.,, 
.. 
eologicalsources and ancient records have established the general chron-
ology with ·a, change necessary here and there. The reigns of Aha.ziah and 
~ehoram of Israel are puzzling, It is believed that the twelve years as~ 
(~ signed to J.ehoram also include the two years of Ahaziah 1 s reign, since 
Jehoram "\Vas .regent. during most of this time. The reigns of Omri and Ahab 
.come.under ,question as to their length, but the problem may be solved·by 
' "' . . ~ ~' 
deducting 10 ,years from Baa.sha 1 s reign and assigning it to Omri 1 s which 
would solve the conflict. offered by the discovery of the'Moabite stone., 
Babylon, :Egypt, and Assyria with· their careful chronologies have offered.· 
us sources for establishing the definite dates of the kings. 
. . . ··, In ·.examining the book of Kings we find the writer religiously: biased. 
.. . ·' ' '; 
He continually condemns the norther~ingdom for its religion,·which he 
,.. . . _ .. _ .. The 
says: is against Jehovah, but Judah's worship is that of Uehova.h. / Deuter-1' . . - . '•. oA~~~ or whoever the compifer may be is mainly interested, in the book from 
•. a. religious. standpoint. Most critics seem to agree with him .in his point. 
of view, with one exception--Kittel. A study of the Psalms has shown us 
that there were. several composed about this -time in Israel's history. We 
find the rise of a new type of prophecy in th~s century, with th~ appear 
of Elijah and Elisha.., The narratives woven about the work.of these two 
men are doubted as to their authenticity by the.majority of critics. 
The books of Chronicles has been of some help in determining the hist-
. ory of the period, but they are not entirely authentic. These are a com-
"The Affairs 
position· of the ·;,f .. "; of the days." Many men. contributed to the forming 
of the~e two books, but unfortunately, the only trustworthy thing about 
them is the order of the successive kings of Israel and Judah. 
The ,last sources we consider. for the books of the Kings, and the 
· histor.ical facts included in those books, are Arch~logic,al eources. The 
· inscriptions uncovered for us by archeology have proved very helpful in es-
. ''"·' 
. ' ~ 
tablishing the dates of kings, battles and the genere.l history· of the coun-' 
. . . ' ' . 
try. Shalmaneser III of Assyria offers to us the most. material· folr e:n au~ 
'. . . ', ,, ' ·, •' . 
· themic'ation of. the history ~f Israel in the ninth century. Recent excava-
. . 
tions have been m~de 'at Samaria by a Harvard Commission which establish the 
' historical facts and date~ even more. firmly~ 
Chapter Two. 
We must nov,. concern ourselves with a. detailed study of. the history of 
' . . ' ' 
the period •. · D~vid h~d struggled througho~t his life to build a. great king-
dom, .but only to have it broken at the. end of the reign of his son; Solomon. 
The latter had been too much of a tyrannmoa~ruler, had exacted too much lf!f'om 
people, and when his son, Rehoboe.m, proposed to follow the. same course, 
people revolted and divided into two groups. This occurred in 933 B.c. 
Jeroboam was· the leader of the revolt. He took ten tribes .and formed the 
·nation called Israel, 'or the Northern Kingdom •.. Rehoboruri remained king over 
the on~ remaining tribe' forming the southern kingdom, or Judah, .·with ,Jeru-
salem as its capitol. 
In the southern kingd~m under Rehob~EUn we firid that Egypt· intervenes. 
Egypt had not been very pm~erful for many years, . but· now she had attained a 
height of greatnessagain, andfelt she couldcarry on·e. campaign of invasi 
Under She shonk I, Egypt invaded Pale'stine and carried off plurl.der and booty, 
even from Jerusalem itself. Rehoboam reigned. for twelve years after this 
invasion, but nothing of importance occurred during this time, except a 
. . 
sort of straggling warfare with Israel..· Abijah followed his father, ·and:· 
'.. , ' ' 
! f i• j '. \j' 
after him Asa (915-8.75 B.·c.). · Asa.was 'a ruler ,or solid: _character',; carefully ' 
guiding his nation through forty years. His mother attempted to institute a 
• )l ' • 
• < • ' ' • ' i' ~ ' • 
heathen worship but he took vigorous measures. against this and drove it out. 
~ . . . 
He hired Syria to aid him in werding off the attacks of Baasha of the north-
kingdom. 
/ -· 
'ID25 
,.•. 
·,, 
. . 
·.In. the northern kinEdom .the dynasty of Jeroboam ruled for several 
years. ~eroboam set up a. sanctuary for worship .in two places, Bethel and. 
Dan, and was severely criticised.· He. carried on war with Rehoboam through-
~ out his reign. He warned with the Syrians but gained ~othing, At his death 
his son Nada.b succeeded to the_ .throne, but was murdered by Baasha., who u- . 
(-
. surped the throne and began a new dynasty. 
Israel and subdued it. Baasha also carried on war with Judah until Asa 
':i 
hired Benhadad to put a stop to the attacks of Baasha, on Judah. Practicall 
all of his reign was devoted to warfare: Eleh, his son, succeeded him but 
before his reign had hardly begun; Zimri·, an officer· of inferior rand mu~::. · 
dared him and placed himself on:the throne~· He reigned for seven days, 
was attacked and committed suicide by burning himself alive in the palace. 
Omri, the leader of the force who moved against Zimri, wa's proclaimed king,.· 
but had.to fight with anothe_r aspirant to the. throne, Tibni 2 for .four years .. 
before he finally became.the sole ruler. A national uplift came with .the, 
reign of Omri. He held in check the Syrians::, subdued Moab and made it trib 
utary, and secured friendly relations vdth Tyre, by the marriage of his s?~ 
Ahab to Jezebel daughter of the king of Tyre. Omri also built a new capi-
\ 
tal at Samaria, where it was safe from attack. 
At lhhis time we find an empire growing which influenced Israel's histor 
mainly through oppression, Assyria. If we glance 'back over our history we 
find this great Assyrian machine moving tov;ards th~ people of Israel very. 
early in the ninth century. Assyria had suffered ma.riyydark centuries, but 
from the reign of Tiglath-Pileser I in the twelfth century Assyria began ·to 
advance. He brought it up out of the slough ii!to .which it had fallen •.. .td'te 
aga1n 
his great. and successful campaigns, Assyria/\ suffered a perioddof weakness,.. 
but a very short one. With the accession of Adadnirari II, Assyria advanaed 
'. ,~ 
. \ . 
.. , 
., 
again and this time remained powerful for centuries. Tukulti-Urta'.succeeded 
-,', 
.. 
··'\.. 
J• 
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,,, 
continued campaigns. of conquest;. 
'·, ./ ' : ; '•i: " ' ,' .: . t •.•• ', :: < '. ~ 'I : ' ', ( :::. '·;· ' . ., ' ' 
·Ashurnazirapalii :(885:..860).· .He :too wasverj successfUl iil Wa.r and conquest, 
' '.I' ' ,: ,.'·,; );~ •- ':,', '.' I Jo •:. ',: ~ ·,:,·, '0 :· ·: ,'" :~~ .:. ', :.,, './'• ~;'\ ;:,'~- ,"!1 ,,, ),/ '• ,,,,·•,;' .·,', ,', ' '.' f :--' ' 
and. it is believed that Israel paid .tributE3 to h:illl in order to secure peace. 
His dreams of • a ·.great Assyrian Empire . .were . not ·r~lize'd in. hls lifetiine, .> 
but were by his ·~~n Shalmaneser III (859-824 B.G~). He began an intensive'. 
. . l ' . • • •·• ,' . :, ' ,;: ' 
•· campaign against· the small countries in· Palestin.e and the 
'·. '· '·'. ,• ' . 
· ritoty; subjug~ted most .6f them and made them tributary~ The o~e ·nation. 
. . · .. ' .' . . . 
@Ve Shalmaneser iriuch trouble 'Was Syria~ Syria was 'pow~riul and ,because 
oppressed Israel much of the. time. · Benhadad· I, and II bullt up a great na-
• I •,' ' I 
\ .. 
. '( .: ' 
tion in Syria, and subjected," for a time) Ahab and Israel •. But Israel re.;.. · 
volted, whipped· the .Syrians, a t ~phek; and th~~ mad~ ;peace .with them in . 
. . ' ·c ~·' ' . • 
order to ha-\re.Pfotection ~rom. Assyria. In 854 B.C. Shalmaneserbe@n' 
. . .... ··: . . . . . ·. ·:. ·'I ,. . . ·:·' . . .. , 
campaign against the small kingdoms, but .was met by a coalition of kings 
backAy Egypt, ~~~eid ·in check •. Shalmaneser won this battle,, 
ces were ·.so w~akened h~' r~tired •.. 
We return to .Omri ·again. Documents andinscriptions .refer .to the ·"land 
of· Omrl,.t and we are .told,by the st~le of' Mesha .that .he "oppressed Moab.". ' 
, I ' ' !, , , ,' ' ' ' > ' ' 
' It is more than likely that he paid tribute· tO Shalmaneser. He was also . 
.. ' . : . . ' ' . . ' . . . .~ .:; :: . ". ' . . . ; . . . ' ' ··. . . . ' '• . : 
forced to battle.often with the Syrians and~at one·timeceded.several·cities 
'. .'.,• 
.to them. The next move dmfl ~de was. to purchase a new site . .for a ·capitol, 
and build a completely ~ew cityabout it• <Formerly the ca1-itol had. been at. 
' '. .. . .. · , ,· .,, '. . '.. . . ·. : 
Tirzah, but was now moved to S~aria1 ·a p~otec~eci 'pos.ition •. At last: after 
a long period of years, .the northern kingdom had been:rUl~d by~ real king,· 
• • J ' • 
,who had the interest of' the people at. heart.· 
Ah~b is supp()sedly .the greatest kiilg·: of the northern kingdo;n~ .·He was . 
: •' ~~~ ' ·raced•iwithi~t'im ·diff'icult problems in his ~elgn;: his dealings with }orei~~~·,: 
. ' ~.. t '· 
· .. , 
'•', I 
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nations' arid' Baalism •.. IIi two campaigns against Siria he ·wa's successfuh He 
then jollied· a coalition oi.·ldngs ariel fought· against Shalnlaneser III.; He . ·.· 
:~ . 
m~naged 'to ·m.a:k~ P-eaceful relatiohs with th'e 'makority of his foreign 'neighbor • 
e 'Ari~ther batti~· with SYri~:·ended in Vietocy tJr Israel aft'er which-:A.hab :again 
!n'ade ·peace with BeDha~ as protection from Ass1ria." In his neXt·lfuttle ,.:it 
~ •' ' t, • • ' ! ~ . ' • ., \ ' ~ ( • :' . • • ;' • I ' i ' I ', • : 1 ' ' ' . - ., .' I • ' . I : ' ' ' 
Syria he was killed. Jezebel was more respossible for Bii~lism then· Ahab, ·· ·· 
~lnce sh~ brcihght 'it ·int~ jsrael froin 'Phoenicia, and' Ahab tolerated it.: He 
:WS:s a worshippe~ rif Jeho~ah'. Elijah :EiPPe·ared·:at this time and carried ,.on,· 
~onsta~t··~rf~re ';;ith B~ali~m. Mlcaiah ben. Imla.h/' another 'prophet ··appe~red·, 
• '' -; :. ' '' ' : 't" • • • ; ' • ' . ~; 
ppopheaied'Ahab's'death, and disappeared. Elijah in his oppo8ition to Ahab 
and Baai ~as :a ·force' in. the :government·.: After Ahab' s ·death Elijah was ·not 
·s~ 'prominent ·and we gradually lose sight of .him.: There ~re tw~ more k:irigs 
in the'd)rn~sty of Omri; :Ahazi~ and Jeb.ora:m •. Ahaziah reilined a little less 
:th~' rwo'yelirs and Jehorck 'ten' years~·' Under theni the Moabites revolted and 
g·~i.ned their independence'.' War ~i~h Syria was· carried on and it is thought 
that Ramoth':...Gilead had been regained by Israel, takent.from Syria •. Elisha a 
., .... '. ... . . .. .·· ' . . . . ... , .,.· . .. . ' • . ,, '··. I 
pears at this.· time and .shortly we· shall·see "that this prophet had·a>gr~at 
1~iuence. on· Israel • a· histocy. .... . · · · · . . · · 
·~ .:· The dyn~sty: of. Ahab cam~ . to an· end when Jehu started a· revolutioxf in- .. 
stigated in reality oy Elisha, 'against ·Baalism~ This Y/aS the bloodiest. per-
iod'.in ninth. c~ntury history. Baalism was wip·~d out. During his ·relgri, 'Jeh 
psid tribute. ti> .Assyriai ·as one of Shalnlan~ser 1 s inscriptions tells us •. But 
from.Syria came a deatb.threat. ·Hazae1ts warfare;almo~tcompleteiy:demolish 
ed Israel~ Is.rael was reduced to a depend~ncy with ·a limited· military force·. 
syria had. ·take~ ·toll. · ··· · 
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cBSsioit, · payilig attenti~il ma~ io JehOvah-worship and :Internal !££~Ll----.. 
1,'.:,. 
,i .. H,.:_:: 
;~~..,. 
1: rt~ 
, ~~ 
··, ',' 
.···: 
country. Jehosphaphat, Jehoram and Ahaziah had peacefulreigns. 
' . 
' ' J ' • ' • • ... • • ., '. •• ·J • ' ). • • • • ' ' '' ,." • • ' 
. Ahaziah died sud~enly and his mother_ usurped the throne, and occupied it for 
:' ', ,. ' 4' ' ' '·. ' . ' '' ' '. ':: 
six years, until Jehoifla ·the high priests brought out of hiding the. only re~ 
f ', ' ' 
maining son of Ahaziah, ~oash, whom she thought she had killed. Joaiili 'a:scE3na.'+-
ed the t~one and Athal:i.ah was: ~illed. He reigned forty years, but little 
i~ known of his r-eign exc'ept that he pa:id tribute to Hazael of Syr~a. 
killed by a conspiracy. Amaziah,- the next king. subdued Edom,t · challeng~d .. ·. 
. . ' .. . .· . : ' ' ": 
Is~aelto ~~~r and lost, since they came to Jerusalem and plundered it.:· .For 
· ' this .he was murder~d. · He is the last king we consider in the history of 
' ' ' 
in the ninth century~ 
. ' ' . " . 
· Vle. r~turn n~w to hie northern kingdo~ and find Jehoahaz and:.Jeho'ash- : .. 
attempting to make something of the Wreck left th~m by Jehu. Urider these 
two kings Israel once mor13 began 'the uphill clllnb to security and power. 
Jeroboamii succeeded-his father,'Joash, and as a result of his work gave 
once more, power, possessions and prestige •. · 
Prophecy is one of the wst fascinating studie~- o~ the Ninth century. 
considering prophecy we find that in Israel it had_a gradual evolution, from 
a very primitive form, gradually _growing through the centuries to the times: 
. ''.• 
of Elijah when the_ bud _which had developed, blir.st. into bl~om and prophecy 
became a great institution. Our sources for the prophecy .of the ninth cen 
the books of Kings and a few prophetical narratives. 
The prophets of Is~ael had grown with the _nation.· They cannot. be tot-
~~,...<,- separated.one from the other.· Ahijah is the first ,prophet who has 
a direct r.el~tion .to· the histocy of this century appearing at the time 
disruption of. the kingdom, md was a motivating factor in the revolt of 
. .. . . ~ . ' . . . 
L ' : ·; 
Jeroboam. Jehu, son of Hanani,· was th~ next, who apposed. Baasha and 
'I,: 
:-;- 'ZSS!'tT? 
maPY events which came true. He was a prophet of social justice and 
adherence to the worshd.p of Jehovah •. Elijah found himseJ£ waging war much 
time with the bands of the prophets, Ahab's "yes-man." Baallsm was Elijah's 
,I~ main conern as it was also his successor's Elisha. -Over this isstie• ElijaJr· 
andJezebel fought until her death, which he had predicted. ·Elijah in the 
contest ~>n Mt. Carmel proved that Yahweh was the one God., The narratives of . 
Elijah's life and relation to Israel have become so entangledwith the 
that it is difficult to ascertain the true events. The narratives do 
his·· personality and character to a remarkable degree._• Elisha succeeded' 
Elijah' and like him, dealt with the same problems, but solved one by ins 
~IJ'4 . . . 
ating11to revolution -.,1 ~~,_ .. ,;;r against Baalism. Both these prophets exerted 
much political influence. It is unfortunate that the narratives interfere 
with the authenticity of the historical facts; but these narratives do give 
~ 
us fine insights "to the personalities of the two' men• 
:, ... ' _,. In a shott study of the personality of Elijah we see that he was a . 
forceful prophet, a loyal subject of Yahweh, attempting to guide the people 
religiously, but few listened. His denuncaations were strong and fearless 
Smith calls him an idealist and religious enthusiast. He had 
of--his task and infused the spirit of this vision into Elisha his successor 
';,, 
Elisha was a more gentle type of personality, but worked .. with'las much· 
ic as Elijah. Elisha was responsible for Jehu's revolution, in which Baal- :, 
ism was destroyed. Elisha Wa.s also a gentle and Syni'f.-"athetic man loved b},-
.! ...... /~ 
all the people. These two ment in the prophecy of the ninth century g~~~b 
. ~ ·' ,, 
.. , n 
us an introduction to literary prophecy, through their work. The' clo:le~ 
connect,ioos between religion, politics, morals and prophec~:are clearly 
'shoWn in a study of the prophecy of the period. 
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_.The religion of: Israer'at'the beginning of .the diy;i.ded .kingdom was of 
·, .. J 
,. 
two kinds •. Israel worshipped Jehovah through a bUll image, at Bethel and 
Dan; wherea~ Jud~ was fortunate in having·the Temple of Jerusalem~ 
. . ' 
The 
Deuteronoliiist in' writing Kfugs portray~· a r~lig:Lou~ bills in th~t throughout 
the historJ of Kings he condemns th~ northe~n 1dngdom for its religion, . even 
' '· \ 
though it was a form of Jehovah-worship··~ ~hEr Levites. or priests, either. 
remaked in Jerusal~m ~t the time of'th~ disruptfon, or retUrried:there later 
from Israel~ 
' • "' . ' I • . ' 
In 'the northern .kiD.gdoni we find. religion. a source of inuch' trouble to ·. 
the people. Heathen influences were too ,preval~nt,' a~d began to .cree(into 
. . 
their worship.' Two .religions were set side by. side, Jehovah--worship, :and 
, I, • ' •· , ' ,. 
tl1~ worship of ·foreign god~.: .A hab 's reign .introd~c'ed Baal to .the worship. 
·•. 
of Israel, brought. there by. Jezebel. This via's the corrupt.ion of Jehovah . 
worship. Elijah denounced it in 'no uricerta~: terms ·b'ecause it .introduced 
. .. 
licentiousness and gross i.liunoralities into the. religion of Jehovah. ·It was 
not wiped out unti:l_ the_ revolution of Jehu .in 842, or about that time, as it 
was instigated by Elisha. The worship of Jehovah by means of im8,.ges of . 
.bulls had been one reason for the quick reception. given Baalism. 
I ;'; ,!\,f ~,.,:,. ... ·,;, '. '•':;• '~' /- -~•',;Ol•, :. -~···:~, ', ' '.~-~·~: ;: ... _',):.-·:., "',·,·~ • .,:··:~ ' • :,,,•:•' /l~'. t.'(' 
In Judah the people .Jilaintained a rather strict .policy 'of; Jehovah =.,,,......,n 
• ) :: --~'t_,.. :-. ·. ,;) l . ' ' '" ' 
in the Temple. A t one time the mother of· Aza, Maacha attempted to insti 
. ' ' . ' . ·. ' .. / ·. ' " .. , ,' .. :·--·-.·· , .: ' '." ' . "::/';~ 
.heathen practices int .1 the Jehovah worship in.· Jerusalem,thbse of ·religious 
, . 
. . . pr.bsti tution, but this was quickly. e~e~m~a~ed as a· gen~ral .::prti~~iae. Ape · 
' . ~ t• / -~ ~ ' '"' ,.. 
10.8' 
;''. " •;<],"' ,.(1:1 • 
ffi.til worship of the: north~r}ldngd~m .did. h;<1ve a.n iilfluence upon :~~h 1tt;,/. ,-J .. '\ 
~ndt .it ~:-~i crept into Judah tothe extent that '~everal of -.:1;Ymbols~were'-.'~'{;'·; ,,.· ... ~ 
:;;;;(;\ :; • ' . ' ~rl ; '' Jf ;;' t I . 
. used in Jehovah worships~ :aut for the most part Judah t:IIW!%.U:leu·a·loyal 'sub-\ ;' 
.-, ... 
·~ 
ject of Jehovah 1 and maintained .. a faixly- purified form of Jehovah-worship 
in the temple. 
• ~ : J • 
General Summary 
. '. 
In the study of the ninth century we have found that its history is 
about the· most glowing history of the entiee life of the Hebrew. people. 
One moment they were on top, the nexat at the bottom. We find, laid in this 
century, the foundation for all that happened 'in succeedfng.cehturies, both 
good and bad. Judah never had any particular' trouble until the usurpation· 
of the throne by Athaliali, and from that time forward to its fall, it .never 
seemed to get out of trouble. Samaria was always in trouble •. At no one tim 
could.Israel·say that .there was no trouble in its nation.· If Israel was not 
oppressing some nation, another nation would be attacking her. We have foun 
though in this period that Jehovah was tested time and again; but never 
,,,.,. 
found vromting. It was a great century! 
\ ' ~ .. 
',, '· , 
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